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Preface
Along with laughing, crying, and even coughing, yawning is a mysterious and fasci-
nating physiological phenomenon that has been poorly addressed. These phenomena 
share a complex paroxysmal motor-respiratory interaction that is strongly influenced 
by emotional factors. For instance, while the layman commonly associates yawning 
with boring situations, it also typically evokes a feeling of pleasure, especially dur-
ing a full yawn with tonic extension of the limbs. However, many aspects of yawning 
remain unknown, and it will surely come as a surprise to many of us to read in the 
following pages that yawning may also be considered a strong sexual signal!
Dr. Olivier Walusinski is to be congratulated for putting together the fascinating 
chapters of this book, centered around a topic on which most neurologists would 
struggle to write more than a single sentence. The phylogenetic and ontogenetic 
(with fetal yawning) aspects highlight an interesting perspective on biological and 
human development, while the occurrence and features of yawning in neurological 
diseases also constitute an area that has only been explored by a few investigators. 
Dr. Walusinski is not merely one of these investigators, but an encyclopedic expert 
on yawning and its associated manifestations, as well as its neurobiological corre-
lates. Moreover, it should be recognized that he has accumulated this large body of 
knowledge in parallel to his daily work as a general practitioner over the last 30 years! 
Acquiring scientific peer-recognition is not an easy task for an ‘outsider’, and we must 
say that the current result is beyond any of our initial expectations. Unlike most other 
books focusing on a specific neurological behavior or condition, the present work 
opens surprising windows into the history of neurology, human and animal behavior, 





It is an honor and a privilege for me to introduce the first textbook in English dedi-
cated to The Mystery of Yawning in Physiology and Disease. It is interesting to note 
that 30 years ago, much of the information contained in this book did not exist. Since 
that time, there has been an increased awareness that yawning is indeed a very perti-
nent model for understanding a transitional behavior and its determinism in terms of 
neuroanatomy, neurophysiology, ontogenesis, phylogenesis and social cognition.
Yawning has fascinated and mystified humankind for ages. The bizarre and evanes-
cent qualities of yawning have invited boundless speculation about its origin, meaning 
and purpose. The neurobiological underpinnings of yawning have become increasingly 
well understood and it is now possible to describe the brain mechanisms responsible for 
the expression of this behavior in detail. Modern neuroscience is still looking for a com-
plete explanation of its intimate purpose. We propose a broad-based cultural, ethologi-
cal, neurophysiological, neuroimaging and medical overview of the related concepts.
Yawning is a stereotyped and often repetitive motor act characterized by gaping of 
the mouth accompanied by a long inspiration, followed by a brief acme and a short 
expiration. It is not merely a simple opening of the mouth, but a complex coordi-
nated movement bringing together a flexion followed by an extension of the neck, a 
wide dilatation of the laryngopharynx with strong stretching of the diaphragm and 
anti-gravity muscles. Highly stereotypical because no environmental input changes 
the sequence of movements, it is observed in cold-blooded and warm-blooded verte-
brates – from reptiles with rudimentary ‘archaic’ brains to human primates – in water, 
air and land environments. The ethology, neurophysiology and neuropsychology lit-
erature associates yawning with wake/sleep rhythm fluctuations, eating and sexual-
ity, where it externalizes a group of possible vigilance-stimulating mechanisms and 
attests to the central role of the hypothalamus in homeostasis.
The chapters in this book represent the best thinking on the role and function of 
yawning, and they address what has become central to most contemporary accounts 
– the link between arousal, sleep, vigilance, satiety, sexuality and social communica-
tion linked to emotion.
As Winston Churchill said: ‘The farther back you can look, the farther forward you 
are likely to see.’ In this way, the first chapter tells the story of the prolonged effort in 
X 
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Western thought to define yawning and to interpret it scientifically. Interest in yawning 
has existed since the dawn of history. Some of the world’s greatest thinkers and physi-
cians, such Hippocrates, Descartes, Diderot, Boissier de Sauvages, Haller and others, 
have attempted to explain the physiological and psychological bases of yawning. What 
is emphasized here for the benefit of the scientist or the practitioner is the evolution of 
the key concepts that define discoveries and developments in the field. For example, 
in his 1755 book De perspiratione insensibili, Johan de Gorter was the first to describe 
yawning as a mechanism to accelerate blood flow, supposedly to improve oxygenation 
of the brain, in response to cerebral anemia. Well into the 20th century, there were 
regular references to this notion, even though it had never been demonstrated. The 
inaccuracy of this hypothesis was formally shown by Provine, Tate and Geldmacher 
in 1987. In the chapter that follows, we shall continue to investigate popular thinking 
on yawning. We offer a broad-based cultural overview of the related conceptions and 
myths by comparing popular views in Arabic, Western and Indian cultures.
All the movements that a newborn is able to produce originate during fetal life and 
are performed throughout the life span. F. Giganti and P. Salzarulo explain that yawn-
ing is a behavior beginning in the first epochs of life. Their chapter examines fre-
quency and time course changes of spontaneous yawning across the life span, taking 
into account hypotheses about its function and role. In recent years, there have been 
dramatic technical advances in diagnostic sonography. This procedure has become 
essential to the modern management of pregnancy. Fetal motility is considered to 
reflect the developing nervous system, but also involves functional and maturational 
properties of fetal hemodynamics and the fetal muscular system. Yawning is recog-
nizable in ultrasound images from the 14th week of pregnancy, and like the appear-
ance of oromandibular movements and swallowing, it signals functional maturation 
of the brainstem and basal ganglia. We hope to underscore the importance of fetal 
yawning with this chapter and depict how disturbances over time can lead to an ear-
lier diagnosis of disharmonious brainstem maturation.
The relationship between spontaneous yawning and sleepiness is obvious. Sleepiness 
is a basic physiological need state linked to hunger or thirst, which are physiological 
need states essential to the survival of the individual. This implies a common func-
tional basis, both physiological and biochemical, between sleep, arousal and yawn-
ing. Which structures and substances are implicated in the transition between waking 
and sleep and, at the same time, involved in yawning production? F. Giganti and P. 
Salzarulo review the relationship between yawning and sleep and highlight the con-
trast between morning and evening yawning. What can explain the fact that yawing, 
an expression of sleep pressure, can occur in its arousal time course (i.e. directly after 
sleep)? Further experimental studies can be considered after reading their chapter.
A. Guggisberg, J. Mathis and C. Hess also address this question in their chapter in 
which they review behavioral studies and electroencephalographic recordings of brain 
activity before and after yawning. The authors assess consistent evidence indicating 
that yawning occurs during states of low vigilance. For the authors, this substantiates 
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the notion that yawning is provoked by sleepiness. However, studies analyzing auto-
nomic nervous activity and EEG-based indices of vigilance in yawning subjects have 
not found specific autonomic activations or increased arousal levels after yawning. 
During sustained periods of taxing cognitive work, humans typically display time-
on-task effects, in which performance gets steadily worse over the period of task 
engagement. Persistent effects of cognitive fatigue in the frontoparietal region after 
a period of heavy mental work indicate the critical role of this attentional network 
in mediating task effects. Can yawning be a marker of the level of fatigue in the neu-
ral attentional system by which a reverse attentional stimulation occurs, but not an 
arousal enhancement? Perhaps yawning is more a sign of some impending change of 
state rather than a statement of tiredness itself.
After completing his psychology studies, W. Seuntjens reviewed the scientific lit-
erature on yawning and found there was no simple and straightforward explanation 
of this phenomenon. He undertook his own research and wrote a thesis in 2004: ‘On 
yawning or the hidden sexuality of the human yawn’. Here, he presents a summary 
of the data collected. Amassing circumstantial evidence, he substantiates the discov-
ery of a hidden sexuality of the human yawn. Seuntjens uses the word ‘chasmology’, 
derived from the Greek, to describe the new field of research on yawning and foresees 
a bright future for it. Perhaps more philosophical than scientific, his chapter certainly 
appears to be the most original in this book.
Non-human primate yawns are usually categorized according to context (e.g. as a 
threat, anxious, rest or emotivity yawn), but there has been little consideration about 
whether these yawns are best regarded as a unitary behavior that only differs with 
respect to the context in which it is observed. James A. Anderson discusses the cur-
rent view of yawning as non-verbal communication, whether champanzees can trig-
ger voluntary yawns and how yawning by non human primates can be an opening 
into empathy. Reflecting the growing wave of research investigating these abilities, 
this chapter reviews the comparative literature and offers some thoughts relevant to 
the intriguing question: why does contagious yawning exist?
On the one hand, research on human stress has traditionally relied mostly on 
physiological and psychological measures with a relatively minor emphasis on the 
behavioral aspects of the phenomenon. A promising approach to the study of the 
behavioral correlates of stress is to analyze those behavior patterns that ethologists 
have named displacement activities. On the other hand, anxiety-related disorders 
are among the most common behavioral problems in humans and animals. On these 
occasions, animals frequently present lip licking, yawning or scratching, for example. 
In humans, yawning may even be a general preparation for some new mental experi-
ence. Certainly, people expecting something novel to happen indulge in yawning quite 
frequently; for example, parachutists about to jump tend to do so. Thus, yawning and 
stretching, like all forms of behavior, occur within definable contexts. Displacement 
activities are behavior patterns characterized by their apparent irrelevance to the situ-
ation in which they appear. Scratching, autogrooming and yawning are among the 
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most commonly reported displacement activities in non-human primates, rodents, 
dogs and cats. Displacement behavior appears in situations characterized by social 
tension and is likely to reflect increased autonomic arousal. In such contexts, yawn-
ing gives more veridical information about the subject’s emotional state than verbal 
or vocalized statements and facial expressions. We are proud to present new research, 
conducted by A. Moyaho and J. Valencia, in this promising field. Their work suggests 
that yawning is a delayed response to fear produced by response-dependent punish-
ment in rats. The precise mechanisms whereby rats respond by yawning to emotional 
conditions remain to be elucidated, again suggesting a new field of investigations.
The past 30 years of research have led to a much greater understanding of the 
neuropharmacological regulation of yawning. While many of the early studies con-
cluded that yawning was primarily driven by changes in cholinergic neurotransmis-
sion, Gregory T. Collins and Jose R. Eguibar expertly discuss the state of knowledge 
for each of the major neurotransmitters and neurohormones (dopamine, glutamate, 
serotonin, oxytocin, GABA and others) involved in the regulation of yawning, their 
interactions with one another, and their place in the hierarchical organization of 
yawning. This chapter is the most complete text ever published on the topic, and we 
predict it will be the most cited in the future.
A. Gallup has emerged as a leader in new perspectives on the function of yawning. 
His research provides support for the view that yawning is a behavioral response to 
transient hyperthermia, acting to counter intermittent increases in brain tempera-
ture and promote thermal homeostasis. Brain activity never stops. The brain is one 
of the most metabolically active tissues, generating large amounts of heat. Dissipating 
this heat as well as heat absorbed from the environment has been a major evolution-
ary hurdle necessary for continued brain development. It seems that the evolution of 
emissary veins (i.e. ritia mirabilia; the vascular network in the scalp and face remov-
ing heat from the brain) solved this problem. Brain cooling mechanisms have been 
described during fever to protect brain tissues and activities. There is no work (to my 
knowledge) indicating that cerebral activity modifies the internal temperature of the 
brain in a variable way according to the level of attention. Except during fever, the 
brain temperature remains constant; thus, how could yawning be necessary for brain 
cooling? This is the challenge that A. Gallup faces.
It has long been known that yawning is ‘contagious’; ethologists speak of behavioral 
replication and neurologists refer to ‘echokinesis’, a term coined by J.-M. Charcot. The 
neural mechanisms responsible for spontaneous yawning as well as contagious yawn-
ing have been incompletely characterized. Fatta B. Nahab details how neuroimag-
ing can be an essential tool for helping to identify the seminal neural structures and 
their inter-related functions to carry out this complex stereotyped motor program. 
Matthew W. Campbell and Frans B. M. de Waal point out that the various conta-
gious yawning studies are confusing because researchers analyze their results differ-
ently. The authors go on to make recommendations for more rigorous, thorough and 
informative analyses. Their goal in raising awareness of these issues is to encourage 
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new experiments and improve discussion of existing research. In particular, they pro-
pose more standardized studies of contagious yawning to test its hypothesized link to 
empathy.
Steven Platek summarizes the suggestion that contagious yawning is a primitive 
expression of social cognition, in particular empathy. Susceptibility to contagious 
yawning is correlated with speed in recognizing one’s own face, theory of mind pro-
cessing and is also associated with activation in regions of the brain that have been 
associated with social cognitive processes. This suggests that contagious yawning 
may be an evolutionarily old process that begat a higher level of social cognition in 
certain species. Atsushi Senju reviews the current evidence from developmental stud-
ies with typically and atypically developing populations and comparative studies in 
non-human animals. Developmental studies have revealed that contagious yawning 
is disturbed in individuals with autism spectrum disorders and schizophrenia, sug-
gesting that contagious yawning may share a developmental basis with the capacity 
for theory of mind. He also presents comparative studies suggesting that contagious 
yawning can be observed in non-primate species and, perhaps, domestic dogs. His 
results seem consistent with the claim and previous statement that the mechanism 
underlying contagious yawning relates to the capacity for empathy.
As with all physiological behaviors, deregulated yawning reveals disorders. 
However, a property unique to yawning, which is nevertheless physiological, is its 
ability to trigger certain disorders and, conversely, to cure others! We successively 
cover all forms of yawning disorder – i.e. anhedonia, disappearance of yawning, 
excessive yawning – in a wide-ranging chapter.
The central nervous system in vertebrates follows a common organizational pat-
tern and shows gradually increasing complexity with higher and higher levels of 
independence and functionality. A promising new field of research describes the pat-
tern of associated movements observed in hemiplegic limbs during yawning. Thus, 
Ramachandran Meenakshisundaram and colleagues from India have collected 75 
clinical cases of stroke. They indicate how, in certain stroke localizations, functional 
levels become disconnected; thus, functions may reappear that are normally inhibited 
by a phylogenetically more recent and functionally more sophisticated structure.
I would especially like to thank all my coauthors for their valuable work, which 
is essential to the success of this book. I would also like to extend a special thanks to 
Tanja Sebuk and Peter Roth at Karger for their active support and professionalism.
Dr. Olivier Walusinski, Brou
Walusinski O (ed): The Mystery of Yawning in Physiology and Disease.
Front Neurol Neurosci. Basel, Karger, 2010, vol 28, pp 1–21
Historical Perspectives
Olivier Walusinski
General Practice, Brou, France
Abstract
The phenomenon of yawning is just as intriguing and fascinating as sleep, yet understanding of its 
causes and consequences has defied the human mind for centuries. Hippocrates, Sennert, Boerhaave 
and de Gorter each advanced a theory in his time. From the release of tainted humor to the awaken-
ing of animal spirits and improved brain oxygenation, the metaphors that developed from these 
theories are all characterized by their popular success, which endured until the time of J.M. Charcot 
and even into our own day. However, starting in the early 19th century, a neuromuscular theory 
developed from the experimental physiology of Broussais and Flourens, which Dumpert (working in 
Germany after World War I) explained in detail. Experimental ethology and pharmacology in the 
20th century brought the neuromediators and subcortical structures involved in yawning and pan-
diculation to light. Phylogenetically and ontogenetically primitive, these motor behaviors have been 
remarkably well preserved during evolution and are nearly universal in vertebrates. They are closer 
to an emotional stereotypy than to a reflex. Originating in the diencephalon, they appear to exterior-
ize homeostatic processes in the systems controlling arousal, hunger and sexuality.
Copyright © 2010 S. Karger AG, Basel
Life, in all its aspects, has always given rise to thought and questioning. Explanations 
of physiological phenomena have always provided us with reassurance. As noted by 
H.L. Mencken [1]: ‘Explanations exist and have always existed, because there is always 
a simple solution to each human problem, a clear solution that is plausible and false.’ 
The history of knowledge on yawning is a perfect example of this precept. The causes 
and consequences of this intriguing phenomenon, as fascinating as sleep, have defied 
the human mind for centuries. The results of this review will inevitably highlight the 
numerous uncertainties that still exist in the 21st century.
Medicine originated in antiquity, from myth and philosophy, and gradually 
extracted itself from the uncertainties of magic and religion and moved towards a 
rational approach. This is illustrated in this chapter, which examines the development 
of our knowledge on yawning over several centuries.
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In the tablets on Babylonian medicine that have been deciphered, there is no men-
tion of yawning. Ethnomedicine, whether focused on Asia or Africa, has not studied 
yawning either.
Antiquity and the Middle Ages
Greek philosophy has provided us with a combination of 4 elements to explain the 
world (earth, air, fire, water). These elements carry the 4 physical qualities (moist, 
dry, hot, cold) that influence the ‘humors’ (black bile, phlegm, yellow bile, blood). 
These theories were applied in the first medical writings on yawning in De flatibus 
liber, a treatise on wind written by Hippocrates in 400 BC [2]. He observed:
Yawning precedes a fever, because the large quantity of air that has accumulated ascends all at 
once, lifting with the action of a lever and opening the mouth; in this manner the air can exit with 
ease. Like the large quantities of steam that escape from cauldrons when water boils, the 
accumulated air in the body is violently expelled through the mouth when the body temperature 
rises.
As we will observe later, this idea persisted until the 17th century.
Discussing topics far removed from the physics he applied to humans, Hippocrates 
described jaw movement caused by yawning with great precision in On the 
Articulations, assimilating it into traumatic joint disorders. He related a reduction 
procedure incorrectly attributed to Nélaton in the 19th century [3]:
With regard, then, to the matter on hand, the jaw bone is rarely dislocated, but is frequently 
slackened (partially displaced?) in gaping, in the same manner as many other derangements of 
muscles and tendons arise. Dislocation is particularly recognized by these symptoms: the lower jaw 
protrudes forward, there is displacement to the opposite side, the coronoid process appears more 
prominent than natural on the upper jaw, and the patient cannot shut his lower jaw but with 
difficulty. The mode of reduction which will apply in such cases is obvious: one person must secure 
the patient’s head, and another, taking hold of the lower jaw with his fingers within and without at 
the chin, while the patient gapes as much as he can, first moves the lower jaw about for a time, 
pushing it to this side and that with the hand, and directing the patient himself to relax the jaw, to 
move it about, and yield as much as possible; then all of a sudden the operator must open the 
mouth, while he attends at the same time to three positions: for the lower jaw is to be moved from 
the place to which it is dislocated to its natural position; it is to be pushed backward, and along with 
these the jaws are to be brought together and kept shut. This is the method of reduction, and it 
cannot be performed in any other way.
Emile Littré [4], who translated Hippocrates’ work in the middle of the 19th cen-
tury, rendered a passage on the causes of apoplexy as follows:
The continual yawning of apoplectics proves that air is the cause of apoplexy.
However, Jacques Jouanna refutes this interpretation in his recent translation:
It is not obvious why paralyzed patients would be affected by continual yawning. There could be 
another explanation, namely that of patients constantly having their mouths open, which is 
observed in certain cases of paralysis [5]. The author, Hippocrates, has done his best to fit this 
observation into his explanation: the mouth stays open due to the continual presence of an excessive 
quantity of air in the body.
Nevertheless, modern medical observations indicate how right Littré seems to be!
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Pliny the Elder noted in 40 BC that repeated yawning, when accompanied by 
extensive hemorrhaging, was a sign of approaching death [6]. This subject is the topic 
of a thesis in Latin, De oscitatione in enixu, written by Johannes Lapehn in 1758 under 
the direction of Johannes Roederer in Göttingen [7]. Hemorrhaging after delivery 
has killed thousands of women. The drop in blood pressure and the collapse trig-
gered by hemorrhaging stimulates the autonomic nervous system. Yawning is an 
expression of this system, as it occurs during a vasovagal episode, and precedes loss 
of consciousness.
In his letter to Lucilius, Seneca wrote in approximately 50 AD [8]:
Just as in weakened subjects, disease is signaled by precursory signs: either excessive nervousness, 
or a weariness unprovoked by effort; or yawning; or a shiver running through the limbs. In this way 
a fragile soul is struck long before illness befalls him, suffering by anticipation and succumbing 
ahead of time.
Is he talking about incubation, the onset of fever, somnolence or a depressive 
state?
Galen and Celsus alluded to Hippocrates by transposing the productive effect 
of yawning winds on the muscles. Following the line of Hippocrates’ observations, 
Oribase wrote a chapter on causes and symptoms in 450 AD [9]. He lumped together 
convulsions, palpitations, hiccups, trismus, limb extension and yawning:
They all belong to the same family, which involves perversion of muscular movements. […] 
Yawning and limb extension are acts of nature in which the body is forced to move violently by 
some kind of morbid cause.
In the 15th century, medical teaching began to change. Recitation of works by 
Hippocrates and Galen was replaced by descriptions of clinical cases and semio-
logical ideas, spread through the invention of printing. L’Universa Medicina by Jean 
Fernel (1497–1558) is an example [10]. Fernel was the first to describe yawning 
as a prodrome of febrile states, calling it ‘ephemeral fever’. Still influenced by the 
theory of humors, he described yawning as helping ‘to evacuate harmful vapors’. 
In a similar vein, Jodocus Lommius published a collection of observations in 1560, 
Medicinalium observationum libri tres, printed in Anvers by Plantin. Translated into 
all European languages, this book gave rise to 30 editions over 250 years and can be 
compared to the modern-day Merck Manual. It describes yawning as a prodrome of 
fever [11, 12].
In 1624, Philippe Hechstetteri produced a similar collection of annotated medical 
observations (Rararum Observationum Medicinalium) [13]:
Every day at four o’clock in the afternoon, a 14-year-old girl who had not yet started menstruating 
experienced very frequent, very irritating yawning followed by diverse morbific accidents.
He seems to be the first person, long before J.M. Charcot, to consider repeated 
yawning a sign of hysteria.
Scipion Dupleix, philosopher and historiographer of Henri IV and then Louis 
XIII, published a wonderful collection in 1626: La curiosité naturelle rédigée en ques-
tions selon l’ordre alphabétique (Natural Curiosity Compiled into an Alphabetical List 
of Questions) [14]. Not without evoking Les Propos d’Alain (by French philosopher 
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Emile Chartier), on the word ‘yawn’ he submits the following discussion to his curi-
ous reader, so well-phrased and close to our contemporary ideas:
Why do we yawn when seeing others yawn? This is due to the common disposition of spirits or 
inside air, creating between us all considerable sympathy, consent and affinity, which moves and 
affects these spirits alike by recollection only. And for this same reason we cannot help singing 
when we hear others sing, our attention being otherwise occupied.
17th Century and the Birth of Research
The first half of the 17th century was marked by the birth of mathematical physics, 
creating a new vision of the world. A new scientific spirit was born with Descartes, 
resulting in the mechanistic paradigm in the field of physiology. After Galileo and 
Newton, the discoveries in mechanics and dynamics prepared the way for the concept 
of ‘man as machine’. Until this period, medical dogmatism had led to a major error: 
an indifference towards research, as if medical knowledge were fixed and confined. 
After Harvey demonstrated blood circulation, the experimental approach opened the 
way to the quantitative analysis of vital phenomena, especially due to the work of 
Santorio.
Santorio Santorio (1561–1636), called Sanctorius of Padua, a physician in Venice 
and student and friend of Galileo, may be considered as one of the founders of exper-
imental physiology [15, 16]. He tried to quantify physiological and pathological 
phenomena with measuring devices such as the scale, the thermometer and the met-
ronome. With a scale of his own invention, he measured and compared weight gain 
and loss in humans, particularly by perspiration. He built an entire medical theory 
based on the weight differences related to nutrition, releases via the emunctories and 
perspiration, calling it static medicine. He mentioned yawning in his aphorisms:
Yawning and limb extension after sleep show that the body perspires abundantly, similar to the 
rooster that flaps its wings before it starts to sing. The urge to yawn and stretch the limbs upon 
waking stems from the abundance of perspirable matter, creating an inclination to perspire. 
Through yawning and limb extension we perspire more in one half hour than we would during 
other times in three hours.
In 1664, René Descartes (1596–1650) exposed his theory on nerves in his ‘Traité 
de L’Homme’ (‘Treatise of man’):
The spirits that are in the brain enter into specific nerves; at the same time they carry the 
strength to move a specific limb. Having discussed respiration and other simple and ordinary 
movements of this type, I will explain how exterior objects act on the sensory organs.
Further on he explains respiration through the muscular activity of the diaphragm 
and focuses on ‘how this machine swallows the meat at the back of its mouth …’. He con-
cludes his complex explanation of aerodigestive tract functioning with the following:
By way of example, you can also observe how this machine can sneeze, yawn, cough, and make 
the necessary movements to discharge a variety of other excrements.
This demonstrates that nearly 1,000 years after Hippocrates, the evacuation of 
humors was still considered a primordial effect of yawning [17].
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Danieli Sennerti (1572–1637) also continued to assimilate sneezing and yawn-
ing as a mechanism of ‘morbific exhalation’, while pointing out the coincidence with 
fatigue and somnolence, which had never before been noted [18].
Jan Baptiste van Helmont (1577–1644) was the first to challenge Hippocrates’ ideas 
in Des principes de médecine et de physique pour la guérison des maladies (‘Principles of 
Medicine and Physics for Healing Diseases’) in 1671 [19]:
Galen states that the yawning usually accompanying the onset of intermittent fever is caused by 
sooty vapors that swell & distend the muscles of the jaw, from which they try to detach themselves. 
Why are these parts of the body more excited than other parts by expulsion of this sooty matter, 
given that the sooty matter can only be the imperceptible excrements of the most recent digestion? 
And why is this matter encountered more during fever than during gout, apoplexy, etc? Why do we 
yawn in spite of ourselves when someone else yawns? This demonstrates that yawning does not 
proceed from sooty vapors, but from the imagination. The school of medicine does not contest that 
the orifice of the stomach is easily moved & excited to nausea by disdain for something perceived 
or imagined to be dirty, & that when some people watch others eat sour apples, their mouths 
immediately fill with saliva. Thus the upper orifice of the stomach is easily moved by the 
imagination, and sleep, coma, bad mood, catalepsy, drowsiness, vertigo and other accidents of this 
type come from the orifice of the stomach. Yawning which follows or prefigures sleep is consequently 
attributed to the same part of the body, because phantasy resides there and it is not without reason 
that we call this place the heart. It follows that when we are noticeably afflicted, we sigh repeatedly 
which seems to relieve this upper orifice of its oppression. When the lethargic and nonchalant 
stomach makes us drowsy, taking the trouble to yawn does not give any release to the muscles of 
the mouth and trachea which are thereby engaged. Similarly, the ethmoid bone, disturbing the 
organ of smell, calls on the muscles of the chest for sternutation. This does not mean that the cause 
of yawning should be sought in the muscles that move when one yawns, no more than the cause of 
sneezing should be sought in the muscles that move when one sneezes.
Calling Hippocratic Theories into Question
Herman Boerhaave (1668–1738) is considered the founder of clinical medicine and 
the modern academic hospital. In 1680, in Praelectiones academicae, he provided the 
first novel explanation of yawning:
Yawning and pandiculation favor the equitable distribution of spiritus in all the muscles and 
unblock the vessels of which sleep may have slowed the functions [20]. In certain cases, yawning 
and pandiculation favor blood flow and re-establish the nervous influx; their action fights the 
excessive predominance of the flexor muscles and returns everything to its place. […] Yawning 
involves extending most of the muscles controlled by the will at almost the same time, while 
expanding the lungs amply and inhaling a great deal of air slowly and gradually. After the air has 
been held for some time and is rarefied, it is imperceptibly released by exhalation and the muscles 
finally return to their natural state. The effect of yawning is thus to move all the humors of the body 
through all the vessels, to accelerate their movement, to distribute them equally and as a result, to 
give the sensory organs and muscles of the body the capacity to perform their functions.
The dissertations of Johann Beutler (1685) and Gottlob Hermann (1720) build on 
these theories, adding a prognostic role to yawning, considered to indicate a fever’s 
seriousness [21, 22].
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Pierre Brisseau associated yawning and epilepsy for the first time in his Traité des 
mouvements simpatiques (‘Treatise on Sympathetic Movements’) in 1692 [23]:
The signs of an imminent attack of epilepsy are a disturbance of the soul and the senses, heaviness 
and pain in the head, vertigo, irritating insomnia, weariness in the joints, trembling of the limbs, 
ringing in the ears, yawning, heart palpitation, difficulty breathing, nausea, cardialgia, etc. All of 
these signs are more or less present in epileptics. […] Because blood circulates with difficulty 
around the lungs, yawning is easy to deduce in those about to be struck by a fit of epilepsy.
In 1733, George Cheyne (1671–1743) wrote The English Malady: Treatise of 
Nervous Diseases of All Kinds [24], in which he explains:
Yawning and pandiculation seem to be produced by hard concretions, by saline particles, by 
harmful vapors, bitter or acrimonious, by perspiration, by winds, etc., that are either in or stop in 
small vessels, or are carried to a part of the body with many nerves such as the alimentary canal, the 
cavities of the brain, the spine or the interstices of the muscles. Because the nerves in these places 
or their membranes are irritated, a general disturbance takes place in all nervous or sensible fiber, 
soon producing the same effect throughout the entire muscular system’. […] ‘Vapors, or splenic 
disorder, are commonly understood to refer to an excess of dejection, discouragement, bloating of 
the stomach, belching, noise in the lower abdomen, ringing or buzzing in the ears, yawning, lack of 
appetite, agitation, worry, anxiety, ill humor, melancholy, sadness, inconstancy, insomnia or 
drowsiness, or in a word all the symptoms that do not form a particular disease; but the vapors are 
very often symptomatic and depend on another malady.
The premises of J.M. Charcot’s ‘hystero-epilepsy’ can be found here, and it was not 
until the 20th century that epilepsy, cortical pathology and hysteria, the psychological 
condition, were separated.
18th Century: Yawning ‘Improves Brain Oxygenation’
Johannes de Gorter (1689–1762), a prolific Dutch author in all areas of medicine in the 
early 18th century, holds a key place in the history of knowledge on yawning. In his book 
De Perspiratione insensibili in 1755, he attributed yawning ‘to a need for faster blood cir-
culation and to cerebral anemia’ [25]. This marks the birth of an idea that would persist 
for two centuries, repeated by almost all authors: yawning improves brain oxygenation.
Albrecht von Haller (1708–1777), a Swiss physician and poet, wrote the first com-
pendium of human physiology (Elementa physiologiae corporis humani: 8 volumes 
published from 1757 to 1766). Following on from Francis Glisson, he introduced the 
notion of ‘irritability’, the property of tissues to be stimulated [26]. He was the first to 
record proof of this phenomenon and distinguished nerve impulses (sensitivity) from 
muscular contraction (irritability):
A kind of harmony exists between the pulse and the breath. In the natural state, there are usually 
three or four pulsations during one breath. If more blood reaches the heart, the number of pulsations 
and breaths increases. This explains why it is harder to breathe when the body is in motion, because 
the venous blood is whipped and accelerated. If there is greater distance in the lungs, and the blood 
has trouble passing from the right to the left ventricle, the number and length of breaths will be 
greater in order to cover the distance. This is the cause of sighs and yawning.
He goes on to describe sleep:
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As night approaches, one feels a numbness in the long muscles and their tendons, together with 
an incapacity for serious thought and a love of rest. At this point, the forces holding up the body 
weaken, the eyes close, the lower jaw is left hanging, which forces one to yawn.
In the same vein as de Gorter, he advances the following:
Why do we yawn when we feel like sleeping? In order to clear the lungs in which the blood is 
moving more slowly.
David Hartley (1705–1757), an English physician influenced by the discoveries of 
Isaac Newton, attempted to explain human physiology using physical laws based on 
the laws of gravity. Like Hippocrates who transposed Aristotle’s knowledge of nature 
into 4 humors, Hartley proposed that perceived sensations and voluntary acts were 
dependent on the vibration of particles that composed human tissue and were invis-
ible to the eye, travelling the length of the nerves and thereby giving substance to 
the ‘animal spirits’ of Descartes. He therefore prefigured the concept of molecules 
[27–29]:
Depending on the circumstances, yawning and stretching may be considered part of the five 
classes of vibratory movements. When yawning occurs during attacks of fever and other diseases, it 
appears caused by sudden, strong contractions in the membranes of the mouth, throat, trachea and 
esophagus, whereas stretching appears caused by skin contractions.
Surprisingly, very few authors evoked yawning in animals or children. Charles 
Porée (1685–1770) spoke about yawning during a public session of the Académie des 
Belles-Lettres de Caen in 1756 where he observed [30]:
Birds yawn, just as man and several other animals do, but their yawning is different from ours. 
The lower part of the bird’s beak is stable, whereas the upper part is mobile through a hinge 
connecting the bones of the bird’s head to its beak. Our upper jaw is fixed, the lower jaw is mobile 
and moves with the temporal bones. When man yawns, the lower part of the mouth opens; while 
the mechanism differs, nature’s intention is the same and reaches the same objective. The rest of 
this observation has mere curiosity value. We yawn when we are born; the first infant to be born 
set the example. This movement cannot be attributed to worry, as the infant knows the society he 
enters. Hunger and sleepiness are not the immediate cause; food will be administered through a 
new channel. So at first yawning has to be related to the change the infant experiences as he begins 
to breathe and thereafter, to the new course the blood works its way through. It can also be seen 
as a sign of weariness caused by the fatigue of birth and the new oscillation of the humors. All 
these changes are admirable and show a providence worthy of our deepest esteem. Nonetheless, 
one could complain that birth as well as death are difficult, and life is often less tiresome.
Joseph Raulin (1708–1784) tried to classify the nervous disorders of the ladies he 
treated at the court of Louis XV [31]. In his Traité des affections vaporeuses du sexe 
(‘Treatise on Vaporous Affections of the Female Sex’), he compared spasms and convul-
sions and used the expression of the period – vapors – to describe what would later 
be known as hysteria, characterized by Paul Briquet (1796–1881) and Jean Baptiste 
Louyer-Villermay (1776–1838) at the beginning of the 19th century:
A woman experiences anxieties, yawning, hiccups, spasms and irregular movements in her 
nerves, of which she complains bitterly; her family, friends and neighbors respond with indifference. 
This is a case of vapors. These light vapors progress imperceptibly, the patient becomes sad, she 
sheds tears, or she seems cheerful, she uses expressions that are not understood, or she says pretty 
things, she laughs, she sings, or she alternates tears and laughter, always being beside herself. We 
laugh as she does, attributing this to the vapors.
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History does not remember the name of Jean-Férapie Dufieu [32], yet he wrote a 
treatise of physiology for students, published in Lyon in 1763, in which he compiled 
the knowledge of his times in a literary style long forgotten in our modern manuals:
When we wake, we yawn, stretch our arms, we are more agile, our spirit is more vivacious. Since 
the nervous juices do not flow through the muscles during sleep, all fibers are sluggish. Thus we 
have to contract them all, to open the passage for the nervous juices that have filtered into the 
brain, or to bring them into these parts. In addition, since the movement of blood through the 
muscles is sluggish, its course has to be hastened; this is done by contraction where the muscles 
enter when the limbs are stretched. Yawning has the same cause. These nervous juices that enter 
into the muscles, and that have gathered up in large quantities, make us more agile, because the 
soul can send a large amount into the nerves to move the body parts.
This colorful description is close to many of our current concepts at the start of the 
21st century!
In 1767, Achille Le Vacher de la Feutrie compiled a dictionary of surgery [33], in 
which he returned to the concepts of Sanctorius and de Gorter:
Imperceptibly we render a large quantity of perspirable matter when nature causes yawning and 
limb extension. We are more prone to yawning immediately after sleep than at other times, because 
a larger quantity of this perspirable matter escapes through the pores of the skin than at other 
times. The increase in contraction following this affluence causes the retention of perspirable 
matter in the passages of the skin; and that is the reason for the irritations that precede yawning 
and limb extension. During those movements all membranes of the body are shaken, their fibers 
are spread and the retained matter can escape.
Following Sydenham in England, François Boissier de Sauvages (1706–1767) [34], 
a famous practitioner at the University of Montpellier, tried to classify diseases using 
a methodology inspired by Linnaeus in the natural sciences, who generated great 
interest in taxonomy during that time. Boissier published a large body of work on 
different subject matters, but his Nosologie Méthodique ou distribution des maladies 
en classes, en genres et en espèces (‘Methodical Nosology or Assignment of Diseases to 
Classes, Types and Species’) remains his most famous work [35]:
Through the full and deep breathing that accompanies yawning, all pulmonary vesicles dilate, 
blood circulation in the lungs accelerates, the viscera of the lower abdomen compress, the eyes 
water, saliva flows abundantly, the hearing muffles, a sort of buzzing is felt inside the head, the 
Eustachian tube dilates, talking is impossible, perspiration increases, the soul experiences a sort of 
exquisite pleasure, and the person becomes more energized and more alert.
Boissier goes on to review different kinds of pathological yawning: during hemor-
rhages as during fevers yawning announces a fatal outcome, whereas ‘stomach yawn-
ing’ bears witness to indigestion and disgust. He also describes vapors accompanied 
by yawning, which he qualifies as hysterical.
Samuel Tissot (1728–1797) returned to practice in Lausanne after having studied in 
Montpellier. As a physician to prominent figures between 1750 and 1797, he was con-
sulted all over Europe, often by correspondence. His archives contained all the medi-
cal correspondence, including prescriptions, that he conducted with his patients. His 
Avis au peuple sur sa santé (‘Notice to the General Public Concerning Their Health’) was 
a true early-day bestseller [35–37], translated into 12 languages and published in 17 
editions. It was the first medical book written for the general public in the vernacular 
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language. However, above all, Tissot is the author of the first treatise on neurology, 
Traité des nerfs et de leurs maladies (‘Treatise on Nerves and Nervous Disorders’, 1768–
1770), the first volume of which is entitled Traité de l’épilepsie (‘Treatise on epilepsy’). 
He attributed the transmission of information from one body part to another to a 
fluid circulating in the nerves that he called ‘sympathies’:
Such is the admirable constitution of man and animal, that those parts with seemingly different 
functions are however intertwined such that they all more or less influence one another […] But 
aside from this general harmony, there are different parts that have a more direct connection, that 
are linked by different means, such that the state of one has a pronounced influence on the state of 
another, or is at least altered by the changes that it experiences; this is due to the Greek sympathia 
and the Latin consensus; and sometimes the effect is much more pronounced on the part in 
sympathy than on the part originally affected. […] Since specific sympathies depend on nerves that 
have closer connections, weak causes can set them into motion; stronger causes are needed to bring 
about the well pronounced effects of general sympathy. All men are not equally subject to 
sympathies, because the nervous nature is not equally sensitive in all; hence, the same cause that 
brings about the most pronounced sympathies in one person, causes none in another; the 
corresponding action is limited to its centre, because the nerves of that person are less sensitive. It 
is strictly to the general consensus that we must attribute this imitative force that obliged Monro to 
repeat all that he saw being done. M. Whytt attributes yawning and involuntary vomiting to it; but 
I nonetheless do not know whether simple physical consensus is capable of generating these 
phenomena by itself.
Robert Whytt (1714–1766), a medical professor in Edinburgh, is known for having 
described tubercular meningitis. His explanation of ‘sensations’ (sensitivity) in invol-
untary movements makes him a forerunner in the area of reflexes, just as his inter-
est in the effect of emotions during diseases makes him the father of psychosomatic 
pathology [38, 39]:
The different parts of our body receive from nerves not only the power to feel and move, but also 
a very specific sympathy that is either general and spreads out over the entire animal system, or 
particular, meaning that it is mainly exerted between certain parts. Whether we want to or not, we 
close both our eyelids every time there is a threat to one of our eyes. A sudden bright light striking 
our eyes sometimes causes blindness. Hippocrates observed that the sudden sight of a snake can 
make the face go pale. When a hungry person sees food he likes, he experiences a more abundant 
secretion of saliva than before having seen the object. Yawning and vomiting often occur by the 
simple sight or sound of someone yawning or vomiting. In this work on nervous disorders, I will 
mainly examine those that have the effect of a weak, delicate and unusual nervous constitution; and 
in this category I place the majority of symptoms that physicians have commonly described as 
windy, spastic, hypochondriacal, hysterical and vaporous […] Those that can suddenly be felt in the 
entire body or that travel through it; shivers, a feeling of coldness in certain parts as if water were 
being poured on them; at other times, an unusual feeling of fire […] Heart palpitations, rapidly 
changing pulse, most often natural, sometimes unusually slow, and other times quick or frequent, 
more often faint that strong, and in certain cases irregular or intermittent […] A dry cough with 
breathing troubles, or a convulsion or tightening of the bronchi, an accident that may come back 
periodically, yawning, hiccups, frequent sighing, a feeling of suffocation or constriction that seems 
to be caused by a lump or large object lodged in the throat, fits of crying and convulsive laughter.
Erasmus Darwin (1731–1802) is famous for being the grandfather of Charles and 
the author of Zoonomia or The Laws of Organic Life (1794) [40]. In this work, he is the 
first to describe the movement of a paralyzed arm in a hemiplegic during yawning:
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These involuntary motions are often seen in paralytic limbs, which are at the same time 
completely disobedient to the will.
L’art de connaître les hommes par la physionomie (‘The Art of Understanding Men 
by Their Physiognomy’, 1775–1778) by Gaspard Lavater (1741–1800) was the result of 
a philosophical movement dating back to Antiquity that consisted of deciphering an 
individual’s personality from his facial features [41]. Lavater’s chapter on yawning was 
particularly novel:
During the most passionate moments, the jaw often has an involuntary movement just as during 
moments when the soul is unaffected; pain, pleasure and boredom also cause yawning, but it is true 
that vivid yawning is a convulsion that is very prompt during pain or pleasure, whereas the yawning 
of boredom shows its character by the slow pace at which it occurs.
19th Century: Yawning and Hysteria
François Magendie (1783–1855) demonstrated the discoveries of Charles Bell, who 
distinguished the ventral roots as being motor nerves and the dorsal roots as being 
sensory nerves. Magendie defended his thesis on 27 March 1808: Essai sur l’usage du 
voile du palais (‘Essay on the Use of the Soft Palate’) which included a novel chapter on 
yawning [42]:
Yawning, classified by physiologists among inhalation phenomena, has not been sufficiently 
studied in my opinion. It is generally considered a long inhalation made necessary by the slowing 
of the circulation upon waking, before sleep and in melancholy passions such as boredom, etc. But 
if we attentively examine yawning, we recognize that it is often composed of several inhalations and 
exhalations. At other times it occurs after inhalation, thus during exhalation. In certain rare cases 
we yawn without breathing in or out; this strongly suggests that yawning mainly consists in the 
pandiculation of the masseter, temporal and pterygoid muscles and in the prolonged contraction of 
the submandibular muscles. I do not completely exclude the purpose given by physiologists to 
yawning, but I think it must be seen as accessory. Another reason makes me persist in this idea: 
yawning is almost always accompanied by the pandiculation of other muscles in the body, and 
important muscles such as the masseter and pterygoid muscles must necessarily take part in the 
well-being resulting from this elongation. Do we not observe in the jaw muscles the two kinds of 
pandiculation seen in the trunk and the limbs? In one, the most frequent kind, we extend the limbs, 
we arch the trunk backwards, the flexors are elongated, the extensors contracted. In the other, the 
opposite happens, meaning that the trunk and the limbs are in the greatest degree of flexion 
possible: the extensors are elongated, the flexors are strongly contracted. We find these two kinds of 
pandiculation in the muscles of the lower jaw during simple yawning: the levators are elongated, 
the depressors contracted; in a particular state that has not yet been described, the levator muscles 
as well as all facial muscles enter into a violent contraction and we experience a sensation that is 
perfectly identical to the one felt during yawning.
Julien César Legallois (1770–1814) was a pioneer in experimental physiology. 
In 1813 he published his Expériences sur les principes de la vie (‘Experiments on the 
Principles of Life’) in which he described sectioning the spinal cord of live rabbits in 
several locations, which allowed him to place the respiratory centers in the brainstem 
[43]. He reported the occurrence of yawning numerous times and considered it as a 
ventilatory movement:
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Whatever the origin of respiratory nerves, the motive force for the respiratory function is 
undoubtedly in the brain. Were new proof needed, the yawning I observed after sectioning the 
spinal cord provides us with evidence that appears irrefutable.
Yawning clearly depends on the same motive force as spontaneous inhalation; yawning is the 
remains, and to some extent the vestiges of this inhalation.
Auguste Landre-Beauvais (1772–1840) created a new genre by proposing one of the 
first books on medical semiology: Traité des signes des maladies (‘Treatise on the Signs of 
Diseases’, 1815). He described yawning associated with diverse pathological states [44]:
Yawning generally occurs before febrile shivering. It sometimes occurs in ataxic fevers and 
frequently precedes eruptions and hemorrhages. Attacks of gout, hysteria or hypochondria are 
often presaged by continuous yawning. Frequent yawning is sometimes observed during early 
pregnancy. Yawning is a phenomenon that occurs after serious injuries, excessive evacuation and 
internal inflammations; when accompanied by serious symptoms, it is a very worrisome sign. 
Frequent yawning during ataxic fevers may be considered very dangerous, particularly in 
connection with other phenomena that precede weakness. The same is true for yellow fever, the 
plague, and phlegmasia complicated by ataxic fever. Frequent yawning sometimes occurs in women 
during childbirth, indicating that the delivery will be difficult and that the mother’s strength is 
oppressed or weakened. A feeling of weariness and heaviness in the limbs and less lively sensations 
immediately precede yawning. It is followed by increased cheerfulness and vivacity. The pulse 
becomes quicker and the temperature often increases. The secretion of tears and saliva is more 
abundant. If we relate these phenomena to what preceded the yawning – fatigue, boredom, an 
exterior cold – it seems that the objective of this effort is to improve the circulation in the lungs 
where the air flow has encountered obstacles produced by either spasm or plethora.
The first medical encyclopedic dictionary of the 19th century was managed by Charles-
Louis-Fleury Panckoucke (1780–1844) and published in 60 volumes from 1812 to 1822. 
He solicited the great medical minds of his time such as Alibert, Pinel, Esquirol, Laënnec, 
Desgenettes and Larrey. This dictionary, including more than 4,000 bibliographic records 
and just over 200 illustrations, was an attempt to summarize the medical knowledge of 
the time, at the dawn of clinical medicine and anatomical pathology. The dictionary was 
a large commercial success, a source of wealth for its sponsor and a far-reaching vehicle 
for French medical thinking [45]. The entry on yawning was novel because it evoked 
yawning in animals and described fetal yawning, never before reported:
The Latin term for yawning comes from oscitatio; in French, bâillement is derived from the 
Latin balare, to bleat. Yawning consists of a large inhalation occurring slowly, and in general with 
wide opening of the jaws, followed by a prolonged exhalation, often accompanied by a muted noise. 
It is generally thought to be caused by a problem with pulmonary circulation. This opinion, while 
not being backed by any positive fact, does appear likely: almost all causes of yawning coincide 
with a certain weakness of the entire system, which could very well produce the problem we are 
discussing; the causes are boredom, sleepiness, fatigue, hunger, and the malaise preceding 
intermittent fevers, etc. Animals put into the pneumatic machine, those that are placed in non-
breathable air, yawn several times before dying. A fetus taken alive from its mother’s womb by 
caesarean operation yawns as well. Finally, it seems that damage to the pulmonary tissue can cause 
frequent yawning. In many cases this phenomenon seems related to the state of the stomach rather 
than to state of the lungs, which are only affected sympathetically; in this way, difficult digestion or 
a simple stomach pain, whatever the cause, is accompanied by repeated yawning. This incident can 
also be purely spasmodic, as observed in women affected by hysteria, or in individuals with 
convulsive diseases. Yawning is, to a certain extent, an involuntary act. We can overcome the action 
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of muscles tightening to lower the jaw by contracting their antagonists; we can moderate the 
exhalation that ends yawning and prevent its accompanying noise. But the long inhalation that 
constitutes yawning itself cannot be suppressed, undoubtedly because the agent of this inhalation, 
the diaphragm, receives part of its nerves from the system of ganglia, as M. Roux has noted. Bichat 
suspected that the object of this involuntary act is to renew the air contained in the lungs more 
completely than can be achieved by ordinary inhalation, and thus give way to greater absorption of 
oxygen.
François-Joseph Double (1776–1842), famous during his time and a founding 
member of the Académie de Médecine, also published a treatise on semiology and 
disease in 1817: Séméiologie générale ou traité des signes et de leur valeur dans les mal-
adies [46]. In his work, he summarized the same findings as Landre-Beauvais:
A rapid consideration of the mechanism of yawning clearly suggests its degree of influence on 
the system. Its importance cannot be denied if we think about the general state that precedes and 
follows it, for example, the kind of stupor and torpor that prepares the way and the weariness and 
weakness we feel beforehand, in contrast to the pleasant sensation that follows and the relaxation 
and well-being it procures. By reflecting on these diverse subjects, we find the indication for most 
of the signs that experience has attached to yawning. […] Pandiculation consists of successive 
stretching of all muscles accompanied by a pleasant sensation and generally followed by yawning. 
[…] Pandiculation is a very positive sign leading into convalescence, but if it continues and persists 
relentlessly, it indicates a deterioration. During the course of a disease, pandiculation is always 
salutary; it signals the favorable state of the vital forces and the resistance with which nature fights 
the effect of the disease.
During the same period, at the age of 22 years, Anthelme Richerand (1779–1840), 
known for his quarrels with Dupuytren, published Nouveaux éléments de physiologie 
(‘New Elements of Physiology’) [47]. This important compilation of writings from the 
period lacked originality but possessed a style that made it a highly successful teach-
ing tool, as this account confirms:
This work brought charm and beauty to our school years. It was a delightful introduction to the 
austere study of medicine; the reading could be considered light, but it seemed to sprinkle the 
subject’s first paths with flowers.
The article on yawning demonstrates this:
We also yawn upon waking, in order to lift the thorax muscles to an appropriate degree for 
respiration, which is always slower, less frequent and deeper during sleep than during the waking 
state. Due to a similar need, waking in all animals is marked by pandiculation, a muscular action in 
which the muscles seem to accommodate the contractions that the movements dictate. The crowing 
of the cock and the agitation of its wings serve the same purpose. Finally, the same necessity leads 
the numerous flocks of birds that inhabit our woods to warble endlessly at sunrise and fill the air 
with harmonious song, in which the poet hears the joyous hymn by which the feathered populace 
celebrates the return of the god of light!
Nicolas Adelon (1782–1862) was the author of a long article devoted to yawning in 
the Dictionnaire de Médecine published from 1829 to 1836 [48]. He expanded on the 
respiratory theory of yawning, helping to ensure its 150 years of success:
In the state of health, yawning occurs in a vacuum, in a situation where there is no renewal of 
fresh air, because in these cases there is not enough air, or the air contains less oxygen, and we try 
to compensate by introducing a large amount of air to where it is lacking. This is why yawning is a 
precursory phenomenon of all gradual asphyxiations. We yawn when sleep approaches, because 
the momentary paralysis that seizes all muscles in the body also seems to seize the respiratory 
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muscles, which results in a temporary decrease in the frequency of inhalation. Since the circulation 
has continued in the meantime, and as a result has carried the same quantity of venous blood to the 
lungs to be transformed into arterial blood, there is not enough air to perform this conversion, and 
a small amount of venous blood remains in the lungs, slightly blocking pulmonary circulation: 
yawning thus occurs automatically to introduce a larger quantity of air, the quantity needed to 
arterialize the leftover venous blood and restore balance. Yawning occurs in all circumstances 
where we see this accumulation of venous blood in the lungs, this blockage of pulmonary circulation. 
It is thus considered a physiological remedy for dissipating this engorgement, and its full 
accomplishment is followed by a sensation of well-being. Judging from this feeling, the outside air 
introduced into the lungs by yawning could be considered to overcome the obstacle blocking the 
circulation in these organs. We also yawn during the first moments of waking, because inhalation 
occurs in a different mode than during sleep, and in the passage from one mode to the other, there 
is a momentary decrease in inhalation, due to an imbalance in the amount of air introduced and 
the quantity of venous blood to be transformed into arterial blood. The result is a slight pulmonary 
engorgement, leading to the phenomenon necessary clear it.
During the same period, John M. Good (1764–1827) explained yawning and pan-
diculation in The Study of Medicine with a Physiological System of Nosology in England 
[49]. Taking a very different approach from his contemporaries on the continent, he 
never evoked the ventilatory mechanism, but saw yawning as simple muscular work 
necessary for the balance between extensors and flexors. These notions come close to 
modern-day physiological observations.
In 1861, Adolphe Dureau de la Malle (1777–1851) published a dissertation on the 
development of intellectual faculties in wild and domesticated animals in the Annales 
de Sciences Naturelles [50]. He reported having such close ties to his dog that the latter 
started yawning when he saw his master yawn! Present day authors Joly-Mascheroni 
and Senju published a study in 2008 that comes to similar conclusions [51].
François Broussais (1772–1838) broke away entirely from his contemporaries 
and predecessors in his Traité de physiologie appliqué à la pathologie (‘Treatise on 
Physiology Applied to Pathology’), published in 1834 [52]:
If we wish to study the mechanism of yawning, which can be considered as the first sign and 
main phenomenon of boredom, either moral or physical, we will encounter serious problems. 
Yawning has been related to the need to breathe, or considered a means to renew the air stagnating 
in the lungs after respiration has slowed for some time. This is an error – one must only be a 
practitioner to know with certainty that dyspnea alone never produces yawning. […] The lungs 
seem to be much less influenced by yawning than the stomach … [If] the need for air is not the 
principal cause of this deep aspiration, then what can its purpose be? Could it be to swallow air, and 
to cure an ill stomach?
This novel approach did not generate much response and the ventilatory theory 
persisted.
John Abercrombie (1780–1844), a Scottish physician, published Pathological and 
Practical Researches on the Diseases of the Brain and Spinal Cord in 1828 [53], which 
was translated into French in 1832. He described the strange phenomenon encoun-
tered in certain hemiplegics where the paralyzed arm moves up towards the mouth 
simultaneous to yawning. This occurrence disappeared as soon as the paralysis 
subsided.
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In 1842, Pierre-Marie Flourens (1794–1867) gave a clear explanation of motor 
automatisms and their coordination – Recherches expérimentales sur les propriétés et 
les fonctions du système nerveux dans les animaux vertébrés (‘Experimental Research 
on Nervous System Functioning in Vertebrates’) [54]:
The spinal cord is restricted to linking muscular contractions, the first elements of all movement, 
into complex movements. Although the spinal cord is the point of departure for almost all nerves 
determining these contractions and movements, it is not the seat of the admirable power to 
coordinate them into specific movements: jumping, flying, walking, running, resting, etc.; or 
inhaling, shouting, yawning, etc. This power resides in the cerebellum for the first group, in the 
spinal bulb for the second group. There is one last consideration to note. The movements of 
respiration, shouting, yawning, etc., are commonly called involuntary, whereas locomotive 
movements are called voluntary.
Louis Delasiauve (1804–1893) and Théodore Herpin (1799–1865) are associated 
with the detailed description of the different types of epilepsy, which include general-
ized and partial seizures. They described prodromes warning the patient of an immi-
nent seizure, notably repeated yawning. These symptoms are currently attributed to 
partial temporal seizures [55–57].
End of the 19th Century: Is Yawning a Reflex?
Jean-Louis Brachet (1789–1858), an eminent physiologist in Lyon, was the first to 
contest the respiratory role of yawning [58]:
Yawning is generally defined as a large, deep inhalation occurring slowly that moves the lower 
jaw, the hyoid bone and the larynx considerably downward. It is followed by a prolonged exhalation 
accompanied by a particular muted noise. Yawning is attributed to the need to renew air in the 
lungs, or to introduce a larger quantity of air to supply the blood with more oxygen, because the 
flow is blocked and oxygen is consequently lacking. Or yawning is attributed to a feeling of malaise 
arising in the back of the throat, in the upper part of the neck. We do not share this view. We do not 
consider the phenomenon to be limited to this convulsive contraction of the facial and neck 
muscles, nor to this larger volume of air that it sends through the airways. Yawning is not a purely 
local phenomenon pertaining exclusively to respiration: it is a general phenomenon pertaining to 
the complete system. […] We therefore think yawning, as well as pandiculation, occurs when the 
brain, alerted by the torpor seizing the system, tries to prevent the consequences by soliciting acts 
of excitation and arousal; thus all muscles contract, the locomotive as well as the respiratory 
muscles. This general contraction is already a means of stimulation.
Almire Lepelletier de la Sarthe (1790–1880), a proponent of physiognomy which 
Johann-Casper Lavater developed in 1775, largely surpassed his master with his rep-
rehensible words [59–61]:
When yawning is customary, we can assume the following about the subject: limited intelligence, 
without initiative, slow and lazy mind, inactive, soft character, weak, indolent, timid, indifferent, 
melancholic, boring, incapable of vigorous resolution or undertaking a long, difficult or perilous 
enterprise, at times clever and cunning, and given to contemplating theft and fraud in his dealings.
In 1865, Jules-Bernard Luys (1828–1897) published Recherches sur le système 
nerveux cérébro-spinal, sa structure, ses fonctions et ses maladies (Studies on the 
Cerebrospinal Nervous System, Its Structure, Functions and Diseases’ [62]). He 
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described the central grey nuclei, giving his name to one of them, and postulated on 
their physiological role, which had never been studied before his time. He developed 
novel ideas concerning yawning as well:
Although not extensively discussed, it is a common observation that when the brain cells start 
to become inactive, the medullary regions of the spinal axis with immediate control over the 
respiratory apparatus are altered in their functioning. Everyone knows that yawning is a 
premonitory sign that the conditions of diurnal functional activity in the nervous system have 
ceased to be what they previously were. What is yawning if not an involuntary inhalation indicating 
that the innervation of automatic activity acquires a predominate influence in the medullary 
region, following retrocession of the cerebral influx, and that at this precise point of the spinal 
axis, a sort of interregnum occurs and a disturbance of the original stimulus. In addition, the 
highly characteristic rhythm of the respiratory movements during the period of brain collapse, 
their well-measured succession and their overtly automatic nature lead us to believe that they are 
no longer controlled by the same centres of innervation that supply them during the waking 
state.
We have now reached the end of the 19th century, which was dominated by the 
work of Jean-Martin Charcot (1825–1893) and his students Charles Féré (1852–1907) 
and Georges Gilles de la Tourette (1857–1904). The most famous observation of path-
ological yawning was presented by J.M. Charcot on Tuesday, 23 October 1888 [63]. 
His young 17-year-old patient yawned 8 times per minute, or 480 times per hour, only 
interrupted by sleep; she had generalized epileptic seizures, complete anosmia and 
binasal hemianopsia. Reporting this observation in the La Nouvelle Iconographie de la 
Salpêtrière in 1890, Gilles de la Tourette specified that she had been amenorrheic for 
nearly a year, but he did not indicate whether she was examined for galactorrhea. And 
yet J.M. Charcot noted: ‘After what I have told you, you have undoubtedly surmised 
that we are in the domain of hysteria.’ If we may criticize the master 120 years later, 
J.M. Charcot’s young patient was most likely suffering from a prolactinoma compress-
ing her optic chiasma and her hypothalamus. Surprisingly, J.M. Charcot continues his 
discussion without evoking any criticism:
Physiologically we affirm that this is an automatic act, required by a certain degree of anoxemia, 
a need for oxygenation of the nervous centers.
In the third volume of La Nouvelle Iconographie de la Salpêtrière (1890), Gilles de la 
Tourette added four other observations involving abnormal movements and convul-
sions attributed to hysteria [64]. It is difficult to establish an exact diagnosis, but an 
organic pathology involving the thalamus or hypothalamus seems probable, such as 
a tumor with intracranial hypertension or a chronic tic disorder. In 1895, Gilles de la 
Tourette reviewed and commented on these cases again in his Traité de l’hystérie en 
trois volumes (‘Treatise of Hysteria in Three Volumes’), justifying what he believed to 
be their hysterical origin [65]. Lastly, in 1905, Féré published a report on yawning to 
the Société de Biologie that describes his efforts to measure muscular force, observing 
its decrease after yawning [66].
Paolo Mantegazza [67] (1831–1910) was an Italian psychologist and author of La 
physionomie et l’expression des sentiments (‘Facial Characteristics and the Expression of 
Sentiment’). He was the first to report:
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Yawning expresses a wide variety of things, such as hunger, thirst and, especially in women, 
the need for physical love; but in the expression of pain it is a characteristic element of 
boredom.
In 1891, Henrietta Russell, an American from New York, published a book called 
Yawning [68]. In this, she described natural gymnastics, comparable to contemporary 
relaxation, and explained the benefits of yawning, which results from relaxation and 
produces a feeling of release and well-being. She has since gained a following, and a 
thesis was dedicated to this topic in 2006 in France.
20th Century
The year 1901 is key in the study of yawning. René Trautmann (1875–1956) defended 
his doctoral thesis – Le bâillement – in Bordeaux under the direction of Paul Vergely 
[69]. It is the first of three dissertations on this topic presented in France during the 
20th century, and by far the most interesting. Trautmann, educated in a military med-
ical school, spent his entire military career as a physician in Africa. He produced eth-
nological studies that were marked by the colonizing spirit of the period, in addition 
to a few short stories based on his travels. His thesis presents a very rich historical 
perspective and one that is still very useful. Trautmann described the activation of 
the facial muscles and respiratory channels in detail, as none of his predecessors had, 
and concluded that yawning improves blood oxygenation. He reviewed the different 
theories explaining the contagiousness of yawning and proposed that:
Yawning falls into the category of occurrences reinforced by habit and favored by moral 
depression. When the mind concentrates, when we are very attentively listening to a story, we do 
not yawn, even if one or more people engage in this act. Yawning is a purely imitative phenomenon, 
as are the gestures and involuntary facial movements executed by many individuals attending a 
speech or declamation. Depending on the subject, more frequent yawning is the result of a greater 
tendency towards instinctive imitation.
Trautmann accepted the idea that yawning is involuntary but challenged the his-
torical writings he cited by proposing a method to trigger yawning at will:
[For] some time we have observed that we can willfully effectuate complete yawning by means 
of a particular mechanism; several of our colleagues, who are medical students, have reached the 
same conclusion. One need only tighten the subhyoid muscles vigorously while inhaling slowly and 
profoundly. The lower jaw is dropped down and pushed forward, and there is a buzzing in the ears: 
yawning takes place.
Trautmann thoroughly reviewed all forms of pathological yawning and added per-
sonal observations of a rapid succession of yawns during shivering at the onset of 
fever. A long chapter describes yawning in pregnant women, especially during puer-
peral fever or delivery accompanied by hemorrhaging. It is completed by Trautmann’s 
own observations. In his conclusion, he writes:
While yawning always occurs in the same manner, it can be considered – as a muscular act and 
depending on the case in which it occurs – as a particular type of reflex: (a) an exclusively spinal 
reflex, (b) a mesencephalic reflex or (c) a cerebral and cortical reflex.
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At the end of his thesis, Trautmann challenges the ventilatory theory, which does 
not explain all the clinical cases he presents, and his work suggests the existence of 
neurological mechanisms that trigger yawning. Trautmann thus appears to be the 
first modern-day thinker on yawning.
In 1905, André Vigouroux and Paul Juquelier wrote a book entitled La contagion 
mentale (‘Mental Contagion’) [70]. They saw yawning as a reflex, which made it con-
tagious by nature. In particular, they developed a hypothesis that became successful 
under the term ‘théorie de l’esprit’ (mind theory). It stated that by involuntarily mim-
icking the gestures, actions and emotions of others, we acquire the ability to decode 
the feelings of the person we observe. Interest in this theory was renewed with the 
discovery of mirror neurons at the end of the 20th century [71]:
[The] sight of coordinated, rhythmic actions that have become reflexes for those who perform 
them, provokes in onlookers motor reactions that are perfectly involuntary but also rhythmic and 
that represent a rough reproduction of the perceived acts.
In 1916, F.H. Pike from Columbia University in New York proposed a comprehen-
sive review in the Journal of Heredity. Taking account of animals and human fetuses, 
Pike rethought the origin of yawning, discussing both the influence of hunger and the 
need to fight an enemy [72].
In The Lancet (21 January 1905), John Hughlings Jackson described a personal 
observation. While performing a funduscopy on a patient, he suddenly observed a 
retinal paleness attributed to an arteriolar spasm that was quickly followed by yawn-
ing, which restored the appearance of the retina [73].
The period following World War I was marked by a significant epidemic of enceph-
alitis lethargica, also called von Economo disease [74]. In addition to the lethargic 
forms that were often fatal, or the curable forms that left the patient with Parkinson’s 
disease and abnormal movements (oculogyric crises), a rarer form of encephalitis 
manifested itself through stubborn and fatal insomnia, very often accompanied by 
a rapid succession of yawns. In 1921, Jean Sicard and André Paraff published a case 
associated with uncontrollable laughter, comparable to gelastic epilepsy [75]. In 1922, 
Gabrielle Lévy, a student of Pierre Marie and Jean Lhermitte dedicated her thesis 
to this topic in France [76]. At the same time, Arthur Hall in England [77], Smith 
E. Jelliffe in the USA [78], Raymond de Saussure in Switzerland [79], and Georges 
Guillain and Pierre Mollaret in Paris [80] all collected observations in which yawning 
can be interpreted as abnormal movement, similar to tics and relaxation behavior at 
the end of involuntary episodes of hyperventilation.
Edouard Claparède (1873–1940) was a Genevan physician and psychologist. One 
of his specialties was child psychology. In a journal for teachers entitled L’Educateur, 
he published an article in 1924 [81] that drew on the work of the German Valentin 
Dumpert in 1921 [82]. He noted that yawning results from a massive contraction of 
the diaphragm and is part of pandiculation, rather than being directly tied to breath-
ing. He was the first to overturn the paradigm of ventilatory yawning, pioneering 
today’s neuromuscular theory in which yawning has a diencephalic origin:
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Yawning is only incomprehensible when considered alone. On the contrary, it becomes clearer 
if we see it as part of a more general reflex, the reflex of stretching. It is well known that yawning 
hardly ever occurs without general stretching of the body. This is striking in certain animals, such 
as dogs or cats. It is also evident in small infants, and very often in adults.
Through self-observation, Dumpert noted that voluntary stretching activates 
yawning (this is easy to reproduce). He also observed that yawning evokes associated 
movements in hemiplegics; they present extension in their paralyzed limbs that lasts 
throughout the yawn. Claparède was convinced that these associated movements 
were part of the stretching reflex: ‘When one of our listeners yawns, can we assume 
he is tired of listening to us, when on the contrary, he may be doing his best to keep 
listening?’. Yawning thus became a means of stimulating vigilance, a true revolution!
In 1937 Paul Delmas-Marsallet presented an article entitled ‘Le signe du bâille-
ment dans les lésions du cerveau frontal’ (‘Yawning in frontal brain damage’) in the 
journal Oto-Neuro-Ophtalmologie [83]. He described five observations of uncontrol-
lable yawning resulting from either frontal hematomas or frontal tumors. He pro-
posed that uncontrollable yawning was a clinical sign of intercranial hypertension, 
which remains true.
In 1946, Paul Heusner published the first summary article in English in Physiological 
Review. Phylogenesis emerged for the first time [84]. Heusner precisely described dif-
ferent durations and scientifically measured daily timescales. He proposed that the 
brainstem and basal ganglia were responsible for yawning, based on yawning in anen-
cephalic newborns and in hemiplegics during brachial parakinesis.
In 1958, Jean Barbizet published a large compilation of data and historical infor-
mation in French and English [85], together with the first radioscopic measurements, 
which he had taken, of pharyngolaryngeal expansion during yawning. He thus showed 
that during the culmination of yawning, pharyngolaryngeal diameter is multiplied by 
four. He also described the first works of P. Passouant, who triggered experimental 
yawning in cats by electrostimulation of the hypothalamus. In addition to mentioning 
involuntary parakinesis in the paralyzed arm of a hemiplegic, he reported the unusual 
observation of D. Furtado, in which passive movement in the paralyzed arm of a polio 
patient triggered yawning, which has never been reported since [86].
In 1962, A. Montagu wrote an article in the JAMA that has since been frequently 
quoted. He proposed that yawning stimulated vigilance, while attributing lowered 
vigilance to insufficient brain oxygenation [87].
J. Boudouresque attempted to summarize knowledge on yawning for the 
Encyclopédie Médico-Chirurgicale in 1965 [88]. Returning to the old concept of yawn-
ing as a modified respiratory act, he clearly identified it as originating in the dien-
cephalon and the brainstem. After cataloguing all the causes of excessive yawning, he 
concluded: ‘Yawning is the most suggestive sign of mesodiencephalic distress. It has 
considerable prognostic value as a synonym of gravity.’
The age of pharmacology began in 1963 with publications on the experimental acti-
vation of yawning, always associated with erection and often with stretching of the limbs 
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in rats, cats and mangabey monkeys. In the Annals of the New York Academic of Sciences, 
Ferrari et al. [89] published the results of intracerebral injection of ACTH, a pituitary 
hormone stimulating the secretion of cortisol and other adrenocorticoids. ACTH, a 
peptide with 41 amino acids, is produced from a precursor (proopiomelanocortin) and 
acts on the paraventricular nucleus of the hypothalamus; however, proopiomelanocor-
tin is also the precursor of other hormones, such as α-MSH (which stimulates melano-
genesis). These hormones were shown to activate yawning after cortical injection [89].
The central role of the paraventricular nucleus in the hypothalamus was identified 
in 1980 by the work of W. Ferrari, A. Argiolas, and M.R. Melis in Italy, as well as R. 
Urba-Holmgren and B. Holmgren in Mexico [90]. This transformed the approach to 
the dopaminergic and cholinergic systems in the brain.
During the 1980s and 1990s, American psychologists R. Provine and R. Baenninger 
published the first scientific work on the behavioral study of yawning, based on obser-
vations of their students [91, 92]. Ethnologists B.L. Deputte in France [93] and F. 
Troisi in the Netherlands [94], working with no apparent connection or consultation, 
described different types of yawning in non-human primates, notably testosterone-
dependent yawning in dominant males.
Today, at the start of the 21st century, the neurohormonal mechanisms appear to 
be established, making yawning a marker of activity in D3 dopamine receptors. The 
study of ‘contagious’ yawning offers an example of non-verbal language that is part 
of the theory of mind. Observations such as the lack of yawning in autistic children 
together with brain imaging studies are changing the neuropsychological approach to 
involuntary decoding of emotions, bringing yawning closer to empathy.
Having been associated with forced ventilation for centuries, yawning has become 
an emotional stereotypy exteriorizing homeostatic phenomena in the systems con-
trolling arousal, hunger and sexuality.
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Abstract
Although few things are as common as yawning, it has traditionally held little interest for researchers 
and enquiring minds of all disciplines. Yawning is a recognized behavior in almost all vertebrates, 
present throughout life, which often procures a sense of well-being for the yawner.
 Modern science is still searching for a complete explanation of the mechanisms and purpose of 
yawning, with debate about its usefulness as a stimulatory mechanism still ongoing. In this paper, 
we offer an overview of the popular beliefs and myths seen within Arabic, Western and Indian 
 cultures. Copyright © 2010 S. Karger AG, Basel
Since antiquity, yawning has held as little interest for philosophers, psychologists and 
physiologists as it has for teachers, moralists and physicians. And yet, few things are 
as common as yawning. Everyone yawns 5–10 times a day. Yawning is a recognized 
behavior in almost all vertebrates, from birds to humans; one which starts in the womb 
and continues until death. Although yawning often procures a sense of well-being for 
the yawner, attempting to mask this behavior is common practice worldwide.
Modern neuroscience is still looking for a complete explanation of the intimate 
mechanisms of yawning. Moreover, its exact physiological purpose remains a subject 
of debate: some see yawning as a mechanism for stimulating wakefulness [1], while 
others contest this view and instead link yawing to sleepiness, but do not provide evi-
dence for an arousing effect of yawning [2].
In this paper, we offer a broad-based cultural overview of the related conceptions 
and myths through a comparison of the popular views within Arabic, Western and 
Indian cultures.
Arab Countries
In 1921, Pierre Saintyves surveyed cultural beliefs related to the meaning of yawning. 
According to Saintyves, Islam sees yawning as a sign of Satan entering the body, and 
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sneezing as a sign of his leaving the body. Assas-bou-Malek and others all date this 
opinion back to the Prophet [3]:
The Prophet said that Satan endeavors to distract the faithful in prayer. This is Allah’s way of 
testing them. One way Satan distracts the faithful is by dominating their thoughts, infiltrating 
their minds during prayer. Another way is by making them yawn to divert attention away from 
their prayers. The Prophet told us that yawning is prompted by Satan and gave us the order to 
avoid it whenever possible. When it becomes inevitable, we must close our mouth with our 
hand.
We recently came across this question on a website:
I am a 22-year-old devout practising Muslim with a problem I hope to overcome with Allah’s 
help and your advice. As soon as I begin my prayers, I start yawning involuntarily. And this 
continues even when I recite the Throne Verse. I really don’t know why I’m yawning dozens of 
times, over and over, during a single prayer. I hope you can shed some light on my problem.
Saintyves also writes: ‘According to Ibn Battal, attributing yawning to Satan means 
he wants us to yawn and takes pleasure in it; he enjoys this disfiguring behavior 
because it makes men look ridiculous.’ As to putting a hand over the mouth, this 
gesture applies when the mouth is already open, as well as when it is stiffly closed, 
‘because Satan enters  …’. Instead of the hand, a piece of clothing or any other object 
may be used. The fear of Satan entering the body is linked to the fear of possession, 
which explains why this gesture is demanded of the faithful during prayer [4]. W. 
Seuntjens call this idea the demonic rationale of yawning etiquette [5]. Moroccans 
would place their hand in front of their gaping mouth because otherwise, it was 
believed, the devil would urinate into their mouth.
India
In India, ‘bhuts’ (spirits) are believed to prefer entering the body through the mouth. 
Yawning is therefore dangerous because it entails two kinds of risks: either bhuts pen-
etrate the body through the throat, or a part of the soul might escape. Since it would 
be very difficult to recapture, the recommended practice is to put a hand in front of 
one’s mouth and say ‘Narayan!’ (‘good God!’), or snap one’s fingers to scare the bad 
spirit away [3].
In ancient Mayan civilization, yawning was thought to indicate subconscious sex-
ual desires. In the same way, W. Seuntjens hypothesized that yawning has an erotic 
side. He found that both the ‘yawn’ and the ‘stretch’ of the stretch-yawn syndrome 
are semantically and etymologically associated with ‘desire’ and ‘longing’. In several 
proverbs and sayings, yawning, and especially contagious yawning, is interpreted as 
a clue of something more than just sympathy, i.e. of being in love. Yawning was both 
linked with acedia-boredom and with luxuria (lechery) and passion. As a non-verbal 
behavior, the yawn was found to figure in the courtship process. The fact that this 
is not just a recent or Western phenomenon has been illustrated by passages from 
ancient Indian literature [6].
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Europe
Around 590 AD, during the time of Pope Gregory the Great, a bubonic plague epi-
demic raged through Europe, decimating the population and inspiring numerous 
superstitions [7]:
Yawning was fatal then, and the habit of signing the cross in front of the mouth originated 
during the times of the plague … There was a plague they called inguinal, because a bubo 
appeared in the groins, causing men to die suddenly in the streets, in their houses, at play, 
during a meal. Their souls left their bodies when they sneezed or yawned. This is why we said 
‘God bless you’ to those who sneezed. Those who yawned made the sign of the cross over their 
mouths.
Even the skeptical Michel de Montaigne made the sign of the cross before his 
mouth while yawning, showing the power surrounding this belief. In Austria, when 
a yawning baby was not able to perform the sign of the cross, an older person would 
perform this gesture in front of the infant’s mouth in order to prevent illness and bad 
luck.
It is possible that the love of perfumes in the royal European courts in the 17th and 
18th centuries had its origins in the necessity to conceal poor body hygiene. Placing 
one’s hand in front of the mouth during yawning was helpful in hiding appalling oral 
conditions and reducing the expiration of nauseating odors. In a 2004 editorial for 
the British Medical Journal, G. Dunea was surprised to see medical students yawning 
frequently as they waited for their lecturer; moreover, 67.5% of the time they did not 
cover their mouths with their hands. He suggested this allowed students to avoid bac-
terial contamination of their palms, ironically adding that it is undoubtedly better to 
let others marvel at your tonsils than to risk injuring your elbow! [8].
Yawing in Medicine
In his treatise on wind, De flatibus liber, Hippocrates noted that ‘the continual yawn-
ing of apoplectics proves that air is the cause of apoplexies’, thereby confirming his 
theory that ‘wind is the cause of all diseases’ [9]. In 1739, Hermann Boerhaave, in 
his Praelectiones academicae, explained that ‘yawning and pandiculation favor the 
suitable distribution of spiritus in all the muscles and unblock the vessels of which 
sleep or rest may have slowed the functions’, and that their action fights ‘against the 
excessive pre-eminence of the flexor muscles and returns everything to its place’ [10]. 
In his 1755 book, De perspiratione insensibii, Johan de Gorter was the first to suggest 
that yawning accelerates blood flow, supposedly to improve the oxygenation of the 
brain, in response to cerebral anemia [11]. Well into the 20th century, there were 
regular references to this notion, even though it had never been demonstrated. Even 
someone as knowledgeable and inquisitive as J.M. Charcot repeated this maxim with-
out any critical analysis in his Leçons du Mardi à la Salpêtrière in 1888 [12]. The 
inaccuracy of this hypothesis was formally shown by Provine et al. [13] in 1987. They 
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had their subjects inhale air with higher than normal levels of CO2 (3–5 vs. <0.5%). 
In response, the subjects’ breathing rates increased, but they did not yawn. Likewise, 
when the subjects inhaled pure oxygen, there was no inhibition of spontaneous yawn-
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Yawning throughout Life
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Abstract
Yawning is a behavior that begins in the first stages of life. It has not only been observed in infants 
and in newborns, but also in fetuses of 12–14 weeks’ gestational age. Yawning frequency changes 
over the life span. In preterm infants, the number of yawns decreases between 31 and 40 weeks’ 
postconceptional age, mainly during the day. In this period of life, yawning is an isolated behavior 
rarely occurring in bursts, and its frequency is quite low with respect to adults. The incidence of 
yawning seems to increase when children attend elementary school, whereas this is reduced in the 
elderly. Aged people yawn less than younger ones, mainly during morning and mid-afternoon. In 
adults, the time course of yawning is associated with the time course of sleepiness, except upon 
awakening when the high frequency of yawns is not associated with high sleepiness. In adults, yawn-
ing frequency increases in the early morning and in the late evening, whereas at the earliest stages 
of development (fetuses and preterm infants) yawning does not show diurnal variations. Yawning 
seems to be involved in the modulation of arousal process across the whole life span. In preterm 
infants, yawning is often followed by motor activation and it is more common during waking than 
sleep; in adults, yawning occurs mainly at sleep onset and upon awakening.
Copyright © 2010 S. Karger AG, Basel
Yawning is a mysterious behavior that can assume different meanings. Spontaneous 
yawning is present in humans from the early stages of development, and apparently 
linked to sleep-wake transitions and the modulation of arousal processes. However, 
yawning is also contagious, i.e. it can be elicited by viewing or hearing other people 
yawning. During development, this ‘contagious’ form of yawning is observed later 
than the ‘spontaneous’ yawn.
In this chapter, the frequency and time course changes of spontaneous yawning 
across the life span will be examined, taking into account hypotheses about its role 
and function. In addition, contagious yawning will be examined in order to better 
understand the nature of spontaneous and contagious yawning and to clarify under-
lying differences between them.
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Features and Frequency of Yawning
The presence of yawning was initially observed in fetuses between 12 and 14 weeks’ 
gestational age [1]; this was recently confirmed by Walusinki [2].
Yawning has also recently been described in preterm infants during the final weeks 
before term age [3, 4]. In this period of life, the frequency of yawns is higher than that 
reported in adults (approx. 25 vs. 7–8/24 h) [5]. It is worth pointing out that in babies 
yawning is often an isolated event not yet organized into consistent bursts and rarely 
accompanied by the stretching seen in adults [3, 4]. This fits with the developmen-
tal trend of other physiological and behavioral activities, e.g. eye movements during 
sleep [6, 7], which are isolated early in life and have not yet been organized into the 
bursts seen in adults.
During the last weeks before term age, yawning can occur not only in the waking 
state, but also during drowsiness and (less frequently) in active sleep; it is very rarely 
observed in quiet sleep [3, 4]. In preterm infants, the presence of yawns is associated 
with motor activity in the waking state of infants, whereas low levels of activity seem 
to discourage yawning [4]. A fine-grained analysis investigating the temporal rela-
tionship between yawning and motor activation in the infant is necessary to support 
the hypothesis of the activation role of yawning suggested by many authors in adults 
[8–11].
The frequency of yawns changes across the life span. Although in the fetus the inci-
dence of yawns does not change between 20 and 36 weeks’ gestational age [12], in preterm 
infants the frequency during the 24-week period decreases significantly between 31 and 
40 weeks’ gestational age (fig. 1), mainly during the daytime [4]. This reduction occurs at 
the same time of the day as the waking episode duration increases [13], supporting the 
hypothesis that ‘the improvement in wake stability during the diurnal period may reflect 
the decreased need of yawning to support or stabilize the arousal level’ [4, p. 646].
Fig. 1. Number of yawns per 
hour (across the 24-hour 
period) in preterm and near-
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In infants observed after term age, yawning usually occurs before sleep onset as 
a ‘signal’ of sleepiness or sleep proximity. Nevertheless, many sleep episodes start 
without being preceded by yawning and the interval between yawns and sleep onset 
is quite variable [14]. Unfortunately, Wolff [14] did not present data on changes in 
yawning frequency during the first 6 months of life.
At later ages, when children attend elementary school, yawning frequency seems to 
increase with respect to previous ages. Koch et al. [15] found an increase in yawning 
in kindergarten children, and an even greater increase in children attending the first 
year of primary school (5 times more than in kindergarten children). More recently, 
Chouard and Bigot-Massoni [16] confirmed the significant increase in yawning fre-
quency when children learn to write and to read.
Studies on sleep-wake rhythms in the adolescent reported an increase in sleepi-
ness around the middle of the day [17]. Taking into account the increase in sleepiness 
at that time [18] and the strong relationship between yawning and sleepiness widely 
documented by several researches [5, 8, 19, 20], we can put forward the hypoth-
esis that the rise in sleepiness could be accompanied by an increase in yawning 
frequency.
As previously mentioned, the frequency in the adult is about 7–8/24 h, with a large 
difference between individuals (0–30/24 h). An explanation of the large inter-indi-
vidual differences comes from studies comparing different typologies of sleeper. The 
daily number of yawns tends to be higher in evening types compared to morning 
types [21], and in long sleepers compared to short sleepers [unpubl. data].
In the elderly, the frequency of yawning seems to be reduced compared to young 
adults [22]. This reduction has been clearly confirmed by a recent study [23], which 
also showed that the decrease in yawning is mainly present in the morning and mid-
afternoon.
Time Course of Yawning
The time course of yawning differs as a function of age [5]. In adults, the frequency of 
yawning increases in the early morning and late evening [8, 11], i.e. following awak-
ening and preceding sleep onset [5, 19] when sleepiness is high.
In adults, the time course of yawning is associated with the time course of sleepi-
ness, although there is an exception upon waking where elderly adults show no asso-
ciation between the frequency of yawning and the sleepiness level [23]. These data 
suggest that sleepiness level and sleep episode proximity could affect yawning pro-
duction separately.
Differently with respect to adults who show a peak in the early morning and in the 
evening, in preterm and near term infants yawning is uniformly distributed over the 
24-hour period [4]. The reason is that while the relationship between yawning and 
sleep-wake transition (well-known in adults [19]) is already established in neonates 
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[14] and possibly in preterm infants, at very early ages there are several sleep and 
wake episodes over 24 h. As a result, the increase in the frequency of yawning at the 
daytime wake-sleep transitions leads to a flattening of the curve. The characteristic 
time course of yawning (a peak after awakening and another peak late in the evening) 
is progressively built up and does not appear until the fourth year, when a monopha-
sic sleep-wake rhythm has been established and children usually stop sleeping during 
the day [24]. Thus, morning and evening peaks of yawning become linked to the 
establishment of the circadian sleep-wake rhythm.
Yawning and Arousal Processes
In the young adults, yawning is linked to a low level of vigilance and its production 
usually increases before and after a sleep episode when sleepiness is high [19] and 
when subjects are bored or engaged in repetitive and monotonous activities [25]. 
These results led to the view of yawning as a way of enhancing arousal levels [5, 8]. 
Evidence for this hypothesis comes from studies that found an increase in motility 
[5] and brain activation [26, 27] after yawning. Nevertheless, some authors disagree 
with this argument as they could not find an arousing effect on the brain (measured 
by electroencephalogram recordings) or the autonomic nervous system (measured by 
hearth rate variability) in patients with excessive sleepiness [28].
Contagious Yawning
Viewing or listening to somebody else yawning may evoke yawning in the observer/
listener [20]. In young adults, yawning is contagious in 55% of subjects within 5 min; 
even thinking about yawning can induce it in 88% of subjects within 30 min [11]. 
This means that yawning is not only a ‘spontaneous behavior’ which is related to the 
regulation of vigilance levels, but also a ‘response’ to environmental conditions (both 
social and physical). How the latter could be facilitated by the former? Surprisingly a 
preliminary study by our group [unpubl. data] showed that the contagious effect of 
yawning also occurs when subjects are not prone to spontaneous yawning, suggest-
ing that different factors could be involved in the two kinds of yawning. This result 
is in agreement with a developmental trend which shows an asynchrony between 
the ages at which spontaneous and contagious yawing are first observed. In fact, the 
contagious form is only observed from 4–5 years of age onwards [29]. This time lag 
between the emergence of the two kinds of yawning leads one to suspect they have 
different underlying factors.
At later ages, the percentage of children showing contagious yawning is even 
higher [30] than those reported by Provine [11] in young adults. Indeed 70% of 
12-year-old children yawn when viewing others yawning (vs. 55% of adult subjects). 
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The difference between children and adults is probably due to the lower social inhibi-
tion of yawning in children than in young adults.
In summary, we have shown that during the first stages of development only 
spontaneous yawning is present, at a relatively low frequency; in the young adults, 
this decreases, and even more so in the elderly. Furthermore, the daily distribution 
of spontaneous yawning changes: in preterm infants yawning does not show diur-
nal variation, whereas in young adults and the elderly there is an increase in the 
early morning and in the late evening, respectively, after and before the main sleep 
episode. In contrast, the link between spontaneous yawning and the modulation 
of vigilance levels seems to be maintained across the whole life span. At very early 
ages, yawning is present during drowsiness and the waking state, possibly associ-
ated with the effort required to remain awake; in young adults and the elderly, 
these occur mainly at sleep onset and upon awakening, when the sleepiness level 
is high.
Contagious yawning occurs later in life than the spontaneous yawning. In addi-
tion, the contagious effect of yawning seems to be independent of the propensity 
to spontaneously yawn. This result and the phase shift between the emergence of 
the two kinds of yawning support the hypothesis that they have different underlying 
factors.
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Fetal Yawning
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Abstract
Fetal neurobehavioral patterns have been considered as indicators of nervous system development. 
Moreover, the capacity of 4-dimensional sonography to evaluate complex facial expressions allows 
recognition of common behaviors with which one can appreciate the prenatal functional develop-
ment of the central nervous system. Using yawning as an example, we review this interpretation on 
the basis of knowledge derived from phylogeny and ontogeny. As a flip-flop switch, the reciprocal 
interactions between sleep- and wake-promoting brain regions allow the emergence of distinct 
states of arousal. By its ontogenic links with REM sleep, yawning appears to be a behavior which 
causes arousal reinforcement through the powerful stretching and the neuromuscular connections 
induced. Yawning indicates a harmonious progress in the development of both the brainstem and 
the peripheral neuromuscular function, testifying to the induction of an ultradian rhythm of vigi-
lance. The lack of fetal yawn, frequently associated with lack of swallowing (associated or not with 
retrognathia), may be a key to predicting brainstem dysfunction after birth.
Copyright © 2010 S. Karger AG, Basel
General movements are part of the repertoire of spontaneous movement, and are 
present from early fetal life. Prior to the 1970s, self-perception by mothers was the 
only testimony of this fetal motor activity. The advent of ultrasound technology in 
the 1970s enabled live unobtrusive observations of fetal behaviors in humans, vastly 
increasing our knowledge of many other types of more subtle motor activity (swal-
lowing, respiratory movements, smiling, hiccups) and thus human fetal develop-
ment. Our understanding of the developmental order and sequence of fetal behavior 
increased substantially, leading to a greater appreciation of embryologic and devel-
opmental anatomy. The introduction of 4-dimensional ultrasound (4D-US) has led 
to very important conclusions concerning fetal behavior milestones [1]. The devel-
opment of oral sensorimotor function and swallowing (essential for survival) from 
the fetal period through early infancy indicates normal or abnormal neurobehavioral 
development. While the appreciation of these functions takes a long time, another 
daily behavior will can be detected: yawning [2]. Curiously, little data has been 
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published over the last 25 years, since the following was written: ‘yawning is a uni-
versally well known, but poorly understood’ [3] or ‘a rudimentary reflex’ and ‘appears 
to have at best an obscure purpose, if any’ [4]. Although remarkably little interest has 
been paid to yawning in research (despite the fact it is an everyday phenomenon), we 
will discuss the meaning of this behavior and how its characterization can enhance 
neurobehavioral understanding.
First however, it must be specified that human research on prenatal programming 
of behavior is intrinsically correlational, never manipulatively experimental, and fre-
quently based upon homologies with others vertebrates.
A popular saying states that ‘the organ generates the function’. However, embryol-
ogy instructs us that body movement in a fetus is required for maturation of motor 
function and is involved in the development of other organs, such as the lung. 
Furthermore, body movement indicates an harmonious progression in the develop-
ment of both the central motor system and peripheral neuromuscular function [5]. 
All the movements that a newborn is able to produce originate during the fetal life 
and are performed throughout the life span. Behaviors observed in utero – including 
breathing, yawning and others – are a part of the continuum of activity shown in a 
newborn infant and undergo neuromuscular rewiring. The onset and developmen-
tal course of fetal motility have been studied since ultrasound technology appeared; 
however, the evaluation of facial expressions was impossible using real-time 2D-US. 
In particular, it was the capacity of 4D-US to evaluate complex facial expressions that 
allowed recognition of yawning [2, 6, 7].
What Is a Yawn?
de Vries et al. [8] have proposed a classification of fetal movement patterns stud-
ied longitudinally: the first movement is observable during the 7th postconceptional 
week; generalized trunk and limb movements by the 9th week; movements of the 
fetal jaw and face observed around the 11th week. Yawning is recognized as one of 
the movement patterns consistently present from the end of the first trimester until 
delivery.
A yawn is a paroxysmic cycle characterized by a standard cascade of movements 
over a 5- to 10-second period. The 4D-US differentiates this typical development: the 
fetal mouth, previously closed, opens widely for 4–6 s with simultaneous retraction 
of the tongue, followed by a quick closure, and usually combined with retroflexion of 
the head and sometimes elevation of the arms (pandiculation) [9]. This harmonious 
sequence is markedly different than a brief swallowing episode. Using a color Doppler 
technique, it is possible to observe the flow of amniotic fluid through the fetal mouth, 
oropharynx, pharynx and trachea to the lungs [10]. This movement pattern is non-
repetitive in the fetus, contrarily to adults. Yawning appears to be clearly not just a 
matter of opening one’s mouth, but a generalized stretching of muscles, especially 
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those of the respiratory tract (diaphragm, intercostals), face and neck. Thus, it can 
be inferred that yawning is a part of the generalized stretch with which it is generally 
accompanied [11].
Embryology and Mechanisms
In 1973, T. Dobzhansky remarked: ‘nothing in biology makes sense except in the light 
of evolution.’ Ernst von Haeckel (1834–1919) stated that: ‘ontogenesis is a brief and 
rapid recapitulation of phylogenesis, determined by the physiological functions of 
heredity (generation) and adaptation (maintenance).’ The truth of these quotations 
is illustrated by yawning. Indeed, the ultrasound investigation reveals an ontogenic 
onset between 12 and 15 weeks of gestation [2]. Indeed, yawning is a phylogeneti-
cally old and stereotyped phenomena that occurs in a huge variety of species, from 
reptiles and fish to birds and mammals. Its survival without evolutionary variations 
postulates a particular importance in terms of developmental need [9]. The strong 
muscular contraction that represents a yawn has a metabolically expensive cost. If 
we agree with the terms of the Darwin’s evolutionary propositions, the cost in brain 
activity must be outweighed by the advantages gained in terms of developmental fit-
ness. Thus, a structural hypothesis suggests an activation in the synthesis of neurotro-
phins which leads to a cascade of both new synapse formation or recruitment and 
activation through the diencephalon, brainstem and spinal cord. The phenomenon 
of activity-dependent development has been clearly shown to be one mechanism by 
which early sensory or motor experience can affect the course of neural development. 
Activity-dependent development may be a ubiquitous process in brain maturation by 
which activity in one brain region can influence the developmental course of other 
regions [12].
A wealth of data has been accumulated on genes that are expressed in the embryo 
and govern the hindbrain segmentation. Hox homeobox genes form 4 conserved 
clusters encoding transcription factors that orchestrate ontogenesis along the ros-
tro-caudal axis of the body, including hindbrain segmentation and limb formation. 
The facial bone structure and the brain differentiate from a common embryonic 
structure, the ectoblast. The cephalic pole comprises an original embryological 
encephalo-facial and encephalo-cervical segmentation with a strict topographi-
cal correspondence: the naso-frontal and premaxillary structures are joined to the 
forebrain; the maxillo-mandibular and anterior cervical structures are joined to the 
brainstem and its nerves [13–15]. The human brainstem is fashioned around the 
6th–7th week of gestation and matures in a caudal to rostral arc, thereby forming the 
medulla, pons and midbrain. The medulla mediates arousal, breathing, heart rate, 
and gross movements of the body and head, and medullary functions appear prior to 
those of the pons, which precede those of the midbrain [16]. The ability to produce 
motor behavior generated centrally and linked to arousal and respiratory function 
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is a property of the brainstem reticular formation, which has been remarkably con-
served during the phylogeny of vertebrates including agnathans, fishes, amphibians, 
reptiles and birds. Therefore, conservative developmental mechanisms orchestrating 
the organogenesis of the brainstem in all vertebrates are probably crucial for arousal 
and breathing [17]. At the beginning of the 3rd month, the embryo becomes a fetus 
with the occurrence of the first oral and pharyngeal motor sequences under the con-
trol of the neurological development of the brainstem, such as suction-deglutition 
and yawning activity. Therefore, suction and yawning have the same embryologi-
cal origin, which shows the importance of the brainstem in the neurophysiological 
development of the oropharyngeal activity coordinated with the respiratory, cardiac 
and digestive regulations that have the same neuroanatomical localization. Its occur-
rence marks the developmental stage when the brainstem is already individualized 
and the pituitary gland has become functional, whereas the extension of the tem-
poral and frontal neocortex takes up to 22–24 weeks to reach completion [18–20]. 
Movements of the tongue or jaw assist the development of the palate by promot-
ing horizontal elevation of vertically orientated palatal shelves. Activity of neck and 
tongue muscles are always accompanied by mouth-tongue movement [21]. The 
relationship or connection between the neural network of mouth-tongue movement 
and respiratory activities are not perfectly understood. It seems that information 
about central respiratory and locomotor rhythms, necessary for cerebellum control 
of the coordination between respiration and locomotion, converges at the level of 
the lateral reticular nucleus [22]. It is probable that the explanation for craniofacial 
congenital developmental abnormalities, which ultrasound investigation helps to 
reveal, lies here. As the saying goes: ‘the face predicts the brain.’
Why Does Yawning Share a Link with Arousal?
The phylogenetic appearance of sleep suggests that the nocturnal rest of poikilotherms 
most probably becomes in mammals a form of REM sleep or paradoxical sleep, which 
is characterized by peripheral muscular atonia originating in the dorsal part of the 
brainstem, rostral to the pons [23].
Based on numerous studies of fetuses and infants in a variety of mammalian 
species, it is widely believed that the earliest form of sleep is properly character-
ized as active sleep, which is an immature form of REM sleep and preponderant at 
birth. Accordingly, it is thought that quiet sleep, an immature form of slow-wave 
sleep, emerges as the predominance of REM sleep diminishes during ontogeny 
[24].
In early intrauterine life, a diffuse collection of phasic and cyclic motor events 
occur, and these gradually coalesce. For the fetus, sleep and wakefulness are reli-
ably characterized, respectively, by periods of myoclonic twitching expressed against 
a background of muscle atonia and high-amplitude behaviors (e.g. locomotion or 
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stretching-yawning) expressed against a background of high muscle tone. Movements 
of the limbs, such as stretching, yawning and kicking, are typically considered to indi-
cate periods of wakefulness. Periods of twitching are almost always followed by the 
abrupt onset of high-amplitude awake behaviors, thus completing the cycle. Although 
myoclonic twitching during active sleep in infants is more prevalent and more intense 
than that seen during REM sleep in adults, its similarities to adult behavior and its 
linkage to periods of atonia suggest developmental continuity between the infant 
and adult sleep states. The maturation of the central nervous system, based on the 
myelinization, starts in the spinal cord then proceeds to the brainstem and forebrain. 
So, paradoxical sleep mechanisms located in the brainstem are the first to mature and 
the only ones to function. Then, the slow-wave sleep and waking structures become 
mature. Namely, the widespread control of neuronal activity exerted by specific REM 
sleep processes help to direct brain maturation through activity-dependent devel-
opmental mechanisms. It may be inferred that REM sleep (and possibly yawning) 
directs the course of brain maturation in early life through the control of neural activ-
ity [25, 26].
Behavioral pattern continuity from prenatal to postnatal life shows a strict paral-
lelism between the ontogeny of REM sleep and yawning. Basically, REM sleep in the 
human declines from 50% of total sleep time (8 h) and a frequency of 30–50 yawns 
per day in the newborn to 15% of total sleep time (1 h) and less than 20 yawns per day 
in the adult. This decrease takes place mainly between birth and the end of puberty 
[27].
The emergence of distinct states is followed by dramatic changes in the amount, 
duration and cyclicity of rest and activity. An ultradian rhythm may be seen: in a 
period of 50–60 minutes there appears to be an alternation of moments character-
ized by motor activity and moments characterized by rest, as in the newborn [28]. 
Each period of rest switches over to a period of activity by a yawn. Thus, a periodicity 
of 1–2 yawns per hour can be noticed. Yawning appears 2 weeks before discernable 
sleep-wake states, and its expression gradually becomes linked. No changes in the 
incidence of yawns between 20 and 36 weeks of gestational age were observed in the 
fetus by P.J. Roodenburg [29]. In full-term infants, yawns are frequently observed on 
the first day of life. The embryo and the fetus are exposed to 24-hour periodicity in 
mothers’ parameters of the circadian cycle that may play a role in the normal develop-
ment of the fetus pacemaker. No data are available on how fetal yawning links up fetal 
rhythm with maternal rhythm.
C. Saper [30] proposed a model for reciprocal interactions between sleep- and 
wake-promoting brain regions, which produces a flip-flop switch. This model 
could explain the rapid transitions from awaking in sleep and from REM sleep 
to awaking. It is a survival necessity to ensure a repairing sleep while having the 
capacity to flee a predator (arousal). The transition is controlled by integrative 
autonomic structures that encompass regulated changes occurring in anticipation 
of the event. Yawning (a stretch syndrome) can be seen as a behavior for testing 
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this switch/transition, like a reinforcement of muscle tone. Awakening is controlled 
by around 4 different and redundant circuits mainly located in the reticular for-
mation of the pons (adrenergic), the peduncle (dopaminergic), the hypothalamus 
(histaminergic) and the Meynert basifrontal region (cholinergic). The permissive 
networks controlling awakening must be tonically reinforced by the hypocretin 
system originating in the lateral hypothalamus. Next, the neuron’s activation of the 
ventrolateral preoptic nucleus (VLPO) is correlated with the amount of sleep. The 
powerful muscular contraction caused by yawning releases arousal by activation of 
the reticular formation (locus coeruleus), to which the cranial nerves send retro-
projections. On becoming aware, the yawning and stretching reverse the muscular 
atonia which characterizes REM sleep. When the pressure of sleep increases, it is 
supposed that the firing of the GABA and galanin VLPO neurons reduce the mus-
cular tone of antigravitational muscles, notably those of the neck and masseters. 
Thus, yawning seems to be averse to this pressure. F. Giganti et al. [32] observed 
yawning in premature infants in all behavioral states, except during quiet sleep, and 
viewed it as a transitional state, suggesting a spreading activation of facial motor 
patterning. Thus, yawning may be seen as a nervous reflex loop which occurs as 
arousal reinforcement [31–33].
Yawning or Not: A Pathology?
Yawning occurs regularly, at a rate of about 1 or 2 per hour. When a yawn is observed 
during a 4D-US examination, it is obviously by chance or after very long investiga-
tion. Yawning generally appears after a period of rest, and indicates awakening. If 
normal swallowing is seen (much more frequent), yawning seems to offer no addi-
tional interest as an indication of harmonious brainstem maturation. Conversely, the 
lack of or a dysfunction in swallowing requires spending time on the collection of 
phasic and cyclic motor events that characterizes the ultradian fetal rhythm; thus, 
increasing the opportunity to notice a yawn. If the ultrasound examination suggests 
the absence of yawn and deglutition, it is imperative to search for mandibular hyp-
oplasia and glossoptosis often associated with cleft palate [34].
Petrikovsky et al. [35] reported that clusters of yawning activity were observed in 
a series of anemic fetuses, and proposed that yawning repetitiveness helps track the 
fetus’s anemia.
Diseases without Any Data Collected
Infants must develop safe and effective respiration and oral feeding skills soon 
after birth if they are to survive. For this to occur, infants must have the neces-
sary anatomical structures and adequate central control to coordinate swallowing, 
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ventilation, sleep and arousal. Yawning is associated with all of these behaviors 
[34]. Although no data have actually been collected, we have built a non-exhaustive 
inventory of congenital pathologies in which the research of yawning is of inter-
est: congenital central hypoventilation syndrome (also known as Ondine’s curse, 
after a figure from Germanic mythology) which results in hypoventilation, most 
pronounced during sleep, with relative insensitivity to hypercarbia and a lesser 
insensitivity to hypoxia, in the absence of other abnormalities of the cardiorespira-
tory system. Congenital central hypoventilation syndrome can be associated with 
Hirschsprung’s disease. Abnormalities in swallowing or esophageal motility were 
identified in newborns with facial dysmorphism and hypotonia. This suggests a 
generalized abnormality of gastrointestinal motility and brainstem functioning [36, 
37].
Mandibular hypoplasia is a frequently encountered craniofacial difference, and 
can be classified into congenital and developmental:
– Mandibulofacial dysostosis with a variety of limb abnormalities.
– Pierre Robin sequence is characterized by a posterior U-shaped cleft  palate, 
retrognatia and glossoptosis. Several arguments favor an embryonic origin 
consisting of an anomaly in caudal hind brain development. Feeding disorders 
are the most important functional symptom. Maternal testimonies, which one 
of us received, seem to agree with the lack of yawning at birth and a parallel 
progress across the fi rst year of life for swallowing and yawning. Also, Pierre 
Robin syndrome can be seen as prenatal a brainstem dysfunction responsible 
of the oro-facial maldevelopment that can be diagnosed at 23 weeks’ gestation 
during a 4D-US [38, 39].
– Any syndrome (primary bilateral or unilateral growth anomalies) associated 
or not with temporo/mandibular joint ankylosis or aglossia/microglossia, i.e. 
Franceschetti syndrome, Goldenhar syndrome, Richner-Hanhart syndrome.
Moebius syndrome comprises a congenital facial diplegia and bilateral abducens 
nerve palsies by degenerative and involved nuclei of the VI, VII and XII nerves. 
Simultaneous occurrence of limb malformations with cranial nerve dysfunction sug-
gests a disruption in normal morphogenesis during a critical period in the develop-
ment of the embryonic brainstem, most likely 4–7 weeks of gestation. Instances of 
bilateral paresis of the soft palate and scattered instances of dysphagia (some of which 
resolve in infancy) have been reported. Inability to close the mouth is the norm [40, 
41].
Watershed infarcts in the fetal and neonatal brainstem are clinically expressed as 
multiple cranial neuropathies, failure of the central respiratory drive, or dysphagia 
[42].
Goldenhar syndrome includes malformations primarily involving the jaw, mouth 
and ears and, in most cases, affects one side of the body. It represents defects in the 
embryonic first and second brachial arches, the first pharyngeal pouch and brachial 
cleft, and the primordia of the temporal bone [43].
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Joubert syndrome is a rare genetic disorder characterized by the absence or under-
development the cerebellar vermis and a malformed brainstem. The most common 
features include ataxia, an abnormal breathing pattern, sleep apnea, abnormal eye 
and tongue movements, and hypotonia [44].
It is possible to complete this catalog by adding congenital trismus, Crisponi syn-
drome, Stüve-Wiedemann syndrome, and other similar disorders.
Conclusion
A popular belief states that yawning is a response to elevated CO2 or depressed O2 
levels in the blood. Provine and Tate [45] found no support for this hypothesis. Fetal 
yawning in amniotic fluid (like a fish’s yawn in water) also show data against any asso-
ciation between oxygenation capacity and yawning.
With the significant advances in the image quality and resolution of ultrasound, 
and now 3D and 4D technology, the practice of ultrasound examination during preg-
nancy has moved forward from an anatomical examination to a functional evaluation. 
Recognition of fetal yawning helps to verify the harmonious progress of brainstem 
maturation and to appreciate the neural underpinnings of the sleep and arousal 
systems. Abnormalities in yawning foster intensive research of anemic fetuses (fre-
quency amplified) or brainstem dysfunction with or without mandibular hypoplasia 
(frequency sparse or null) [34]. We hope and expect that upcoming research com-
pletes the data currently available.
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Sleep, Sleepiness and Yawning
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Abstract
This chapter will discuss the relationship between yawning, sleep onset, awakening and sleepiness. 
Models concerning wake-sleep regulation will be discussed in relation to yawning. Yawning close to 
sleep, before and after, will be examined in several conditions and populations. Also, the time course 
of yawning and sleepiness assessed by subjective estimates will be described.
Copyright © 2010 S. Karger AG, Basel
The relationship between spontaneous (i.e. temporally non-related to external events) 
yawning and sleep is obvious. Both personal experience and objective scientific eval-
uation support the close relationship in time between the two.
This implies that there should be some common physiological and biochemical 
bases. In other words, structures and substances that are implicated in the transi-
tion between waking and sleep (and vice versa) are also, at least partially, involved in 
yawning.
Research on yawning has yielded many possible structures and substances [1]. 
Clinical and pharmacological evidence indicates that the hypothalamus (mainly the 
paraventricular nucleus), the bulbus and the region around the pons with frontal con-
nections are involved in triggering yawning. The numerous connections between the 
bulbus and the ascending reticular activating system, largely involved in the sleep-
wake rhythm and the modulation of arousal levels, suggest a relationship between 
yawning and sleepiness.
Moreover, among the several neurotransmitters and neuropeptides that are involved 
in the control of yawning [2], adrenocorticotropin, α-melanocyte-stimulating hor-
mone, acetylcholine, dopamine, nitric oxide, excitatory amino acids and oxytocin 
have a facilitatory effect, while serotonin and noradrenaline have different effects 
(facilitatory or inhibitory) according to the receptor involved; GABA and opioid pep-
tides have an inhibitory effect. It is well known that many of these substances are 
involved in sleep-wake regulation.
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Concerning sleep, despite long-term research that has provided information about 
what happens during sleep, the time course of such central nervous system activities 
before and after sleep is scarcely (or not at all) known; thus, limiting our understand-
ing of the interaction between the processes regulating both yawning and its proxim-
ity to sleep.
Serotonin could be involved in the time preceding sleep onset, as we know it increases 
progressively before sleep [3] and decreases after motor activity stops (J. Adrien per-
sonal communication). However, for the process of awakening, much less is known.
In the 1980s, several groups showed the time course of yawning and its relation-
ship to sleep. There is a small increase in the afternoon and a clear peak in yawning 
frequency in the evening before sleep onset [4]. Provine [5] showed the progressive 
increase in yawning frequency before sleep onset and the decrease after sleep.
It is interesting to note that the stretching that accompanies opening the mouth 
occurs mainly after awakening in comparison to the time preceding sleep. The ‘addi-
tional’ function of that component of yawning is currently unknown. Could it be a 
way of enhancing the vigilance level via the proprioceptive input coming from muscle 
contraction? This interpretation could be an argument in favor of the theory suggest-
ing that yawning is a means of increasing arousal. This theory should be reconsidered 
taking into account whether the presence/absence of stretching has an impact upon 
the occurrence/length of sleep. Furthermore, as yawning is not always successful in 
counteracting sleepiness, could stretching help delay sleep? If stretching seems to occur 
alongside yawning after awakening to increase alertness, could it be used voluntarily to 
remain awake in the evening or in other circumstances? To better understand the real 
effect of stretching, its contribution should be evaluated in each type of person (infants, 
elderly, their chronotype, subjects with excessive daytime sleepiness, and so on).
The time course displayed by yawning during the day is reminiscent of models try-
ing to explain wake-sleep regulation.
The model of Borbély [6–8], based on the effects of sleep deprivation on the time 
course of slow wave sleep during the sleep recovery, described the interaction of ‘pro-
cess S’ and ‘process C’. The former represents the homeostatic factor and it is linked 
to the progressive accumulation of the need for sleep during the waking period (sleep 
propensity), whereas the latter represents the circadian factor and it is linked to body 
temperature fluctuations. During sleep, the time course of the ‘S process’ is expressed 
by the time course of slow wave sleep, which progressively decreases during sleep.
What is the expression of the ‘S process’ during the waking period? Cajochen et 
al. [9] considered the power density in the 6.25–9.0 Hz range of the EEG collected 
during waking as a marker of homeostatic sleep pressure. Could yawning be con-
sidered as a behavioral expression of this sleep pressure? The higher frequency of 
yawning before sleep onset and particularly its progressive increase in the 3 h pre-
ceding sleep (fig. 1) suggests that yawning could be an expression of sleep pressure 
[10, 11]. However, in this case, how should one explain the high frequency of yawn-
ing observed upon awakening, when sleep pressure should be very low? As regards 
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sleep regulation models, a 3-process model has been proposed, in which the wakeful-
ness process (W) has been added to explain why subjects are usually drowsy upon 
awakening (‘sleep inertia’ effect) [12]. The sleep inertia effect could explain why the 
number of yawns is high upon awakening: the W process could regulate yawning in 
this period of the day. The influence of the circadian factor (process C) on yawning 
remains unclear. Experimental settings that evaluate the time course of yawning in 
free-running conditions (i.e. without the influences of external zeitgebers) are neces-
sary to ascertain the circadian component of yawning occurrence.
The relationship between yawning and sleep could be approached by comparing 
subjects of different sleep typologies, and/or experimentally modulating some sleep 
characteristics.
We investigated the relation of yawning to sleep in some special populations showing 
unusual sleeping times or durations for their age. The time of sleeping affects yawning 
production [10]: evening types yawn more frequently than morning types (particularly 
in the morning). In morning types, the yawning frequency remains quite low during the 
daytime and increases in the evening, whereas in evening types it decreases throughout 
the day and reaches its lowest level in the early evening. However, in both types, yawn-
ing frequency progressively increases in the hours immediately preceding sleep onset, 
whereas after awakening evening types show a higher yawning frequency that remains 
quite stable in the following hours, while morning types display a decline.
The amount of sleep an individual gets does not greatly influence their yawning rate. 
Differences between short and long sleepers arise only after waking up in the morning, 
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Fig. 1. Yawning frequency in evening () and morning () types before and after sleep. Data pre-
sented as means ± SE. * p ≤ 0.05 (post hoc comparison). Reproduced with kind permission [10].
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when short sleepers yawn less than long sleepers. This finding could indicate that sleep 
inertia dissipates more rapidly in short sleepers and their vigilance level is high quicker. 
Both in short and long sleepers, yawning frequency increases in the hours preceding 
sleep onset; nevertheless, short sleepers (notwithstanding the longer waking episode) 
yawn less than long sleepers. The lower frequency of yawning before sleep could indi-
cate that those subjects have no need to resist sleeping.
The low yawning frequency after awakening highlights a difference between short 
sleepers and morning types: proximity to sleep is thus modulated by other subjects 
characteristics, like the typology.
The relationship of yawning to sleep and sleepiness has also been investigated in 
the elderly [11]. Older subjects yawn less than young ones, mainly in the morning 
and in the mid-afternoon.
Old people, like young people, yawn mainly after awakening and before sleep, but 
show an earlier morning peak and evening rise. In all adults, the time course of yawn-
ing parallels the time course of sleepiness, except upon awakening when the num-
ber of yawns does not correspond to a high level of sleepiness. These results suggest 
that sleepiness and the proximity to sleep could independently influence yawning 
production.
In conclusion, the relationship between yawning, sleep and sleepiness seems evi-
dent both from physiological and behavioral perspectives. The relationship between 
yawning, proximity to sleep, and sleepiness is steady before sleep onset, but not after 
sleep. However, the increase in yawning frequency before sleep onset has been found 
in two sleep typologies and in the elderly; the frequency and time course of yawning 
upon awakening are different as a function of sleep typology and age.
Further experimental studies are necessary. For example, it could be useful to eval-
uate yawning frequency and time after experimentally induced changes to the time 
and amount of sleeping (partial sleep restriction or total deprivation), and to use a 
fine-grained analysis of the time course of both yawning occurrence and sleepiness to 
ascertain if yawning can be considered a behavioral expression of sleep pressure.
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Abstract
Background: Yawning is a phylogenetically old behavior of ubiquitous occurrence. The origin and 
function of this conspicuous phenomenon have been subject to speculation for centuries. A widely 
held hypothesis posits that yawning increases the arousal level during sleepiness; thus, providing a 
homeostatic regulation of vigilance. Methods: This chapter reviews experimental data on the rela-
tionship between yawning and vigilance that allow testing of the components and predictions of 
this hypothesis. Results: Behavioral studies and electroencephalographic (EEG) recordings of brain 
activity before and after yawning have provided consistent evidence that yawning occurs during 
states of low vigilance; thus, substantiating the notion that it is provoked by sleepiness. However, 
studies analyzing autonomic nervous activity and EEG-based indices of vigilance in yawning sub-
jects did not find specific autonomic activations or increased arousal levels after yawning. 
Conclusions: The data therefore do not support an arousing effect of yawning or a role in regulation 
of vigilance or autonomic tone. Copyright © 2010 S. Karger AG, Basel
Yawning is a conspicuous behavior that can be observed in numerous animal species 
from fetal stages to old age. It is therefore not surprising that the question of what 
might be its cause and function has always aroused human curiosity.
For several centuries, at least since Hippocrates in the 4th century BC, scholars 
have attributed a respiratory function to yawning: it was thought that it increases oxy-
gen levels in the brain [1, 2]. However, yawning would be a much less effective way of 
increasing oxygen intake than rapid breathing, especially since the deep inspiration 
during yawning is followed by a period of relative apnea [3]. Indeed, experiments 
by Provine et al. [4] have demonstrated that healthy subjects who are exposed to gas 
mixtures with high levels of CO2 increase their breathing rate, but do not yawn more 
frequently.
Nevertheless, the idea that yawning might play an important role in regulating 
individual brain physiology has remained in the literature even after the rejection of 
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the respiratory hypotheses. A widely expressed proposition has speculated that yawn-
ing might be responsible for the homeostatic regulation of vigilance and brain arousal 
level [3, 5].
In this chapter, we review studies and experiments that have empirically assessed 
the functional relationship between yawning and vigilance. A mechanism that is 
capable of regulating brain activation would need at least 2 different components: an 
afferent loop that responds to states of low vigilance, and an efferent loop that acts on 
the brain arousal level. Accordingly, the vigilance hypothesis makes 2 different pre-
dictions that can be empirically tested: (1) yawning is triggered by drowsiness, and (2) 
yawning arouses the brain.
Before examining experimental data on these predictions, we will summarize dif-
ferent methods that allow the measurement of vigilance and arousal associated with 
yawning.
Measuring Vigilance
Arousal is a global activation of brain activity that progresses from brain stem struc-
tures to centers of the autonomic nervous system and to distributed cortical areas 
[6, 7]. The resulting autonomic and cortical activations can be assessed with non-
invasive techniques.
The gold standard for non-invasive measurement of cortical activity is electroen-
cephalography (EEG). Spontaneous brain activity produces electromagnetic oscil-
lations in a variety of frequencies, which in turn correlate with specific aspects of 
human vigilance and arousal. Delta frequencies (<3 Hz) are known to increase 
with the duration of wakefulness and to decrease during sleep, and are therefore 
interpreted as an indicator of an individual’s sleep pressure [8]. In addition, low-
frequency activity below ~6 Hz increases in anterior and central brain areas during 
the transition from wakefulness to sleep, and reaches a maximum over the fronto-
central midline during drowsiness [9–11]. Alpha oscillations (approx. 8–12 Hz) have 
maximal amplitude when the recorded subject is awake, at rest, and has the eyes 
closed. Sleepiness is associated with a decrease and slowing of alpha activity, and 
with a topographical shift in an anterior direction along the midline of the scalp 
[9, 10, 12]. Increased arousal levels are also manifested by an attenuation of alpha 
oscillations in EEG, but, in contrast to sleepiness, they also induce an acceleration of 
alpha frequencies [13, 14].
Fluctuations in autonomous nervous activity produce, among other things, changes 
in heart rate [15] and sympathetic nerve activity [16], both of which were measured 
in studies of yawning.
Skin conductance was also shown to be a reliable indicator of the arousal level, 
reflecting both autonomic and cortical activities [13, 17].
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Experimental Yawn Induction
Behavioral as well as electrophysiological analyses require a sufficient quantity of observable 
yawns. Several techniques have therefore been applied to induce yawning in test subjects.
In humans, yawning has a pronounced contagious effect which is frequently used 
for experimental purposes. Videos or photographs of yawning persons are shown to 
study participants who are recruited for analysis of yawning.
Yawning also occurs more frequently during boredom, and boring texts have been 
found to facilitate yawns [18].
Several studies interested in the relationship between yawning and vigilance have 
used sleepy subjects for their analyses [19–21], since the arousal hypothesis predicts 
that they yawn particularly often.
A vigilance test commonly used in clinical practice to evaluate the ability of 
patients to stay awake proved to be a useful tool for the investigation of yawning. The 
Maintenance of Wakefulness Test is a standardized test during which the subjects 
must try to stay awake while sitting alone in a quiet and darkened room [22, 23]. The 
test thus combines sleepiness with boredom and frequently induces yawning.
Yawning Occurs Preferentially during Drowsiness
Behavioral and neurophysiological studies provide converging evidence that yawning 
occurs preferentially during periods of drowsiness.
The frequency of yawning has a distinctive circadian distribution and occurs most 
frequently before and after sleep [24, 25], i.e. during periods of lower levels of vigilance 
and alertness. Furthermore, the yawning rate correlates with the individual’s subjective 
feeling of drowsiness [28] and adjusts to individual circadian rhythms [26–28]. See also 
contribution by Giganti et al. (this volume, pp. 42–46) for further details on this aspect.
If yawning is triggered by drowsiness, we should be able to observe correspond-
ing physiological signs of sleepiness before yawns. We used electroencephalography 
(EEG) to test this in human subjects. Indeed, delta power density over central midline 
brain areas (which is thought to represent sleep pressure and sleepiness) was found to 
be significantly greater before yawns than before control movements without yawn-
ing [19]. Thus, sleep pressure and drowsiness were significantly greater when subjects 
yawned than when they only moved. This finding provides further evidence for the 
notion that yawns are triggered by drowsiness.
Yawning Does Not Produce Arousal
The arousal hypothesis predicts that yawning reduces sleepiness or increases the 
arousal level. Several studies have tested this prediction by investigating spectral EEG 
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changes and markers of autonomic activity after yawns in humans. However, no cor-
responding evidence could be found.
Laing and Ogilvie [20] recorded the EEG of healthy human subjects who sponta-
neously yawned before going to sleep. Thirty-second samples of EEG before and after 
yawns from 4 participants were subjected to a spectral analysis. Spectral power in 
the theta, alpha, or spindle frequency bands did not significantly change after yawn-
ing. Furthermore, EEG power in these bands before and after yawning was not sig-
nificantly different from EEG power before and after postural adjustments without 
yawning.
In a second study by this research group, analyses were extended to a larger popu-
lation of 12 subjects and to more frequency bands. Again, no lasting changes in EEG 
activity attributable to yawning could be observed when pre- and post-yawn samples 
were compared. Transient decreases in delta activity as well as transient increases in 
theta, spindle, and beta activity were noted, but they only reached significance when 
the analysis was a priori limited to data segments between 10 and 20 s before and after 
yawning [21].
We analyzed EEG recordings of 16 patients who underwent Maintenance of 
Wakefulness Tests to elucidate the origin of excessive daytime sleepiness or non-
restorative sleep and who had yawned at least 4 times during the test [19]. None of 
the included subjects had brain lesions, metabolic disorders or hormonal disorders 
that could have affected the physiological mechanisms underlying yawning. We 
observed that the increase in delta power over the vertex that was observed before 
yawning (as compared to delta activity before postural adjustments without yawn-
ing) persisted to the same amount after yawning. Thus, yawning did not reverse 
the increased sleep pressure and drowsiness that seemed to have triggered it. The 
EEG after yawning even showed a pattern that is typical of a decreased [9, 10, 12] 
rather an increased arousal level: alpha rhythms decreased, decelerated and shifted 
towards central brain regions after yawning, as compared to the data segments 
before yawning. Conversely, we did observe EEG markers of increased arousal lev-
els after simple postural adjustments. Alpha rhythms became faster and smaller 
after body movements, a pattern that is qualitatively similar as – but quantitatively 
smaller than – the spectral changes that can be observed 30 min after oral ingestion 
of 250 mg caffeine [13]. Hence, if yawning had had an arousing effect – even if it 
were as small as the effect of simple postural adjustments – we would have detected 
it with our EEG analyses. Instead, we observed signs of progressive drowsiness after 
yawning.
Several studies have observed that yawning is followed by increases in heart rate, 
i.e. by activation of the autonomic system. However, this activation occurs to the 
same amount after simple movements without yawning or during respiration. It is 
therefore entirely unspecific and related to the associated movement and respiration 
rather than yawning as such [15, 19]. In other words, the act of yawning does not 
induce more autonomic changes than the ones that already occur hundreds of times 
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throughout the day due to simple breathing or moving. Hence, from an evolution-
ary perspective, yawning does not provide an advantage with regards to autonomic 
activity, and it therefore does not make sense to attribute an autonomic function to 
yawning.
Other studies have assessed the arousal level after yawning by measuring the skin 
conductance [13, 17]. Again, no specific increase in skin conductance was found 
after yawning in one study [15], and another study even observed a yawning-induced 
decrease in skin conductance, i.e. a decrease in arousal level [29].
Arousal reactions associated with yawning have been observed in anesthetized rats 
[30–32], but this arousal started before, not after, the actual yawning. It can therefore 
not be interpreted as a consequence of yawning, but rather corresponds to a require-
ment for yawning to occur during anesthesia. Indeed, yawning almost never spon-
taneously occurs during sleep [24–26]. Another study has inferred yawning-related 
arousals from recordings of the bispectral index in humans during induction of anes-
thesia [33]. However, the bispectral index is sensitive to contaminations from cranial 
muscle activity which is abundant during yawning. Even if the observations of the 
study did not result from contaminations, the same interpretation holds as for the 
data obtained in rats.
One of the arguments for an arousing effect of yawning has been the observa-
tion that yawns are associated with a significant increase in motor activity [3, 34]. 
However, motor activity depends on numerous factors and does not necessarily cor-
relate with the cerebral arousal level. Based on our observation of an arousing effect 
of body movements, we have suggested that the increased motor activity observed 
after yawning may not be an indicator of an arousing effect of yawning, but an effec-
tive countermeasure against the underlying drowsiness [19].
Discussion
The experimental data suggest that yawning indeed occurs during progressive drowsi-
ness, which is compatible with the notion that it is triggered by states of low vigilance. 
However, numerous studies using various experimental techniques were unable to 
observe a specific arousing effect of yawning on the brain or the autonomic nervous 
system.
It might be argued that the arousing effect of yawning was not accessible to EEG 
recordings or measurements of autonomic activity. However, vigilance changes are 
typically manifested diffusely over the whole brain, and EEG is considered the gold 
standard to measure it. Moreover, even small arousing reactions, such as the ones 
induced by simple body movements, could be detected.
Another argument might postulate that the arousing effect of yawning occurred 
with a delay that was greater than the 10- to 30-second post-yawn period analyzed 
in the different studies. However, central regulation mechanisms typically respond 
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with a much shorter latency than 30 s, and it would be unclear why in the case of vigi-
lance regulation it would ‘wait’ for such a long time. Furthermore, the non-significant 
changes of the EEG during the first seconds after yawning points to decreased rather 
than increased arousal levels.
In contrast to the lack of direct empirical evidence for an arousing effect of yawn-
ing, an increasing number of studies have accumulated evidence for an important 
social function, at least in humans. Yawning has a strong contagious effect in humans 
and primates. The susceptibility to contagious yawning correlates with social skills in 
healthy subjects [35] and is reduced in patients with disorders affecting the ability of 
social interaction, such as autism [36] and schizophrenia [37]. Furthermore, watch-
ing other persons yawn activates brain regions related to empathy and social behavior 
[38–41]. These findings suggest that the regulating function of yawning might not 
take place in individuals but rather be effective in social groups. Thus, yawning may 
be a non-verbal form of communication that helps synchronize the behavior within 
groups [42–45].
Despite some progress in yawning research in the last few years, yawning remains 
insufficiently understood to establish a generally accepted model of the origin and 
purpose of yawning. More data on the neural and pharmacological processes that 
precede, accompany and follow yawns are needed. Given the relatively solid evidence 
for social yawns, future research should also address the anatomical connections and 
functional interactions between social cortical networks and centers responsible for 
yawning control.
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Chasmology is the scientific study of yawning. Though its official history started only recently, its 
unofficial history stretches back to antiquity. This chapter outlines the history and current state of 
chasmology, through textual research and analysis, and offers a vision of its future. Particular empha-
sis is placed upon the author’s favorite theory: the hidden sexuality of the human yawn. The ‘First 
Law of Chasmology’ states that a yawn occurs: (1) if the yawner cannot do what he would like to do, 
or (2) if the yawner must do something that he would rather not do. The ‘Second Law of Chasmology’, 
which is a special instance of the more general First Law, states that the yawn has an erotic and even 
a sexual aspect. A critical mass of proof for the validity of this Second Law is derived from various 
sciences and disciplines, ranging from theology and (the history of ) art to ethology and pharmacol-
ogy. The process of evidencing the Second Law has also established chasmology as an emerging 
science, i.e. a science that uses the data and information of primary sciences to make a synthesis that 
transforms and transcends the original scope and results of the auxiliary disciplines. The Second Law 
allows at least two concrete predictions about future corroborations or refutations in chasmological 
research. Conclusion: Chasmology has a bright future and may yield some surprising results in the 
near future. Copyright © 2010 S. Karger AG, Basel
I don’t need to believe much about yawning in order to desire to yawn
Richard Swinburne [1]
Although the yawn has always aroused curiosity, it is only recently that yawning has been 
studied in a scientific way. Since the 1980s, more systematic research – especially physi-
ological, psychological, ethological and pharmacological research – has cast light on the 
yawn. Even more recently, these combined efforts to study yawning have been given a 
name: chasmology. Though the name is new there were, of course, chasmologists avant 
la lettre. Hippocrates and Aristotle, Sennert and Boerhaave, Charcot and Trautmann 
and many others can be enlisted as honorary chasmologists. In this short chapter, I will 
only be able to outline the past, present and future of chasmology, and in doing this I will 
place special emphasis on the theory that I proposed in my dissertation [2].
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Historical Trends and Currents
In the history of thinking about the yawn, one may discern certain fundamental 
approaches. I will summarily discuss these approaches concentrating on only three: 
the animistic, the psychological and the physiological.
Animistic
It is clear that the yawn was, and sometimes still is, regarded in an animistic vein: 
the yawn enables a demon to enter the body of the yawner or permits the soul to 
escape that same body. The animistic current probably spawned the near-universal 
taboo on yawning. This is the reason why people perform so many and such varied 
actions to avert the dangers of yawning, for example making the sign of the cross over 
the mouth. However, it is also possible that the animistic idea itself is an offshoot 
of another, an even more fundamental taboo. A subcategory of the animistic idea 
is expressed in the words of Emile Cioran [3]: ‘According to a Christian legend, the 
world was born when the Devil yawned.’
It would be interesting to see if theologians could make a contribution to chasmol-
ogy, taking Cioran’s remark as their starting point. Another possible question to solve 
by theologians is whether prelapsarian man did indeed yawn (fig. 1). For as Saint 
Augustine said [4]: ‘[…] It was, in fact, after the sin that this lust arose.’
Physiological
Nowadays, many people associate yawning with a lack of oxygen. Generally, this defi-
ciency is supposed to be in the brain. The oxygen-deficiency theory also comes in another 
version: an overabundance of carbon dioxide. Both the so-called hypoxia and hypercap-
nia theories remained unchallenged and were considered to be common sense for a long 
time. When these popular theories were finally tested by Provine et al. [5] in the 1980s, 
they were roundly refuted. A current physiological theory proposes that yawning may 
be a thermoregulatory mechanism providing compensatory cooling [6]. It remains to be 
seen whether this rather broad and bold hypothesis will stand up to critical scrutiny.
Psychological
At the psychological level, the yawn has been associated with boredom at least since 
Roman times. Boredom, however, is a very complex idea. Nevertheless, even if it is 
only partially connected with yawning, boredom may still be an interesting concept 
for chasmology. However, something more than boredom must be invoked to explain 
the following yawning bout: Hans Schnier is meeting his father for the first time in 3 
years and for the first time ever they are having a serious conversation together; then 
Hans starts yawning [7]:
I suddenly had to yawn. It was rude, but I couldn’t help it, and I was fully aware of the discourtesy. 
[…] I was all worked up, but dead tired, and I was sorry I had to yawn at that particular moment. 
[…] My yawning became almost a cramp, my jaw muscles cracked.
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The narrator himself – and probably the author, Heinrich Böll, too – was surprised 
by this inappropriate and incessant yawning in front of his father. To explain such 
surprising behavior, I called upon the situational description that the German physi-
cian Valentin Dumpert gave en passant in his 1921 article [8], which is best conveyed 
in the form of a thought experiment. Picture yourself late at night entertaining guests. 
Now you want to go to sleep. When there is a ‘boring’ guest who does not go home or 
if your companions do not let you go to bed, then you will yawn. However, as soon as 
the guest has left and you can go to sleep, the moment you can take off your clothes 
you will cease to yawn. Once you are in bed, it is quite unlikely that you will yawn 
again. In the morning we can observe, introspectively or in another person present, 
the same phenomenon: as long as you are happy to stay in bed you will not yawn. 
However, if you, rather unwillingly, must get up in order to start the day you may 
Fig. 1. Reiner Schlecker: Yawning 
Adam, Yawning Eve. 2004 (repro-
duced with kind permission from 
Reiner Schlecker).
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yawn. You will do this even when you are still lying motionless in your bed. This 
thought experiment poses a problem for a purely physiological explanation of the 
yawn. Therefore, we need a more general principle. In my book, I called this the First 
Law of Chasmology: a yawn will occur: (1) if the yawner cannot do what he would 
like to do, or (2) if the yawner must do something that he would rather not do [9].
Chasmology as an Emergent Science
Another rather ambitious approach to chasmology is to see what the primary sciences 
can tell us about yawning and then use this information for a seminal synthesis. The 
primary sciences thus become auxiliary disciplines. This ideal of chasmology is there-
fore to become an emergent science that transforms and transcends the basic scope 
and results of the auxiliary disciplines.
The Second Law of Chasmology – a special adaptation of the general First Law 
and a subcategory of this more ambitious approach – states that the disparate data 
derived from the primary sciences allow the hypothesis of the erotic/sexual aspect of 
the yawn.
Let us review briefly the findings of the primary sciences that allow the conjec-
ture of what the Abbé de Lignac called intuitively ‘the tedious sensuality of the yawn’ 
[10].
Linguistic
I found that both the ‘yawn’ and the ‘stretch’ of the stretch-yawn syndrome (SYS) 
are semantically and etymologically associated with ‘desire’ and ‘longing for’. A fine 
example is presented by the troubadours of 12th century France who used the yawn 
as a sign of love [11]: ‘Love makes him stretch his arms, and yawn this softly.’
The association of yawning, stretching and (being in) love is also echoed by mod-
ern writers like W.B. Yeats and Ezra Pound [12].
Social-Ethnological
In several proverbs and sayings, yawning – especially contagious yawning – is inter-
preted as a sign of sympathy, and even of being in love. Also, in folktales the associa-
tion between contagious yawning and the erotic is made [13].
Psychological
Its contagiousness is probably the most striking feature of the yawn, and over time 
yawning has been found to be contagious in more and more species [14, 15]. Moreover, 
not only is yawning contagious within, but also between species [16]. Contagious 
yawning is associated with empathy [17], and more specifically with sympathy. In 
short, the infected yawner has a positive relation with or attitude towards the original 
yawner.
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Ethological
Yawning appears to have a much greater role in animal communication than previously 
thought. As sex and procreation play such important parts in animal life, it will come 
as no surprise that yawning can be linked with, e.g. arousal, ejaculation, orgasm (sexual 
response; SR). The role of yawning and especially contagious yawning in primates is 
receiving greater attention. However, the yawn may also be associated with the erotic or 
even the sexual in other orders and other classes. For instance, in birds [18]:
The male raven’s yawn puts rival males to flight or exasperates them, but attracts female ravens. 
Ceremonial yawning plays a big part in the love-play of cormorants and gannets, showing the 
yellow or black colour (respectively) for a longer or shorter time.
In dogs, when they are forced to practise repetitive and monotonous training exer-
cises, yawning can be associated with penile erection [19].
Karl Kraus remarked: ‘When animals yawn they have a human face’ [20]. Is this 
funny because we think the opposite statement is true: ‘When humans yawn they 
look like animals?’ or are they – double paradox – both true?
Pathological
Yawning is associated with SR in a number of pathological states. In epilepsy, both 
yawning and SR can be part of the aura [21–23]. Spontaneous ejaculation and yawn-
ing in the final stages of rabies have been reported [24, 25].
Pharmacological
There have been many reports about paradoxical sexual side effects of psychophar-
maca and especially of antidepressant drugs [26]. It has been suggested that about 5% 
of patients experience these. In a few cases, yawning and SR were explicitly linked. 
The most dramatic case concerned the causal link of yawning and orgasm in a woman 
who used clomipramine [27]. Every time the woman yawned – even if voluntarily – 
she experienced orgasm. In the heroine withdrawal syndrome (‘cold turkey’), yawning 
and spontaneous SR are also reported [28]. Several molecules, of which oxytocin and 
nitric oxide are the most prominent, seem to be involved in both yawning and SR.
Arts
In many cases, artists seem to be better observers than scientists. However, the artist 
himself is often unaware of the significance of his observation.
In literature, we encounter many intimations of erotic yawning. Two examples will 
suffice to convey the general idea. The Hungarian writer Dezső Kosztolányi suggested 
a clear association between the yawn and the erotic [29]:
A chambermaid yawned with the divine promise of casual love.
And Dutch novelist Margriet de Moor wrote equally convincingly [30]:
Again our shoes lay strewn across the floor. We drank from the same glass. Gasparo stretched, 
yawning, and I knew what this signified: I’m getting in the mood. That afternoon everything was 
just right.
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In the visual arts, we encounter a phenomenon that I coined ‘posture X’, which 
opens new vistas on the yawn [2]. In (semi-)posture X (one or) two hands are raised 
or held behind the neck or the head. Posture X mimics the SYS. It is the substitute of 
the socially unacceptable SYS. Posture X is therefore the abbreviation of the techni-
cally difficult, the esthetically disturbing and, moreover, the tabooed yawn. Or, to use 
one more analogy concerning this ‘fortunate junction of the visible and the audible’, 
as the sigh is the auditory proxy of the yawn, so is posture X its visual proxy: 
posture X → stretch → SYS → yawn
In short, posture X refers – via the stretch and the SYS – to the yawn. Thus, we find 
ourselves in the fortunate position of being able to study the relatively scarce yawn 
indirectly via the omnipresent posture X. Examples of (semi-)posture X range from 
the Sleeping Ariadne of the Vatican over Michelangelo’s Dying Captive and Goya’s La 
Maja to Matisse’s Blue Nude and innumerable reclining, sitting and standing Venusses, 
putti, dancers, etc. (fig. 2).
Predictions
The theory of the erotic/sexual aspect of yawning may be corroborated or refuted 
in at least two ways. Firstly, it may be possible through ever more advanced scan-
ning techniques to establish that the brain structures that are involved in SR are also 
involved in SYS. Secondly, it may be possible to find or make a substance that has the 
paradoxical sexual side effect of some drugs as its main effect: yawning causes SR.
Fig. 2. Trevor Price, Morning Yawning, 2001 (reproduced with kind permission from Trevor Price).
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Conclusions
As a first conclusion, we may state that chasmology has shown that yawning is not a 
trivial and insignificant behavior. On the contrary, yawning is a behavior pregnant 
with meaning. Moreover, Reber’s law applies perfectly: the closer the yawn is exam-
ined, the more complex it is seen to be [31]. A second conclusion may be that there is 
sufficient evidence to conclude that yawning has an erotic/sexual aspect. Finally, we 
may assume that chasmology as an orthodox interdisciplinary science has a bright 
future and that as an emergent science it may yield some highly surprising results.
‘I have not read them’, said Neigh, secretly wrestling with his jaw,
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Non-Human Primates: A Comparative 
Developmental Perspective on Yawning
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Abstract
There is a long history of yawning in Old World monkeys being viewed as a form of communication, 
in particular, as a kind of threat. Yawning in agonistic and tense situations is seen in adult males, in 
particular, and it varies with male hormonal levels and social status. Experiments are reviewed that 
demonstrate operant control of the rate of yawning in adult male macaques, using food rewards. 
This indicates a degree of flexibility in the production of yawning. However, although adult male Old 
World monkeys often engage in ‘canine contests’, there is little evidence for the contagious yawning 
seen in humans. Experiments are reviewed showing that chimpanzees tested under comparable 
conditions to human adults, namely exposed to video sequences showing yawns, may yawn conta-
giously to yawn stimuli. Chimpanzees also yawn to computer animations of yawns. There is contro-
versy in the literature over whether other species, including dogs and some monkeys, may also show 
contagious yawning. Further research is required to address unresolved issues. A hypothesis is put 
forward that in modern industrial society adults’ natural pattern of yawning is inhibited, and that 
being reminded to yawn by seeing another individual yawn (contagious yawning) can help us to 
catch up on missed yawns. This would explain the lack of contagious yawning reported in young 
children and chimpanzees in natural surroundings, as these populations do not have the same social 
constraints on yawning. Copyright © 2010 S. Karger AG, Basel
Yawning as Communication
Yawning as a form of ritualized display in nonhuman primates was commented upon 
by Darwin [1], who described it as an expression of passion and anger in baboons and 
other Old World monkeys. Many observations of captive primates have supported this 
view. For example, Zuckerman [2] described ‘bachelor’ Hamadryas baboons about 
to engage in conflict as ‘yawning’ (he used inverted commas) in association with 
teeth grinding, grimacing and staring at the intended target of the aggression. Plate 
XVIII in Zuckerman [2] clearly shows yawning by an adult male baboon described as 
‘threatening’. Early field studies of Old World monkeys further added to the evidence 
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for yawning as a form of communication. Remarking how yawning clearly displays 
the large canine teeth of adult males, Hall and DeVore [3] proposed a ‘secondary 
intimidating effect’ (p. 100) for this behavior in baboons. Those authors published 
two photographs showing the unworn canines of a young adult male baboon yawning 
‘under tension’, and the broken and worn canine teeth of an old adult male yawn-
ing, respectively. Two more photographs in the same chapter describe adult males as 
‘harassing’ other adult males, and in each case the harassing male is clearly yawning. 
Interestingly, in the same volume, Simonds [4] draws attention to the generally better 
condition of the canine teeth of dominant males in a wild group of bonnet macaques 
compared to more subordinate males, and he describes how serious wounding may 
occur during fights. Simonds [4] does not include yawning among the gestures used 
to determine dominance ranks within the group, but a photograph illustrating the 
well-developed canines of a fully adult male clearly shows the male yawning (p. 181). 
Laboratory analysis of the scanpaths of rhesus monkeys visually exploring photo-
graphs of conspecifics’ faces provides good evidence for the ‘canine display’ aspect of 
yawning: when presented with photos of adult males yawning, around 50% of viewing 
monkeys’ first saccades to the mouth were directed precisely to the canines, whereas 
photos of open-mouth threat elicited less specific saccades to the mouth area and to 
the ears [5].
Several lines of evidence link the frequency of yawning in adult male Old World 
monkeys to dominance rank. In sexually dimorphic polygynous species, such as 
macaques and baboons, there is a marked sex difference in the frequency of yawn-
ing: adult males easily out-yawn other age and sex classes [6]. In Celebes macaques, 
the rate of yawning by adult males varied with changes in their dominance status [7]. 
In wild olive baboons, the frequency of ‘nondirected’ yawning in the proximity of 
immigrant males varied with the condition of the displaying males’ canines [8], and 
possibly reflected heightened tension. One adult male with broken canines refrained 
from yawning [8]. Bertrand [9] reported that only stumptail macaque males of high 
social rank responded by yawning when she looked at them; other males, over whom 
Bertand claimed to be dominant, showed no such response. She also noted teeth-
grinding accompanying the dominant males’ yawns, and characterized the latter as 
threat yawns, rather than tension yawns.
When individually housed adult male stumptail macaques were introduced into 
the same cage, dominant individuals showed more yawning than subordinates [10]. 
Those staged encounters gave rise to physical attacks; injurious aggression can be 
avoided while yawning rate is increased in experimental encounters between unfa-
miliar adult males separated by a transparent partition (rhesus macaques [11]). Adult 
males may also yawn prodigiously when confronted with their reflection in a mir-
ror (e.g. various species of macaques [11, 12]and patas monkeys [11, 13]). Semifree-
ranging adult male Barbary macaques yawned more just after triadic encounters 
involving an infant (sometimes referred to as ‘agonistic buffering’) than during the 
encounters. The only one of 7 studied males not to show this effect was the most 
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dominant male in the group [14]. The authors suggested that yawning was actively 
inhibited during the male-male body contact phase of an encounter, and that physical 
separation between the males switched off the inhibitory effect and thereby permitted 
a ‘tension component’ to be expressed in the form of yawning.
Voluntary Control of Yawning by Adult Male Macaques
Information of the type reviewed in the previous section, specifically the fact that 
adult male Old World monkeys yawn readily in a range of situations characterized 
by tension or arousal, and that at least some yawns appears to be communicatory 
(note the distinction between ‘directed’ and ‘undirected’ yawns [6]), stimulated 
our first experimental studies of yawning in nonhuman primates. The question 
was whether adult male macaques could bring yawning under voluntary control. 
Although there was positive evidence for operant conditioning of a few naturally 
occurring behaviors in monkeys, such as vocalizations [15] and self-scratching 
[16], there were no previous attempts to train monkeys to produce yawns in order 
to obtain food rewards. Our first study used 2 behaviorally normal adult male 
pigtailed macaques housed in individual cages [17]. During 3 initial phases (each 
consisting of three 1-hour sessions), each monkey was passively observed by the 
experimenter, then given 20 pieces of fruit at random intervals during the session, 
then given fruit every time the facial expression ‘protruded lips’ was shown, respec-
tively. Together these phases are referred to as condition A. There then followed 
5 sessions in which all yawns were rewarded with a piece of fruit, handed to the 
monkey by the experimenter. This is condition B. In the first session of condition 
B, monkey ‘Bernt’ was trained to yawn through a procedure of successive approxi-
mations: at first any mouth-opening act was immediately followed by a reward. By 
the end of the first session, simply opening the mouth went unrewarded; instead 
only full yawns were reinforced, including full lip retraction, wide opening of the 
mouth, and a climatic tilting of the head upwards and backwards to expose the 
teeth. The second male, ‘Charlie’, was rewarded from the start of condition B only 
for producing full yawns.
Figure 1 shows the huge increase in yawning by both males in condition B (con-
tinuous reinforcement) compared to condition A (baseline). It is unclear whether the 
slight variation in procedure used with the 2 males (successive approximation vs. full 
yawn required from the outset) played a role in the higher rate of yawning produced 
by Bernt. Condition C consisted of 2 extinction sessions: no rewards were given; it is 
clear that both males’ rate of yawning quickly diminished to baseline levels when no 
rewards were forthcoming. There then followed another session of continuous rein-
forcement, which saw yawn rates rise rapidly again (condition D). Finally, a closing 
extinction phase in which no rewards were given led to another decline in yawning to 
baseline levels (condition E).
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This study provided us with the first evidence that adult male macaques, like 
humans, could make themselves yawn. As described by Barbizet [18] for humans 
trying to make themselves yawn, Bernt and Charlie would open their mouths and 
appear to inhale deeply; both were also seen to abandon some attempts, further sug-
gesting that they were deliberately trying to trigger yawns. These attempts were made 
while the monkey looked away from the experimenter. Upon successful completion 
of a yawn, the monkey would then orient towards the experimenter and sometimes 
extend a hand to receive the reward.
In a follow-up study, we used a similar procedure with 2 adult males of another 
species – tonkean macaques – with similar results [19]. Two new findings in this sec-
ond study were: (1) a short-lived increase in yawning rates at the start of extinction 
sessions, reminiscent of the ‘partial reinforcement effect’ described in the learning 
literature, and (2) the especially high rates of yawning obtained when a fixed-ratio-3 
reward contingency was used, i.e. a reward was given only after the monkey produced 
3 yawns. This second study therefore confirmed that adult male macaques can vol-
untarily increase their rate of yawning when yawning is associated with obtaining 
rewards, and inhibit their rate of yawning when no extrinsic rewards are obtained.
One of the tonkean macaque males trained to yawn produced a mixture of ‘slow’ 
and ‘fast’ yawns during the experimental phases. Yawns of the latter type were also 
frequently produced when this male came into visual contact with his former group, 
and also when he was confronted with his mirror image [11]. Are fast and slow yawns 
functionally different? Several authors have made the distinction between yawns 
whose main function might be communication and those that are simply due to 
fatigue or boredom. For example, Zuckerman [2] noted that baboons yawned not 
just as a form of harassment but probably also ‘… in the human sense, from fatigue or 

























Fig. 1. Frequency of yawns 
produced by 2 adult male pig-
tail macaques under different 
conditions of reinforcement. 
Conditions are as follows: A = 
baseline; B = continuous rein-
forcement; C = extinction; D = 
continuous reinforcement; E = 
extinction. After Louboungou 
and Anderson [17].
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yawns, but various authors have invoked differences in the extent of teeth exposure, 
ear-flattening and eyebrow-raising, among other morphological aspects [e.g. 3, 9, 20]. 
Like humans, monkeys may show a peak in yawning shortly after wakening up [7, 
21], and it would clearly be wrong to attribute a communicatory function to all yawns 
by adult males. Indeed, in his careful analysis of hundreds of yawns in groups of Old 
World monkeys, Deputte [21] concluded that around 90% of all yawns were ‘rest’ 
yawns, whereas only 10% could be described as ‘emotion’ or ‘tension’ yawns.
Voluntary Yawning: Some Implications and Questions
It would appear that even among Old World monkeys, most yawns are a consequence 
of states such as fatigue or drowsiness. Nevertheless, if even a subset of yawns can 
be used as a social signal, it would be useful for an individual to be able to control 
their production. Our two studies on operant conditioning of yawning in adult male 
macaques provided evidence of this ability, and raised a number of potentially inter-
esting questions that mostly remain unanswered, such as:
– Is the capacity for voluntary production and inhibition of yawning limited to Old 
World monkeys, or does it also exist in other nonhuman primates? As mentioned 
previously, the studies conducted on operant conditioning of yawning specifi cally 
used adult male macaques because of their known propensity for yawning in 
a range of contexts. It would therefore be useful to extend this line of work to 
other species, including those with diff erent species-typical social structures and 
degrees of sexual dimorphism in body size. For example, we would expect it to 
be quite easy to increase the rate of yawning by adult males of other polygynous 
Old World monkeys in which adult males are bigger than females, with greater 
canine development. One the other hand, gibbons – the so-called ‘lesser apes’ – 
are generally considered to be monogamous rather than polygynous, and there 
is much less of a diff erence in body size and in canine size between males and 
females than in the Cercopithecidae. Gibbons obviously yawn, but despite the 
lack of any detailed information on contexts of occurrence and frequency of 
yawning throughout the day, it seems safe to suggest that yawning in gibbons 
contains no element of threat. It is not even clear whether there is a sex diff erence 
in frequency of yawning (there does not appear to be any sex diff erence in human 
adults’ rate of yawning either [22]). Can adult male or adult female gibbons exert 
voluntary control over their yawning? Nobody has attempted to fi nd out.
– Can other age and sex classes control yawning? Th is question applies not just 
to Old World monkeys, but also to other species. For example, yawning rates in 
male macaques rise considerably with the onset of puberty, indicating a role for 
circulating androgens in preparedness to yawn [7, 23]. Castration of adult male 
rhesus almost totally eliminated yawning in a study of the eff ects of hormones 
on sexual behaviour; administration of testosterone reversed this eff ect [24]. 
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Interestingly, administration of exogenous androgens increases the rate of 
yawning in adult female macaques to levels typical of adult males, whereas anti-
androgen treatment blocks this eff ect [25, 26]. Such data indicate that, although 
under normal circumstances adult females yawn much less frequently than males, 
the requisite neural structures are in place that would allow fl exible use of yawning 
by females. Of course, the development of the ability to control yawn production 
should also be amenable to study. Yawning clearly starts off  as a refl ex act; the 
question is at what point do individuals become able to (at least partly) overcome 
the refl exive aspect of the act and either voluntarily induce yawns, or inhibit them.
– One potentially interesting case to study might involve a species in which adult 
females are dominant over adult males. In the lemur branch of prosimian 
primates, for example, females are oft en, though not always, dominant over males 
[27]. Yawning occurs during agonistic interactions in ring-tailed lemurs; yawns 
that occurred during aggressive encounters including stink-fi ghts were described 
as tension yawns [28]. Th ey occurred mostly during pauses in the confl ict, and 
were associated with displacement activities such as chewing movements and self-
grooming. In other words, there is no evidence for yawns as displays in female 
lemurs, who in terms of body size are similar to adult males. When an unfamiliar 
adult female ringtail was introduced into a small captive group containing 2 
males and an adult female, both females engaged in agonistic interactions, and 
both yawned repeatedly, particularly in the fi rst few minutes of the introduction; 
the 2 males did not show aggression-related yawns [29]. It is not known whether 
yawning can be brought under operant control in lemurs of either sex.
– Can other species control the production of yawns? Concerning non-primates, 
only 1 study appears to have asked whether yawning rates can be manipulated 
through reinforcement schedules. It was reported that domestic dogs rewarded 
for yawning tended to produce ‘pseudo-yawns’, consisting of simply opening 
the mouth [30]. Dogs would be a particularly interesting species to study in this 
respect given the recent burgeoning literature claiming to demonstrate impressive 
social and cognitive achievements in these animals. Indeed, there now exists a 
claim and a counter-claim concerning whether dogs show contagious yawning 
aft er seeing a human yawn. Discussion of these studies will be deferred until later. 
Before then, we turn to the question of the contagiousness of yawning in primates.
Contagious Yawning
Although yawning may be ubiquitous across vertebrates, it has long been held that 
the phenomenon of contagious yawning is uniquely human [31, 32]. Although 
group-living species with highly synchronized behavioral profiles might show bouts 
of yawning at around the same time, such as upon awaking in the morning, or rest-
ing and digesting after feeding (e.g. lions [33]), the literature is remarkably lacking 
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in descriptions of contagious yawning between nonhumans that are not explainable 
in terms of simple activity synchrony. Humans may see somebody yawning at any 
time of day, in any one of a wide variety of contexts, and be induced to yawn in turn. 
However, there is a huge range of both between- and within-individual differences in 
our susceptibility to contagious yawning. It is not an obligatory response; we do not 
yawn every time we see somebody else yawning, and in fact some people appear quite 
resilient to the effect (e.g. autistic children, when compared to typically developing 
children [34]). In experiments designed to assess susceptibility to contagious yawn-
ing, researchers usually ask people to watch controlled stimuli in the form of video 
images showing repeated yawning. Under these conditions, typically around 40–55% 
of participants (normal, young adults) report that they yawned [35, 36]. Investigation 
of factors underlying individual differences in this effect are still at a very early stage, 
but it would appear that people who score relatively highly on questionnaire measures 
of empathy and mental state attribution skills are more likely to yawn in response to 
seeing somebody else yawn [36].
The ease of constructing video sequences to show multiple examples of conspecif-
ics yawning, and the knowledge that chimpanzees are capable of showing empathy 
and self-recognition, stimulated us to investigate contagious yawning in chimpanzees 
[37–38]. Two ‘yawn’ videotapes were prepared, each showing 10 short clips (6–8 s 
each, separated by blanks) of a chimpanzee yawning. One of these videotapes featured 
familiar chimpanzees from the same research centre where the study was conducted 
(Primate Research Institute, Kyoto University, Japan), while the second showed unfa-
miliar wild chimpanzees. The clips variously showed young infants, adult males and 
adult females yawning, either sitting or lying down. Two control videotapes were 
matched for general content, but instead of yawns they showed facial expressions 
such as grinning or threatening, or other mouth movements.
Six adult female chimpanzees, all members of a group with considerable experi-
ence of non-invasive behavioral experiments but with no previous experience of such 
video stimuli, were the participants. If they felt like doing so, they responded to an 
invitation by the experimenter to leave their group in the outside enclosure and move 
into a familiar experimental booth. They were thus tested individually, except for 
3 of them who each brought along their 3-year-old juvenile. Each adult female was 
tested for 4 sessions, with 1 yawn and 1 control video being presented in each ses-
sion, for a total of 2 exposures to each video. Following a 5-min baseline/habituation 
period, a 35-cm video monitor placed at floor level near one glass wall of the booth 
was switched on, and one of the videotapes was presented (duration: approximately 
3 min). When the videotape ended, the monitor was switched off and a 3-min post-
video observation period started. There then followed a 5-min distraction period, 
after which the second videotape was presented and followed by another post-video 
observation period. All occurrences of yawning by the chimpanzees were recorded 
in real time and verified by subsequent video analysis, as the chimpanzees’ general 
behavior during video presentation and the post-video periods was videotaped.
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Two striking results emerged from this experiment. First, 2 of the females showed 
highly significant increases in yawning in response to yawn video stimuli compared 
to control stimuli; the 4 others showed no clear effects, always yawning relatively 
infrequently. So, in this small sample, 33% adult females showed contagious yawning. 
Although this is lower than the 40–50% of contagious yawners typically reported in 
studies with humans, in some ways the chimpanzee data can be seen as more impres-
sive than the data from equivalent human studies. Note that human participants are 
usually instructed to self-monitor and report their yawns, and merely by thinking 
about their yawning, they are more likely to yawn. In contrast, apart from a general 
expectation about participating in some kind of task involving manipulating objects 
or a computer screen, the chimpanzees had no idea about why they were in the exper-
imental booth; there was nothing to suggest to them that yawning was of some special 
interest. We therefore feel that contagious yawning in 33% of naïve naturally behaving 
chimpanzees compares favorably with data in humans.
The second striking outcome was that none of the 3 juveniles showed any yawning 
whatsoever during the study, in spite of watching yawns on the video monitor and also 
seeing their mothers yawn (one juvenile’s mother was one of the 2 highly contagiously-
yawning females described above). This finding is of interest in view of the finding that 
human children below the age of 5 years also appear to be immune to the yawn-induc-
ing effects of yawns by other individuals [39]. Children ranging in age from 2 to 11 
years were shown a video of an adult talking about a visit to the zoo and reciting nursery 
rhymes, and frequently breaking off to yawn. Direct observations of the children dur-
ing exposure to the videotape and during post-video observations revealed an absence 
of yawning in preschoolers, and a subsequent gradual increase throughout childhood 
in the tendency to ‘catch’ another’s yawn (fig. 2), reaching adult-like levels by the age 
of 11 or 12 years. In another condition, preschoolers were read a story in which the 
central character yawned repeatedly; older children read the book for themselves. The 



















Fig. 2. Percentage of children 
at different ages showing 
yawning in response to seeing 
video yawns or to hearing or 
reading a story containing 
repeated references to yawn-
ing. After Anderson and Meno 
[39].
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very young children are not vulnerable to ‘psychological’ inductors of yawning, such 
as seeing someone else yawn, or reading or thinking about yawning. Furthermore, the 
overall similarity between chimpanzees and humans in the effectiveness of video yawns 
for inducing yawning in adults, but not young juveniles, implies some commonality 
of mechanisms underlying the phenomenon of contagious yawning in humans and 
our nearest evolutionary neighbors. The cognitive correlates of contagious yawning in 
developing human and great ape children remain to be clarified.
Contagious Yawning: Recent Developments and Controversies
Another aspect of yawning in chimpanzees that indicates greater commonality with 
its human counterpart than with yawning in Old World monkeys is that it appears to 
serve no agonistic signaling function. Although chimpanzees may yawn due to tired-
ness, boredom, or mild tension or uncertainty, and show more than one type of yawn 
[40, 41] (fig. 3), there is no suggestion of anything like the ‘canine contests’ that occur 
in adult male macaques and baboons; this is in spite of the fact that chimpanzees show 
some degree of sexual dimorphism in body size and canine development. However, 
then it might be asked why, despite hundreds of thousands of hours of observations 
in the wild, in zoos and in laboratories, has nobody ever described naturally occur-
ring contagious yawning in chimpanzees? One possibility is that it does occur in the 
wild, but at times of the day when humans are unlikely to see it occurring, such as 
immediately after waking early in the morning, while chimpanzees are in their arbo-
real nests, or at dusk, when chimpanzees are starting to settle in their nests for the 
night. An alternative possibility is that the phenomenon does not exist under natural 
circumstances in either wild or captive chimpanzees, or if it does, it is extremely rare. 
It may well be that video sequences showing sequences of yawns constitute a kind of 
supernormal stimulus that is able to trigger a contagious effect in some, though not 
all, chimpanzees.
Fig. 3. Yawning in an adult female chimpanzee. Photos: T. Matsuzawa.
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Recent support for a ‘supernormal stimulus’-induced contagious yawning effect 
in chimpanzees comes from a study involving presentation of computer-animated 
stimuli representing chimpanzees either yawning or displaying control mouth move-
ments [42]. Two-dozen captive chimpanzees were tested, and on average they yawned 
over 2.5 times more frequently to the yawn animations than to control animations. 
Furthermore, it was established that the chimpanzees attended to the yawn and con-
trol animations for similar amounts of time; thus, ruling out differential saliency as a 
factor.
An obvious question is: if video stimuli can induce contagious yawning in chim-
panzees even if they do not normally show the phenomenon, would the same hap-
pen for monkeys? As already described, ‘canine contests’ can involve two or more 
individuals yawning at around the same time, but there is no evidence that mon-
keys show true contagious yawning, rather than simply an escalation of a tension- 
or display-related behavior in adult male Old World monkeys. To conduct the only 
study so far to address this question [43], we prepared a video showing 10 naturally 
occurring yawns by members of a captive group of stumptail macaques; all yawns 
were considered to occur in relaxed, not tense situations. A control tape showed 
10 facial actions such as those that occur during vocalizing, teeth-chattering or 
chewing. The 2 tapes were matched for general structure and total duration (1 min 
30 s). The video stimuli were presented via a video monitor placed near a window 
so that any monkeys in the colony room could clearly see what was on the screen. 
The experimenter had an unobstructed view of all monkeys is the colony room, 
and recorded all occurrences of yawning during video presentation and for 3 min 
afterwards.
Over 14 yawn and 14 control sessions, every monkey except 1 adult female yawned 
at least once during at least 1 test session. Although there were no significant effects 
at the individual level, at group level, the average number of yawns in control sessions 
was 2.4 per individual, compared to 4.3 in yawn sessions, a significant difference. 
There was no overall relationship between dominance rank, sex or familiarity with 
the stimulus monkeys on yawning frequency.
So, does this finding of a group-level increase in yawning to the yawn video 
compared to the control video constitute evidence of contagious yawning in 
stumptail macaques? The evidence is not compelling, for a couple of reasons. First, 
as well as yawning more in the yawn condition, the monkeys also scratched them-
selves more; together, yawning and scratching can be a sign of anxiety or uncer-
tainly. Second, over half of the yawns in the yawn video (6/10) were performed by 
an adult male. As already described, yawns by adult males draw attention to the 
canines, and can be interpreted as a kind of threat. Therefore, increased yawn-
ing accompanied by scratching in yawn video sessions might have been due to an 
increased feeling of uneasiness arising from seeing an adult male yawn repeatedly. 
In fact, 1 of the 2 adult males in the group was responsible for approximately half 
of all the yawns seen in the yawn condition. Our conclusion at present is that even 
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with a ‘supernormal stimulus’ in the form of video yawn stimuli, there is not yet 
any strong evidence for contagious yawning in any species other than humans and 
chimpanzees.
Recently, however, this view has been challenged by a report of contagious yawning 
in gelada baboons [44]. Using data on over 3,000 yawns collected from a zoo-housed 
group of 21 individuals organized into 2 one-male units, it was shown that monkeys 
likely to have seen another individual yawning were more likely to yawn within a 
5-min period than if the latter individual had not yawned. The effect appeared most 
strongly for adult females. Furthermore, 3 types of yawn were distinguished, called 
‘covered teeth’, ‘uncovered teeth’ and ‘uncovered gums’, and the second individual to 
yawn was significantly more likely to produce the same type of yawn as the model, 
especially when the pair consisted of females. Finally, within 1 one-male unit (gelada 
social structure is based on subgroups containing 1 fully adult male and several adult 
females plus associated offspring), there was a positive correlation between frequency 
of grooming and temporal proximity of yawns between individuals. The authors 
interpreted the findings as follows: ‘… the matching response recorded between 
females probably reflects the need and ability of females to stay in tune with each 
others’ behavioral activities and to form coalitions and alliances based on a precise 
reading of others behavior’ (p. 4).
Clearly this report raises several questions that future research needs to address 
before gelada baboons can be admitted to the ‘club of contagious yawners’. For exam-
ple, what is the functional significance of the 3 different types of yawn (if any), and 
why should there be precise matching in contagion? What proportion of contagious 
yawns occurred between members belonging to different one-male units, as presum-
ably these individuals are less empathic towards each other than those belonging to 
the same unit? Is it possible that the observed yawning in close temporal proximity 
indicates general behavioral synchrony of the type seen, for example, in lions, rather 
than true contagious yawning? Why has contagious yawning never been reported 
in other primate species in which bonds among females (including members of the 
same matriline) are crucially important?
It is not just in primates that yawning gives rise to controversy. Reflecting the 
growing wave of new research investigating the social and cognitive abilities of 
domestic dogs, one recent report claimed that dogs yawned when they observed a 
human yawning, but not when the human made control (non-yawn) mouth move-
ments [45]. The size of the effect was impressive, with 21 of 29 dogs tested showing 
a positive response; indeed this percentage (72%) is considerably higher than the 
corresponding value in studies with humans (45–60%), although the latter stud-
ies usually use video models rather than a live model. This apparent cross-species 
contagion effect was attributed to dogs’ advanced capacity for empathy, with the 
suggestion that it might help ‘coordinate dog-human interaction and communica-
tion’ (p. 446); the paper received considerable media coverage. There are, however, 
several issues that call for prudence before accepting this study as evidence of cross-
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species contagious yawning by dogs. For example, in the ‘yawn’ condition, after 
attracting the dog’s attention the experimenter started to simulate yawning accom-
panied by vocalizations (the nature of the vocalizations is not described); these 
yawn-vocalization pairings were presented 10–19 times over a 5-min period. In 
the control condition, non-yawn mouth movements were made, but without vocal-
izations, and it is unclear whether the frequency of repetitions was matched with 
that in the experimental condition. It therefore seems possible that the particularly 
strange behavior of the experimenter in the yawn condition, consisting of repeated 
yawning movements and vocalizations, caused a state of unease or anxiety in the 
dogs, giving rise to yawning.
Indeed, another study using controlled video sequences showing humans and 
dogs yawning or making control mouth movements obtained no strong evidence that 
dogs ‘catch’ yawns either of humans or conspecifics [46]. Only 1 of 15 dogs tested 
showed significantly more yawns during yawn videos (5 yawns in total) than during 
the open-mouth (0 yawns), and even that, the authors point out, could have arisen by 
chance. It should be obvious that the question of contagious yawning in dogs requires 
further study before concluding that they might show an even greater effect than 
humans.
Concluding Comments
Hopefully, this review of some of the comparative literature on yawning will stimulate 
further interest in the phenomenon not only in humans, but in nonhumans too. It is 
clear that we have a lot more to learn about the psychological influences on yawn-
ing, how this varies during development, and what the implications are for individu-
als’ social and self-awareness. To conclude, I will offer some thoughts relevant to the 
intriguing question: ‘Why does contagious yawning exist?’ Consider the following: as 
other chapters in this book show, yawning gives rise to a suite of physiological changes 
(e.g. in cortical temperature, oxygen uptake and CO2 dispersal, inner ear pressure 
equalization). Under normal conditions, these changes are beneficial to the organism. 
However, in many human societies it is considered impolite to yawn in the presence 
of others [47]. I suggest that inhibition of yawning due to social pressures and other 
factors such as a busy working life actually gives rise to a kind of yawn deprivation 
in many people. In other words, we ‘forget’ to yawn as much as we should, or at least 
when we normally should. It may therefore be that by virtue of a low-level empathic 
processes, seeing (or hearing) somebody else yawn, or reading or thinking about 
yawning, might function to remind our brain that it might be a good idea to yawn, 
which in turn will lead to some of the beneficial physiological effects outlined above. 
From this perspective, the lack of contagious yawning in young children becomes 
easier to explain, as youngsters do not have the same degree of inhibition when it 
comes to yawning in public. Young children yawn wherever and whenever they feel 
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like it, which is usually when they are tired. Likewise, chimpanzees do not have the 
same kinds of social constraints on yawning as human adults do; they appear to be 
liberated yawners [e.g. 41]. Chimpanzees are capable of showing empathy with other 
individuals, but because under normal circumstances they have little need to catch up 
on yawning, they show little susceptibility to the contagious yawning effect that we 
see in human adults. It is only when some form of extra yawning stimulation is given 
to chimpanzees, for example in the form of repeated video or animated images, that 
they may be moved to show the effect.
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Punishment-Induced Fear Modifies the Daily 
Course of Yawning in Rats
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Abstract
A challenge in the study of yawning behavior is understanding the way external factors may modify 
it. This study investigated whether response-dependent punishment or random punishment 
decreased yawning by the application of buzzer noise paired with electric shocks in a high-yawning 
strain of Sprague-Dawley male rats. Yawn rate increased daily in response to the experimental cage, 
and also to the buzzer noise. Two alternate periods of no punishment and punishment were fol-
lowed by a final period of buzzer noise occurring alone. Punishment did not diminish yawning sig-
nificantly in either condition although the yawn rate increased in the following period of no 
punishment and in the buzzer-noise period, relative to the period of yawn-dependent punishment. 
Yawn rate increased in the buzzer-noise period relative to the first period of no punishment and first 
period of random punishment. These findings indicate that there are constraints that impede the 
suppression of yawning using punishment, and that yawning is a delayed response to fear produced 
by response-dependent punishment. Copyright © 2010 S. Karger AG, Basel
Yawning is seen as a stereotypical action pattern [1] because no environmental input 
changes the sequence of participating movements, although yawning frequency 
could be modifiable. There is evidence indicating that this is so, at least in pigtail 
macaques, specifically Macaca nemestrina [2] and Macaca tonkeana [3], primate spe-
cies in which the yawn rate increases using instrumental procedures. The opposite, 
a reduction in yawning frequency, has not been empirically studied [however, please 
see: 4]; nevertheless, it is known that social factors may inhibit overt yawning, though 
the motor pattern may still occur.
Contexts in which yawning occurs are varied, ranging from those where a sub-
ject is relaxed and/or probably bored [5], through embarrassing social situations, to 
those which produce anxiety, such as when a person waits for an important appoint-
ment [6]. Yawning is often associated with emotional situations, but these comprise 
a variable number of emotions [7]. Two of them, fear and anxiety, could have been 
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confused in some studies on yawning [e.g. 8]. Fear, a reaction to a dangerous situation 
which is already real and well defined, differs from anxiety which is the emotional 
anticipation of an aversive situation difficult to predict and control [7].
In this study, we used a strain of Sprague-Dawley rats that yawns at a high rate (22 
yawns/h [9]) and instrumental procedures to investigate: (1) whether yawning behav-
ior can be diminished by punishing it with electric shocks, and (2) whether yawning 
is a response to fear or anxiety using response-dependent punishment and random 
punishment, respectively. In addition, we paired an auditory stimulus to the electric 
shock to see if rats associate one stimulus with the other.
Material and Methods
Study Subjects
Thirty-one high-yawning (HY) male rats were used at the age of 2 months. Rats were housed 4 per 
Acrylic cage (46 × 32 × 20 cm) with commercially available food and water provided at libitum, and 
maintained on a light-dark cycle (light: 07:00–19:00 h), and ambient temperature.
The HY strain was obtained by recording yawning in a sample of 2-month-old male rats, from 
which the male with the most yawns was crossed with one of his sisters. Then he was crossed with 
one of his daughters and afterwards the HY strain was maintained by brother-sister mating, 
selecting HY rats [9].
Experimental Apparatus
Yawning behavior was recorded in an experimental cage consisting of a glass cage (21 × 24 × 36 
cm) that was open on the top and bottom and placed on a grid floor made of stainless steel rods 
(1-mm diameter and spaced at 1-cm intervals). Electric shocks (0.6–1.3 mA, 0.5 s) were delivered 
to the floor by an electric shock generator (60-Hz AC) made at the School of Electronics at the 
Benemérita Universidad Autónoma de Puebla. A digital multimeter was used to verify the intensity 
of the shocks on the floor rods. The experimental cage and the grid floor were cleaned before test-
ing each rat. For the auditory stimulus, we used a buzzer (5-cm diameter, 80 dB) which was attached 
to a wood cage (36 cm high) placed next to the experimental cage. The buzzer was operated manu-
ally using a switch and chronometer.
Experimental Procedure
On days of the experiment, a trial started when rats were put singly into the experimental cage, 
which was on a table in a small room that was illuminated artificially. Yawning frequency was 
recorded to the nearest minute using a chronometer for 30 min on consecutive days from 14:00 to 
16:00 h by 2 observers seated on opposite sides of the table. A yawn was considered as a slow 
opening of the mouth with inhaling and a more rapid closing and exhaling [10]. One group of 8 
rats was observed and yawning recorded for 9 consecutive days with no additional stimulus other 
than that represented by the experimental cage. Another group of 8 rats was observed and its 
yawning recorded during 8 consecutive days. The first 3 days the rats received no additional stim-
ulus other than that represented by the experimental cage, but the last 5 days they were presented 
with 7 buzzer noises (80 dB, 5 s) randomly delivered (for which a table of random numbers was 
used).
Punishment of yawning behavior consisted of delivering a 80-dB loud buzzer noise for 5 s, 
paired with an electric shock on the last 0.5 s and according to 2 experimental conditions: (1) Eight 
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rats were observed and yawning recorded during 20 consecutive days. The occurrence of a 
cumulative number of yawns was followed by a buzzer noise paired with a foot shock. The number 
represented 20% of the yawning frequency attained the preceding period without buzzer-shock 
pairings, and was proportionally distributed during the 30 min of observation. In addition, the 
intensity of the electric shock was increased stepwise at 10-min intervals if yawn frequency 
surpassed the fixed upper limit of 20%. The intensity of the electric shock was increased to achieve 
a greater suppression of responding [11]. The buzzer-shock pairings were given over 5 and 4 
consecutive days, each period preceded by 3-day periods without punishment, and followed by a 
5-day period in which the buzzer noise alone occurred at 30-second intervals. (2) As above, but 
using 7 rats and with the buzzer-shock pairings delivered randomly.
Statistical Analysis
The yawn rate of each rat was pooled and averaged for each treatment (i.e. days in which either no 
punishment or buzzer-shock pairings or buzzer noise alone was applied to rats). A repeated-mea-
sures ANOVA was used to test for differences amongst treatments and Tukey’s HSD test was used 
to make unplanned comparisons. The data were transformed whenever they did not comply with 
normality. A logistic regression [12] of the probability of yawn occurrence to the periods of punish-
ment and no punishment together was applied to compare yawn course between response-depen-
dent punishment and random punishment. The average yawn rate of the first period of no 
punishment served as a reference from which each rat’s yawn rate was scored as 1 (above average) 
or 0 (below average). Exact p values are presented for the reader to assess the strength of the statis-
tical results.
Results
Rats which were put in the experimental cage daily, with no stimulus other than the 
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Fig. 1. Daily course of yawn 
rate of HY adult male rats (n = 
8). The boxes represent the 
distribution of yawning with a 
statistically significant differ-
ence between the first and last 
days (p = 0.001). Points repre-
sent means ± SE.
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day 9) relative to day 1 (paired t test, t8 = 5.87, p = 0.001; fig. 1). Yawn rate of rats 
which were presented with a random buzzer noise for 5 consecutive days did not dif-
fer from the preceding 3 days when no stimulus was added to the experimental cage 
(paired t test, t8 = 1.64, p = 0.146).
ANOVA revealed significant differences amongst the treatments when yawns were 
followed by buzzer-shock pairings (F4, 28 = 5.62, p = 0.002; fig. 2). The post hoc anal-
ysis showed that yawn rate increased in the second period of no punishment (p = 
0.022) and the period in which the buzzer noise alone was applied (p = 0.004) relative 
to the first period of buzzer-shock pairings. Yawning increased in the period in which 
only the buzzer noise was applied relative to the second period of buzzer-shock pair-
ings (p = 0.019).
ANOVA also showed significant differences amongst treatments (F4, 24 = 5.41, p = 
0.003; fig. 2) when the buzzer-shock pairings were randomly applied to the rats. Yawn 
rate in the period of buzzer noise alone was greater than in the first period of no pun-


































Fig. 2. The effect of buzzer noise paired with foot shocks on the rate of yawns (means ± SE) for 7–8 
HY male rats.  = Buzzer-shock pairings contingent upon a cumulative number of yawns. The sec-
ond period of no punishment and the period of buzzer noise alone are different from the corre-
sponding first period of buzzer-shock pairings (p = 0.022 and p = 0.004, respectively). The period of 
buzzer noise alone is different from the second period of buzzer-shock pairings (p = 0.019).  = 
Shock-buzzer pairings randomly delivered. The period of buzzer noise alone is different from the first 
period of no punishment (p = 0.012) and from the first period of randomly delivered buzzer-shock 
pairings (p = 0.004).
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The odds ratio for days of the first period of punishment and second period of no 
punishment was higher for yawn-dependent punishment than for random punish-
ment (table 1), although the difference was not significant. The odds ratio for days of 
the second period of punishment and the period of buzzer noise was also higher for 
yawn-dependent punishment than random punishment, but the difference was far 
from being significant (table 1).
Discussion
The main purpose of this study was to investigate how yawning frequency is affected 
when male adult rats are exposed to foot shocks in either of 2 conditions: response-
dependent punishment or response-independent punishment given at random. 
Both conditions are expected to distinguish between fear and anxiety, respectively. 
Secondarily, a buzzer noise was paired with the foot shocks to determine if it low-
ered yawning frequency as a consequence of the possible association made by the 
rats between the two types of stimuli. Such association did not occur suggesting that 
conditioning of yawning, as other stereotyped behaviors, is unlikely.
Since repetitive exposure to the same test situation (e.g. an experimental cage) 
makes rats settle down, the increase in the overall rate of yawning from the first to 
the last observation day in the cage suggests that it is associated with relaxation or 
tranquility. So, as previously noted [13], an increase in yawning frequency seems 
to be correlated with a decreasing level of stress. However, in this study, when the 
rats were presented with buzzer noises and hence aroused, yawning frequency did 
not change and instead followed the daily course of increments. Therefore, the 
rats either habituated very quickly to the presence of the noises, which is unlikely, 
or there is a tendency for yawning to increase in response to mild stress [14]. 
An attempt to maintain arousal cannot be, as suggested by earlier studies [15], 
a satisfactory explanation as a random loud buzzer noise is already a disturbing 
stimulus.
Table 1. The odds ratio for consecutive days of observation fitting a logistic regression model to 
yawn rate of HY rats
First period of punishment + 
period of no punishment
Second period of punishment + 
period of buzzer noise alone
Yawn-dependent Random Yawn-dependent Random
Odds ratio 2.85 1.46 1.53 1.3
95% CI 1.59–5.13 1.10–1.94 1.22–1.93 1.05–1.61
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The findings indicate that neither of the punishment regimes significantly dimin-
ished yawning frequency. This accords with previous studies where the difficulty of 
preventing [4] or increasing yawning frequency using positive reinforcement proce-
dures was demonstrated [16]. The findings showed that response-dependent punish-
ment prevents yawning from attaining the graded increase which characterizes daily 
exposure to the same test situation, while random punishment does not modify it. 
Random buzzer-shock pairings increased yawn rate in the buzzer noise condition 
relative to the first period of no punishment, and hence resembled what occurred 
when no aversive stimulus was present; however, yawn-dependent buzzer-shock pair-
ings did not increase the rate. This difference indicates that fear caused by punishing 
yawning kept the overall rate of responding across testing days constant, although the 
moderate diminution due to punishment sufficed to reveal that yawning is a delayed 
response to fear. Anxiety produced by random buzzer-shock pairings, in contrast, did 
not change the constant increase in yawning throughout the testing days, suggesting 
that yawning is, in this study, insensitive to random presentation of aversive stimuli.
In summary, yawning is a delayed response to fear produced by response-depen-
dent punishment, and is insensitive to anxiety produced by intermittent punishment. 
Further experiments will clarify the precise mechanisms whereby rats respond yawn-
ing to emotional conditions.
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Abstract
The existence of yawning across vertebrate species suggests important basic functions, and the 
spontaneous and involuntary nature of a yawn lends support for it having adaptive significance. 
Recent research suggests the biological function of yawning among homeotherms is central ther-
moregulation. Comparative research from birds, rats and humans shows that yawning reduces brain 
and body temperature, is influenced by the range and direction of ambient temperature change, 
and is inhibited by methods of behavioral cooling. This research provides strong support for the 
view that yawning stimulates or facilitates cortical arousal, demonstrating that a yawn is a behav-
ioral response to transient brain hyperthermia, acting to counter intermittent increases in brain tem-
perature and promote thermal homeostasis. This theory is powerful because it not only integrates a 
great deal of seemingly diverse information about yawning, but it can also be used to generate 
numerous testable predictions. Applications from this research range from basic physiological 
understanding to the improved treatment and understanding of diseases associated with thermo-
regulatory dysfunction. Copyright © 2010 S. Karger AG, Basel
Yawning is characterized by a large gaping of the mouth and eye closure, accompa-
nied by a deep inhalation of air and a shorter expiration. Phylogenetically old, yawn-
ing has been documented in all 5 classes of vertebrates, suggesting it has important 
basic functions [1]. Although the mere occurrence of yawning across species is not 
evidence that it is an evolved adaptation, the spontaneous and involuntary nature of 
yawning lends support for its adaptive significance. Likewise, similar to other adap-
tive responses such as sneezing, yawning provides a brief sense of gratification in 
healthy populations [2]. To this point, however, attempts to identify the functional 
and primitive significance of yawning have led to little consensus [3].
One of the more widespread hypotheses attempting to explain the physiologi-
cal purpose of yawning posits a role in respiration. In particular, a commonly held 
view is that yawning functions to equilibrate oxygen levels in the blood; however, 
this hypothesis remains unsupported. Provine et al. [4] showed that while breath-
ing heightened levels of oxygen or carbon dioxide increased breathing rates, it did 
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not influence yawning [4]. They also demonstrated that physical exercise sufficient 
to double breathing rates has no effect on yawning. Therefore, contrary to popular 
belief, it has been concluded that yawning does not serve a respiratory function, and 
that yawning and breathing are controlled by separate mechanisms.
Baenninger [5] has reviewed a vast amount of literature that suggests yawning func-
tions to stimulate or facilitate arousal during state change. In line with this hypothesis, 
yawning occurs in anticipation of important events and during behavioral transitions 
or changes in activity levels across vertebrate taxa. Accordingly, it has been proposed 
that the adaptive function of yawning is to modify levels of cortical arousal. However, 
while this account may explain the hedonic quality and unprompted nature of yawn-
ing, the particular physiological mechanism for achieving such arousal has not been 
identified. Here, this chapter will describe the most recent empirical evidence indicat-
ing a role of yawning in central thermoregulation.
‘Brain Cooling Hypothesis’
Brain temperature is determined by a number of variables, including the temperature 
of the blood supplying the brain, rate of blood flow through the brain, and rate of 
metabolic heat production. Cooling mechanisms include increased circulation, vaso-
dilation, convection and conduction processes, heat dissipation through the upper 
airways, and the presence of venous plexuses or intertwined venous and arterial rete 
structures [6]. Recent research suggests/supports that yawning is involved in cen-
tral thermoregulation [7–9]. According to this hypothesis, spontaneous yawning is 
triggered in response to mild central hyperthermia, acting to counter intermittent 
increases in brain temperature and promote thermal homeostasis. Thus, it is pro-
posed that a yawn increases arousal and mental efficiency by maintaining optimal 
brain temperature.
It is well known that most instances of yawning tend to occur shortly after awaken-
ing and before sleeping [10, 11]. Body temperature begins to peak in the evening and 
the onset of sleep initiates a decline in core body temperature. Likewise, the tendency 
to wake-up occurs in tandem with a rise in core body temperature in the morning. 
Therefore consistent with the brain cooling hypothesis, yawning frequently occurs 
in the evening, when brain temperature is at its peak, and upon waking, when brain 
temperature begins increasing from its lowest point [12]. Yawning in early morning 
may be a compensatory thermal stabilizing mechanism. Waking disrupts a relaxed 
state, and rapid increases in movement and conscious brain activity produce ensu-
ing metabolic increases in temperature. By lowering brain temperature and main-
taining thermal homeostasis, this theory suggests that instead of prompting sleep, 
yawning actually serves to maintain focus and attention, thereby antagonizing sleep 
[7]. Furthermore, prolonged sleep deprivation in rats has been shown to increase 
deep brain temperature [13]. Subjective ratings of sleepiness in humans correlate with 
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increases in skin temperature while lying down [14], and with increases in core body 
temperature when standing [15]. In addition, hot water consumption has been shown 
to increase body temperature as well as sleepiness, while ice intake produces the con-
verse [16]. Therefore, it appears that variations in body temperature are associated 
with corresponding variations in sleepiness, and this may explain why people often 
yawn when they are tired [11].
Pharmacological research has demonstrated that yawning is under the control of 
the hypothalamus [17], and structures of the hypothalamus have been strongly linked 
to thermoregulation [18]. In support of the brain cooling hypothesis, the physiolog-
ical consequences of a yawn are in accord with those that would be necessary for 
cerebral cooling [7, 8]. For instance, the deep inhalation of air taken into the lungs 
causes an acceleration in heart rate [19, 20] and also raises blood pressure [21]. More 
specifically, the constriction and relaxation of facial muscles during a yawn increases 
facial blood flow, and these changes are thought to increase cerebral blood flow [22, 
23]. Together these processes may act like a radiator by removing hyperthermic blood 
from specific areas while introducing cooler blood from the lungs and extremities, 
thereby cooling cortical surfaces through convection. It is also hypothesized that the 
gaping of the mouth and deep inhalation during a yawn cools venous blood draining 
from the nasal and oral orifices into the cavernous sinus, which surrounds the inter-
nal carotid artery supplying blood to the rest of the brain. Thus, the temperature of 
the air is proposed to give a yawn its utility, not the air’s composition.
Empirical Support for the ‘Brain Cooling Hypothesis’
Initial support for the brain cooling hypothesis came from a report showing that nasal 
breathing and direct forehead cooling diminished the incidence of yawning in humans 
[7]. Given that previous research has shown nasal breathing and forehead cooling 
each reduce brain temperature [6, 24], it was suggested that the need for yawning may 
have been eliminated when the brain was sufficiently cooled by nasal cavity airflow 
or arterial blood supply. Recent research has shown that brain surface temperature 
can be lowered by mechanical introduction of cool air into the nasal cavity [25], and 
further evidence using intracranial thermocouples demonstrates nasal inhalation can 
reduce frontal lobe brain temperature by as much as 0.8°C [24]. Likewise, forehead 
cooling reduces the temperature of the blood in cutaneous and subcutaneous venous 
plexuses, and this cooled blood can be transported through venous communications 
into the venous plexuses of the dura matter [6]. Forehead cooling also enhances dissi-
pation of heat from the skull, and the cooling of venous blood by the skin can in turn 
alter arterial (carotid) blood supply to the brain.
In order to directly test the brain cooling hypothesis, more recent research has now 
investigated actual changes in brain and body temperature before and after yawning. 
In a case report of two women suffering from chronic bouts of yawning, one woman 
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recorded her oral temperature before and after yawning episodes. She reported the 
onset of a yawning episode occurred during mild hyperthermia (37.5°C), and then 
resulted in an average decrease in body temperature of roughly 0.4°C following each 
yawning attack [26]. In addition, both women reported that nasal breathing and fore-
head cooling (i.e. behavioral brain cooling methods) provided symptom relief and/
or postponement of yawning attacks. Thus, empirical evidence reveals that excessive 
yawning reduces human body temperature. To more explicitly investigate the poten-
tial brain cooling effects of yawning, Shoup et al. [27] took continuous measures of 
brain temperature before and after yawning by implanting rats with thermocoupled 
temperature probes in the frontal cortex. Consistent with the predictions of the brain 
cooling hypothesis, spontaneous yawning was triggered in response to rapid increases 
in brain temperature (+0.12oC), followed by corresponding decreases in temperature 
immediately following a yawn. These results confirm the hypothesis that yawning 
produces cerebral cooling. While ±0.12°C might seem trivial, this amounts to roughly 
25% of the circadian variance in brain temperature among humans [12].
Further Predictions and Support of the Brain Cooling Model
This evidence suggests the mechanism that triggers yawning lies within a hierarchy 
of neural structures controlling temperature regulation, offering numerous testable 
predictions. For one, it is expected that yawning should occur in a narrow range of 
ambient temperatures (i.e. a thermal window) [7, 8]. Yawns should increase in fre-
quency as ambient temperature approaches body temperature, but should cease when 
ambient temperatures reach or exceed body temperature because they would no lon-
ger result in cooling. It is assumed that during the rise in ambient temperature, the 
body is heating, stimulating thermoregulatory mechanisms to control temperatures 
within a normal range. Likewise, when temperatures fall below a certain point, yawn-
ing would no longer be beneficial because sending a wave of unusually cool blood to 
the brain would be maladaptive.
The first prediction was recently tested using budgerigars (Melopsittacus undu-
latus) as an avian model [9]. Results showed that budgerigars’ yawning rates were 
significantly influenced by increasing ambient temperatures, providing the first 
documented evidence that yawning may be a temperature regulating mechanism in 
birds. More specifically, yawning frequency increased during rising ambient tempera-
ture, but when temperature approached body temperature, yawning began to dimin-
ish as other evaporative heat loss behaviors became prevalent. In order to distinguish 
between whether yawning was triggered due to exposure to higher or increasing 
ambient temperature, or simply by change in temperature (irrespective of direction), 
a more recent study manipulated ambient temperature in both directions and con-
firmed that yawning occurred significantly more during high-increasing tempera-
tures compared to decreasing temperatures [28]. In addition, yawning was positively 
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correlated with ambient temperature and occurred significantly more often in the 
presence of other thermoregulatory behaviors.
Existing research suggests that excessive yawning is not always indicative of sleep 
deprivation or sleep disorder, and may be a more important symptom of an individual’s 
inability to properly maintain thermal homeostasis [29]. Gallup and Gallup [8] have 
reviewed mounting evidence showing that yawning occurs before, during and after 
instances of heat stress, hyperthermia and abnormal thermoregulation. For instance, 
drugs that increase brain temperature produce excessive yawning (e.g. certain sero-
tonin reuptake inhibitors), while drugs that produce hypothermia (e.g. opioids) inhibit 
yawning. Excessive yawning is also symptomatic of conditions that increase brain and/
or core body temperature, such as central nervous system damage, epilepsy, migraine 
headaches, multiple sclerosis, and stress and anxiety. It is hypothesized that frequent 
yawning is a symptom of an inability to effectively maintain optimal brain thermoregu-
lation, and therefore yawning may be indicative of hyperthermia. Recent research on 
patients with multiple sclerosis, a documented thermoregulatory disorder, shows that 
over 1 out of 3 individuals indicate that yawning provides temporary relief of their MS 
symptoms [30]. Similarly, recent pilot data show that some epileptic patients notice 
yawning before and after seizures and 50% of these patients reported that yawning made 
their symptoms slightly better [Gallup AC, Gallup Jr. GG, unpubl. data]. It is proposed 
that the alleviatory effects described by such patients are a result of cerebral cooling.
Conclusions
Overall, this research provides strong support for the view that yawning stimulates or 
facilitates cortical arousal, with growing evidence suggesting the biological function 
of yawning among homeotherms is central thermoregulation. Comparative research 
from birds, rats and humans shows that yawning reduces brain and body temperature, 
is influenced by the range and direction of ambient temperature change, and is inhib-
ited by methods of behavioral cooling (e.g. nasal breathing and forehead cooling). 
Further support comes from the fact that excessive yawning is frequently associated 
with conditions of heat stress, hyperthermia and abnormal thermoregulation, and 
drugs and other conditions that promote increases in brain and/or body temperature 
have been shown to increase yawning frequency. This model is powerful because it 
not only integrates a great deal of seemingly diverse information about yawning from 
a variety of species, but it can also be used to generate numerous testable predictions.
The evidence presented in this chapter cannot be overlooked or ignored, as it 
offers direct application for medical research and diagnosis, as well as providing criti-
cal insights to sleep medicine. Yawning has well-documented thermoregulatory con-
sequences, and the use of thermocoupled probes in rats confirms the hypothesis that 
yawning provides cerebral cooling. The fact of the matter is that the ‘brain cooling 
hypothesis’ is no longer a topic of debate.
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Abstract
Yawning is a common behavioral event that is observed in humans, as well as other mammals, birds 
and reptiles. In humans, yawning often occurs just before bed and upon waking up, and is also asso-
ciated with tedious or boring situations. Although the physiologic roles of yawning have yet to be 
fully elucidated, the past 50 years of research has led to a much greater understanding of the neu-
ropharmacologic regulation of yawning. While many of the early studies concluded that yawning 
was primarily driven by changes in cholinergic neurotransmission, we now know that numerous 
neurotransmitters and neurohormones are involved in the mediation of yawning, including acetyl-
choline, dopamine, glutamate, serotonin, oxytocin, GABA, opioids, adrenergics, nitric oxide, as well 
as the proopiomelanocortin-derived peptides ACTH and α-MSH. Furthermore, antagonist interac-
tion studies have clearly defined at least 3 distinct neural pathways involved in the induction of 
yawning, as well as the hierarchical order through which these different neurotransmitter systems 
interact to regulate yawning. The following sections will discuss the state of knowledge for each of 
the major neurotransmitters and neurohormones involved in the regulation of yawning, their inter-
actions with one another, and their place in the hierarchical organization of yawning.
Copyright © 2010 S. Karger AG, Basel
Yawning is a phylogenetically conserved behavior, observed in mammals, birds and 
reptiles; it is essentially defined as a paroxysm of the respiratory cycle characterized 
by a standard cascade of movements over a 5- to 10-second period [1], with 3 distinct 
phases. Yawning is initiated by a wide opening of the mouth with an ample, slow and 
deep inspiration, followed by a brief interruption of ventilation fluxes once the thorax 
is full (the so-called acme state, which is often is accompanied by limb stretching and 
eye occlusion) and concluding with a short expiration, accompanied by the relaxation 
of all participating muscles. In the case of humans, yawning is also accompanied by 
a great expansion of the pharynx and larynx, and a maximal abduction of the vocal 
cords, with inspiration occurring essentially through the mouth. Although the dura-
tion of a yawn in a given individual appears to be fixed, it can be modulated volun-
tarily. Furthermore, it is important to note that yawning is also accompanied by an 
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opening of the eustachian tubes, a brief lowering of hearing acuity, as well as the open-
ing of the stomach cardia resulting in an influx of intragastric air that is responsible 
for the sensation of abdominal fullness occasionally associated with yawning. Thus, 
yawning should not be thought of simply as the opening one’s mouth, but rather a 
generalized stretching of muscles, particularly those of the respiratory tract, such as 
the diaphragm, intercostals, and those of the face and neck [2].
Although yawning is often associated with tedious or boring situations such as 
reading, traveling on public transport, driving, waiting or watching monotonous vid-
eos [3–5], yawning should not be thought of as simply a sign of boredom. For instance, 
yawning is thought to act as an alarm signal to warn drivers about the risk of falling 
asleep while driving a vehicle, particularly on long straight highways [6–9], suggest-
ing that yawning may play a role in affecting arousal states. In fact, in humans yawn-
ing occurs most frequently during the transition from one state of arousal to another, 
such as just before bedtime and immediately after waking up, with the later particu-
larly associated with stretching of the forelimbs and trunk [4, 10, 11]. Interestingly, 
in anesthetized rats, instances of inspiration and mouth opening (i.e. yawning) were 
preceded by cortical arousal, further supporting the notion that yawning is associated 
with changes in arousal states [12].
In a series of studies, Anías et al. [13] have clearly demonstrated the influence 
of circadian rhythms on the frequency of yawning, as the peak incidence of yawn-
ing in an inbred high-yawning subline of rats occurred just before the dark phase, 
regardless of the light-dark schedule. The peak in yawning disappeared when rats 
were subjected to constant light conditions, suggesting that this pattern of yawning 
is not endogenously generated. Interestingly, when these rats were further subjected 
to a restricted feeding schedule of just 2 h per day, a significant increase in yawning 
was observed just prior to feeding, suggesting that the anticipation of food is capable 
of functioning as a zeitgeber for the circadian regulation of yawning [14]. Similar 
instances of anticipatory yawning have been reported just before feeding in zoo ani-
mals, such as carnivores, fish and monkeys, as well as in wild hyenas, which yawn 
repeatedly while circling a dead animal just before eating it [15, 16]. These peaks in 
yawning are correlated with increased corticoid levels.
In addition, yawning has recently been hypothesized to play a role in thermoregu-
lation dysfunctions, insofar as increases in yawning are observed when brain and/
or core body temperatures are elevated, and decreases in yawning are observed as 
temperatures return to normal, suggesting that yawning may provide a compensatory 
cooling mechanism [17]. Similar effects are seen with D2-like agonists which increase 
yawning over low doses, and induce hypothermia at higher doses that also corre-
sponded to decreases in yawning [18]. Although a causal relation was not implied, 
these findings provide further support for the notion that there is an association 
between the regulation of core body temperature and the frequency of yawning.
Finally, it is well know that yawning is contagious in humans. Provine [19] has 
reported that 55% of spectators viewing a brief video of 30 successive yawns yawned 
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themselves within a period of a few seconds to 5 min. Additionally, it appears that 
observing the complete face of the yawner is necessary to induce yawning, as viewing 
only part of the face, such as a wide-open mouth, failed to trigger replication. Thus, 
Provine et al. [19, 20] concluded that contagious yawning in humans depends on 
a multimodal perception of the entire facial configuration, combined with audible 
respiratory movements and the coordinating dynamics. Studies in macaque monkeys 
have linked this ability to imitate behaviors to a group of neurons within the ventral 
premotor cortex, called mirror neurons, whose activity is correlated not only with 
the performance of specific behaviors, but also the observation of these behaviors in 
other individuals, suggesting that mirror neurons may provide the neurophysiologic 
foundation for contagious yawning in monkeys as well as humans [21].
Clearly, yawning is not a simple behavior, but rather a common response to a vari-
ety of environmental and physiologic stimuli, many of which will be described in 
greater detail in other chapters of this book. This chapter will instead focus on what is 
known about the neuropharmacologic regulation of yawning, as well as the hierarchi-
cal organization and interactions of the major neurotransmitter systems involved in 
the induction and regulation of yawning (fig. 1; table 1).
Major Neurotransmitters Involved in the Induction of Yawning
Adrenocorticotropic Hormone and α-Melanocyte-Stimulating Hormone
One of the earliest accounts of pharmacologically-induced yawning was provided 
by Ferrari et al. [22], who described a series of behavioral effects characterized by 
increases in stretching, yawning and grooming that occurred following the intracister-
nal administration of either adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH) or α-melanocyte-
stimulating hormone (α-MSH): two of the centrally active peptide hormones that are 
formed by the processing of proopiomelanocortin (POMC) in the brain and pitu-
itary. Although the fact that yawning is abolished by hypophysectomy suggests that 
an intact pituitary gland is necessary for ACTH to induce yawning [23], other studies 
have suggested that the hypothalamus is the primary site of action as increases in 
yawning are observed following the microinjection of ACTH into several hypotha-
lamic nuclei [24], including the paraventricular nucleus (PVN), dorsomedial nucleus, 
ventromedial nucleus and anterior hypothalamus [25]. Dose-dependent decreases in 
yawning induced by the intra-PVN administration of ACTH are observed following 
microinjection of the melanocortin-4 receptor antagonist, HS014, into the PVN sug-
gesting that activation of melanocortin-4 receptors within the PVN is sufficient for 
ACTH to induce yawning [25]. However, as yawning induced by the intracerebroven-
tricular (ICV) administration of ACTH is not affected by the electrolytic lesion of the 
PVN [26], it is likely that multiple hypothalamic nuclei are involved in the mediation 
of ACTH- and α-MSH-induced yawning.
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Despite the fact that the hypothalamus, and in particular the PVN, is known 
to be involved in the induction of yawning by a variety of pharmacologic stimuli, 
including dopamine and oxytocin (see later sections), it is important to note that 
ACTH-induced yawning is not affected by dopamine D2-like or oxytocin receptor 
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the neurotransmitters and receptor subtypes involved in the 
mediation of yawning. The main neural pathways that have been hypothesized to be involved in the 
regulation of yawning include: (1) two separate groups of oxytocinergic neurons projecting from the 
PVN to the CA1 region of the hippocampus, or the pons, medulla or spinal cord; 
(2) ACTH-/α-MSH-activated neurons projecting from the PVN to the hippocampus via activation of 
septo-hippocampal cholinergic neurons; (3) direct activation of septo-hippocampal/hippocampal 
cholinergic neurons; (4) a serotonergic-cholinergic pathway that has yet to be identified. 
Neurotransmitter systems/receptors that are capable of inducing or enhancing yawning are denoted 
by a (+), whereas those that are involved in the inhibition of yawning are denoted by a (–). See text 
for details regarding the interactions of these neurotransmitter systems.
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in the mediation of ACTH-induced yawning are independent of those that medi-
ate dopaminergic and oxytocinergic yawning, the induction of yawning by ACTH 
and α-MSH does not occur via completely autonomous mechanisms. For instance, 
similar to yawning induced by oxytocin, or D2-like agonists, yawning induced by 
ACTH and α-MSH is inhibited by centrally active anticholinergics, such as atro-
pine [22]. In total, these findings suggest that ACTH- and α-MSH-induced yawn-
ing results from the activation of melanocortin-4 receptors within a variety of 
hypothalamic nuclei, and although these receptors appear to be located on neurons 
that are distinct from those that involved in other forms or yawning (i.e. dop-
aminergic or oxytocinergic), ACTH-induced yawning appears to be mediated by a 
downstream activation of cholinergic neurotransmission that may be common for 
all forms of yawning.
Acetylcholine
A role for cholinergic neurons in the mediation of yawning was first suggested after 
dose-dependent increases in yawning were observed following systemic administra-
tion of the acetylcholinesterase inhibitor, physostigmine, and the direct muscarinic 
Table 1. Neurotransmitters involved in the regulation of yawning
Neurotransmitter Effect of yawning Receptor(s) Brain region
ACTH/MSH stimulatory MC4 hypothalamus
Acetylcholine stimulatory M1 HI
Oxytocin stimulatory OXTR PVN, HI













Opioid inhibitory μ-opioid PVN, others







HI = Hippocampus; PVN = paraventricular nucleus of the hypothalamus; AA = amino acids.
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receptor agonist, pilocarpine [29], effects that have been replicated with a variety of 
centrally active, but not peripheral acetylcholinesterase inhibitors [30–32]. Further 
support for a role of central muscarinic receptors in the induction of yawning was 
provided by antagonist interaction studies in which dose-dependent decreases in 
physostigmine-induced yawning were observed following administration of the cen-
trally active cholinergic muscarinic receptor antagonist, scopolamine, but not the 
peripherally active muscarinic receptor antagonist methylscopolamine or the nico-
tinic receptor antagonist mecamylamine [29, 33, 34]. A specific role for the mus-
carinic M1 receptor subtype in the induction of yawning was later proposed based 
on the findings that M1 receptor agonists, such as RS-86 and YM796, induced dose-
depended increases in yawning, whereas moderately selective M1 antagonists, such 
as pirenzepine, inhibited yawning induced by either physostigmine or direct M1 ago-
nists [35–37].
In addition to supporting a role for M1 cholinergic receptors in the induction of 
yawning, antagonist interaction studies have also provided evidence suggesting that 
septo-hippocampal cholinergic neurons play an important role in the mediation of 
yawning induced by a variety of pharmacologic agents. For instance, not only does 
ACTH- and α-MSH-induced yawning correspond to an enhancement of hippocam-
pal acetylcholine turnover rates, but these ACTH- and α-MSH-induced increases in 
yawning are also blocked by centrally active cholinergic antagonists, such as scopol-
amine and atropine [22, 36, 38]. In addition, muscarinic antagonists have also been 
shown to inhibit yawning induced by oxytocin, dopamine D2-like agonists, such as 
apomorphine, and 5-HT2 receptor agonists, such as trifluoromethylphenylpiperazine 
(TFMPP) [33, 34, 36, 39, 40]. When taken together with the fact that decreases in 
apomorphine-induced yawning are observed after medial-septal lesions which inter-
rupt the septo-hippocampal pathway [41], these findings point to a central role of 
septo-hippocampal cholinergic neurons as a site of action for the induction of cholin-
ergic yawning, as well as a common downstream mediator of yawning induced by a 
variety of pharmacologic mechanisms.
Oxytocin
The first evidence in support of a direct role for oxytocin receptors in the induc-
tion of yawning was provided by microinjection studies in which dose-dependent 
increases in yawning were observed following microinjection of oxytocin into the 
PVN, as well as the CA1 region of the hippocampus [42], effects that were blocked 
by the ICV or intra-PVN administration of oxytocin receptor antagonists, such as 
d(CH2)5Tyr(Me)-[Orn8]vasotocin [26, 27, 36, 43, 44], as well as the systemic admin-
istration of anticholinergics [36, 39]. In addition to their capacity to inhibit oxyto-
cin-induced yawning, oxytocin antagonists have also been shown to inhibit yawning 
induced by dopamine D2-like agonists, such as apomorphine and N-methyl-d-aspartic 
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acid (NMDA); however, these effects are only observed following ICV and not intra-
PVN administration [44], suggesting that these effects are mediated by blockade of 
oxytocin receptors outside of the PVN. In addition, although electrolytic lesion of 
the PVN is capable of inhibiting the induction of yawning by the ICV administra-
tion of either oxytocin or apomorphine [26], medial-septal lesions inhibited apomor-
phine-induced yawning (intra-PVN or ICV), but failed to affect yawning induced 
by either intra-PVN or ICV oxytocin [41]. When taken together with the finding 
that the induction of yawning by D2-like agonists, such as apomorphine, also corre-
sponds to increases in hippocampal oxytocin [26, 27, 45], these findings suggest that 
oxytocin neurons originating in the PVN and projecting to the hippocampus play an 
integral role in the mediation of yawning induced by D2-like agonists and NMDA, 
the details of which will be described in later sections. However, the fact that medial-
septal lesions failed to inhibit oxytocin-induced yawning suggests that a functional 
septo-hippocampal pathway is not necessary for oxytocin to induce yawning, raising 
the possibility that oxytocinergic neurons projecting from the PVN to structures such 
as the pons, medulla oblongata or spinal cord may also be capable of inducing yawn-
ing when stimulated by oxytocin [41 and references therein].
Nitric Oxide
In addition to their work demonstrating the importance of oxytocin in the media-
tion of yawning, Drs. Melis and Argiolas have also provided clear evidence of a cen-
tral role of nitric oxide (NO) in the mediation of yawning [for review, see: 46]. Early 
evidence suggested that NO-induced yawning resulted from increased oxytociner-
gic neurotransmission, as yawning induced by the intra-PVN administration of NO 
donors, such as sodium nitroprusside, hydroxylamine and nitroglycerin, was blocked 
by the ICV administration of oxytocin antagonists [47, 48]. Further support for a role 
of NO in the mediation of yawning was provided by studies in which the intra-PVN 
administration of NO synthase inhibitors, such as NG-nitro-l-arginine methyl ester 
(L-NAME), were shown to be capable of inhibiting yawning induced by either apo-
morphine or oxytocin [49, 50], suggesting that in addition to stimulating yawning, 
NO signaling also plays an important role in the mediation of yawning induced by 
a variety of other mechanisms. This notion was later confirmed by studies in which 
a clear correspondence between the induction of yawning (by apomorphine, oxyto-
cin and NMDA) and increased levels of NO2 (a reliable indicator of NO production) 
within the PVN was demonstrated [51, 52]. However, it is important to note that 
while the intra-PVN administration of L-NAME blocks yawning that is mediated by 
activation of oxytocinergic neurons within the PVN (i.e. D2-like agonist-, NMDA- 
and oxytocin-induced yawning), the ICV administration of L-NAME has also been 
shown to block yawning that is not mediated by PVN oxytocinergic neurons (i.e. 
ACTH- and 5-HT2C agonist-induced yawning [53, 54]). Together, these studies 
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suggest that increases in NO signaling likely play a more general role in the mediation 
of yawning induced by a variety of mechanisms, the details of which will be described 
in later sections.
Dopamine
Although a variety of neurotransmitter systems are known to be involved in the reg-
ulation of yawning, perhaps none has received as much attention as the capacity of 
dopaminergic drugs to induce yawning. Since it was initially described by Mogilnicka 
and Klimek [55], hundreds of studies have investigated the phenomenon of D2-like 
agonist-induced yawning, with many of the early studies focusing on the interactions 
of dopaminergic and cholinergic systems in the induction of yawning. For instance, 
in addition to being inhibited by centrally active D2-like antagonists, such as spiro-
peridol, haloperidol and sulpiride, D2-like agonist-induced yawning is also blocked by 
centrally active anticholinergics, such as scopolamine. Moreover, when combined with 
the inability of D2-like antagonists to inhibit physostigmine-induced yawning, these 
studies support the notion that dopaminergic yawning is mediated by a downstream 
increase in cholinergic activity [56–58], similar to what has been described for ACTH- 
and oxytocin- induced yawning. Although early microinjection studies suggested that 
the induction of yawning by D2-like agonists may be mediated by their actions in the 
striatum or septum [59, 60], subsequent studies demonstrated that apomorphine was 
capable of inducing yawning when injected into the PVN at doses approximately 5–40 
times lower than those that were required to induce yawning in the striatum or sep-
tum [61], suggesting that the PVN may play a central role in the mediation of dop-
aminergic yawning, as had been previously described for oxytocin [42].
Subsequent studies by Drs. Argiolas and Melis provided several lines of evidence 
that clearly demonstrate the involvement of PVN oxytocinergic neurons in the media-
tion of D2-like agonist-induced yawning. For instance, in addition to increasing yawn-
ing, apomorphine has also been shown to increase hippocampal oxytocin levels, two 
effects that are similarly inhibited by D2-like antagonists [45]. Moreover, although apo-
morphine-induced yawning is prevented by electrolytic lesion of the PVN or the ICV 
administration of the oxytocin antagonists [26, 43], D2-like antagonists fail to alter oxy-
tocin-induced yawning [27, 42], suggesting that oxytocin plays an important role in the 
downstream mediation of dopaminergic yawning. Similarly, the induction of yawning 
by apomorphine also corresponds to increased NO2 levels within the PVN, an effect that 
is blocked by D2-like antagonists and NO synthase inhibitors, but not oxytocin antago-
nists, which only block yawning [52]. Collectively, these studies suggest that dopamin-
ergic yawning is induced via activation of D2-like receptors within the PVN, resulting in 
NO- and oxytocin-dependent increases in hippocampal cholinergic activity.
In addition to studies aimed at elucidating the neurotransmitters and pathways 
involved in the mediation of D2-like agonist-induced yawning, a significant effort has 
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been put forth to identify the receptor(s) responsible for the induction and subsequent 
inhibition of yawning by D2-like agonists. Early hypotheses attributed the induction 
of yawning to increased cholinergic activity resulting from the activation of pre-syn-
aptic D2 receptors, whereas the subsequent inhibition of yawning was thought to be 
mediated by post-synaptic D2 receptors or the concomitant activation of D1 receptors 
[34, 62, 63]. However, based on the inability of pharmacologic manipulations that 
alter synaptic dopamine levels to affect D2-like agonist-induced yawning, as well as 
the finding that apomorphine-induced yawning did not correspond to changes in 
synaptic dopamine levels, Stahle and Ungerstedt proposed that the biphasic nature of 
D2-like agonist-induced yawning was mediated by multiple post-synaptic D2 recep-
tors with differing sensitivities, and not pre-synaptic D2 receptors [34, 62–68].
Subsequent to this change in thinking, a number of studies reported dose-depen-
dent increases in yawning following administration of a wide variety of D3-preferring 
agonists, such as pramipexole, PD-128,907, 7-OH-DPAT, quinpirole and quinelorane, 
but not the D2-preferring agonist sumanirole [18, 40, 69], raising the possibility that 
the D3 receptor was involved in the mediation of yawning. Specific roles for the D3 and 
D2 receptors in the mediation of yawning were later confirmed by a series of antago-
nist studies in which D3-selective antagonists, such as PG01037 and SB-277011A, were 
shown to selectively inhibit the induction of yawning; the D2-preferring antagonist 
L-741,626 was shown to selectively reverse of the inhibition of yawning; and mixed D2/
D3 antagonists, such as haloperidol and raclopride, were shown to produce rightward 
shifts in both the ascending and descending limbs of the dose-response curves for 
D3-preferring agonist-induced yawning [40, 69–72]. Thus, while dopaminergic yawn-
ing involves downstream increases in oxytocin, NO and acetylcholine signaling, these 
findings strongly suggest that the induction of yawning is mediated by the selective 
activation of D3 receptors, whereas the inhibition of yawning observed with higher 
doses of D2-like agonists is mediated by the concomitant activation of D2 receptors.
Excitatory Amino Acids
As mentioned in previous sections, excitatory amino acids (such as NMDA) are also 
capable of inducing yawning, an effect that was first described following the intra-
PVN administration of NMDA for the purpose of studying grooming behavior [73]. 
Although it was unclear at the time, these increases in yawning were later shown to be 
NMDA-specific, as yawning was observed following the intra-PVN administration of 
NMDA, but not α-amino-3-hydroxyl-5-methyl-4-isoxazole-propionate (AMPA) or 
(±)-1-aminocyclopentane-trans-1,3-dicarboxylic acid (ACPD) agonists of the AMPA 
and metabotropic glutamate receptors, respectively [44]. Furthermore, in addition to 
being blocked by variety of NMDA receptor antagonists, including MK-801 [44, 74], 
NMDA-induced yawning has also been shown to be dose-dependently inhibited by 
the ICV, but not intra-PVN, administration of oxytocin antagonists, as well as the 
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ICV or intra-PVN administration of L-NAME [44, 75, 76], suggesting that NMDA-
induced yawning is mediated by the activation of oxytocinergic neurons within the 
PVN in a NO-dependent manner. Importantly though, NMDA-induced yawning 
is not blocked by D2-like antagonists, just as apomorphine-induced yawning is not 
blocked by NMDA antagonists [74, 76]. Thus, although NMDA- and D2-like agonist-
induced yawning appear to be similarly mediated by the activation of oxytocinergic 
neurons with in the PVN, in an NO-dependent manner, the influences of NMDA 
and dopamine on yawning appear to be independent of each other. Moreover, these 
findings provide further evidence for a central role of oxytocinergic neurons within 
the PVN insofar as they are responsible for the integration of inputs from a variety of 
neurotransmitter systems that are involved in the mediation of yawning.
Serotonin
Serotonin (5-HT) was first proposed to be involved in the regulation of yawning by 
Urba-Holmgren et al. [77], who described an enhancement of physostigmine-induced 
yawning following treatment with the selective 5-HT reuptake inhibitor citalopram, 
an effect that was blocked by the 5-HT receptor antagonist, metergoline. Although 
the mechanism by which 5-HT affected yawning was unclear at the time, more recent 
studies have suggested that 5-HT may play multiple roles in the mediation of yawn-
ing. For example, dose-dependent increases in yawning are observed following the 
systemic, but not intra-PVN, administration of 5-HT2C-preferring agonists, such as 
m-CPP, TFMPP and MK 212, effects that are blocked by 5-HT2 receptor antagonists, 
such as mianserin and ritanserin [40, 53, 78, 79]. However, unlike with D2-like ago-
nist- and NMDA-induced yawning, 5-HT2C agonist-induced yawning is not reduced 
by D2-like antagonists, oxytocin antagonists or the intra-PVN administration of NO 
synthase inhibitors [40, 53, 79], suggesting that serotonergic yawning is mediated by 
the activation of 5-HT2C receptors located outside the PVN, rather than an interac-
tion with oxytocinergic neurons within the PVN. However, it is interesting to note 
that despite these important differences, reductions in m-CPP- and TFMPP-induced 
yawning are observed following the ICV administration of NO synthase inhibitors 
[53], suggesting that serotonergic yawning is mediated by increases in NO signal-
ing, although not within the PVN. In addition, m-CPP- and TFMPP-induced yawn-
ing appears to be mediated by the downstream activation of cholinergic systems 
as yawning is inhibited by the systemic administration of anticholinergics, such as 
scopolamine [40, 80]. Although it is unclear if serotonergic yawning is mediated by 
septo-hippocampal cholinergic neurons, these findings provide further support for 
a integral role for cholinergic neurotransmission in the coordination of yawning 
induced by a variety of neurotransmitter systems.
In addition to its role in the stimulation of yawning, several lines of evidence have 
suggested that 5-HT may also have a more general role in the tonic inhibition of 
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yawning. For instance, although depletion of endogenous 5-HT by p-chlorophenyla-
lanine or the selective lesioning of serotonergic neurons by 5,7-dihydroxytryptamine 
has been shown to result in an enhancement of D2-like agonist- and physostigmine-
induced yawning, enhancing serotonergic activity through treatment with the 5-HT 
precursor 5-hydroxytryptophan has been shown to inhibit D2-like agonist- and phys-
ostigmine-induced yawning [81, 82]. Similar inhibitions of dopaminergic, serotoner-
gic and cholinergic yawning have also been observed with 5-HT1A receptor agonists, 
such as 8-OH-DPAT, S 14506, and S 20499 [80, 83]. Thus, although activation of 
5-HT2C receptors results in the induction of yawning through a mechanism unrelated 
to oxytocin neurotransmission in the PVN, 5-HT1A receptors appear to mediate the 
general inhibitory effect of 5-HT on yawning induced by a variety of mechanisms.
Major Neurotransmitters Involved in the Modulation of Yawning
Opioids
As discussed previously, the POMC-derived peptides ACTH and α-MSH were some 
of the first compounds to be shown to induce yawning in laboratory animals [22]; 
however, it is worth noting that β-endorphin, a POMC derived peptide with μ-opioid 
agonist activity, has been shown to inhibit ACTH-induced yawning [84, 85], suggest-
ing an inhibitory role for the μ-opioid receptor on yawning. This notion is further 
supported by a number of studies that have demonstrated the capacity of morphine, a 
non-peptidic μ-opioid agonist, to inhibit yawning induced by a variety of mechanisms, 
including ACTH, physostigmine, D2-like agonists, NMDA and oxytocin, effects that 
are reversed by the μ-opioid receptor antagonist naloxone [86–90]. Interestingly, 
although microinjection studies suggest that the inhibitory effects of morphine result 
from the activation of μ-opioid receptors on oxytocinergic neurons within the PVN 
[87, 88], the fact that systemically administered morphine is also capable of inhibiting 
yawning that is not mediated by oxytocin neurotransmission (i.e. ACTH and phys-
ostigmine) [22, 89] suggests that μ-opioid receptors in other brain regions may also 
be involved in the tonic inhibition of yawning. In addition, it is interesting to note 
that increases in yawning have been used for the identification and characterization 
of morphine withdrawal in humans and laboratory animals dating back to the 1930s 
[91–93].
GABA
Although it has not been extensively studied, a handful of studies have suggested that 
γ-amminobutyric acid (GABA) is also involved in the regulation of yawning. Curiously, 
although the γ-amminobutyric acid transaminase inhibitor, γ-acetylenic-GABA, has 
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been shown to increase spontaneous yawning, studies of the effects of GABAA and 
GABAB agonists on yawning have generally suggested that GABAergic receptors have 
an inhibitory rather than stimulatory influence on yawning [94]. For example, sys-
temic administration of GABAA agonists, such as muscimol, or the GABAB agonists, 
such as baclofen, have been shown to inhibit physostigmine-induced yawning, effects 
that are reversed by the GABAA antagonist bicuculline and the GABAB antagonist 
phaclofen, respectively [94, 95]. Despite the similarities in these effects, however, 
several lines of evidence suggest that GABAA and GABAB receptors may be exerting 
their inhibitory effects at different stages of the pathway(s) responsible for the induc-
tion of yawning. For instance, although the intra-PVN administration of the GABAA 
agonist muscimol inhibits apomorphine-, NMDA- and oxytocin-induced yawning in 
a NO-dependent and bicuculline-sensitive manner, baclofen fails to affect apomor-
phine-, NMDA- or oxytocin-induced yawning when administered into the PVN [51, 
96]. Thus, although GABAA receptors located on oxytocinergic neurons in the PVN 
may be capable of inhibiting yawning, it also appears as though GABAB receptors 
located outside of the PVN are capable of inhibiting yawning, possibly through a 
GABAB receptor-mediated inhibition of hippocampal acetylcholine activity [97].
Adrenergic
Similar to the capacity of drugs that act on GABA and μ-opioid receptors to affect 
yawning without inducing it, a variety of adrenergic drugs have been shown to mod-
ify yawning induced by other mechanisms. Despite their inability to induce yawn-
ing, centrally active β-adrenergic antagonists have generally been shown to enhance 
yawning, whereas α2-adrenergic antagonists generally inhibit yawning induced by 
D2-like agonists, oxytocin, cholinomimetics, M1 agonists as well as α-MSH [36, 37, 63, 
98, 99]. Curiously, and somewhat less convincingly, α-adrenergic agonists have been 
reported to inhibit yawning, and β-adrenergic agonists to enhance yawning induced 
by D2-like agonists and cholinomimetics [99–101]. Despite these peculiarities, the 
fact that these adrenergic antagonists are capable of modifying yawning induced by 
a variety of pathways (i.e. ACTH/α-MSH, PVN oxytocinergic stimulation, and direct 
cholinergic activation), suggests that the effects of β- and α2-adrenergic antagonists 
on yawning likely results from an interaction of adrenergic systems with the septo-
hippocampal cholinergic neurons that has been shown to be involved in the coordi-
nation and mediation of yawning induced by a variety of neurotransmitter systems.
Conclusions
Although the phenomenon of yawning has fascinated man throughout time, most 
of the significant advances towards our understanding of the neuropharmacologic 
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regulation of yawning have been made during the past 50 years. We now know that 
a variety of neurotransmitters and neurohormones are involved in the induction and 
regulation of yawning, including acetylcholine, dopamine, glutamate, serotonin, oxy-
tocin, GABA, opioids, adrenergics, nitric oxide, as well as the POMC-derived pep-
tides ACTH and α-MSH. Despite this diverse set of neurotransmitters, the majority 
of yawning is mediated by at least 3 distinct pathways, all of which appear to con-
verge on cholinergic neurons within the hippocampus. In addition, the elegant work 
of Drs. Argiolas and Melis has demonstrated the importance of the hypothalamus 
in the regulation of yawning, as many of these neurotransmitters appear to affect 
yawning through their interactions with oxytocinergic neurons within the PVN. For 
instance, activation of these oxytocinergic neurons by dopamine, glutamate, nitric 
oxide and oxytocin is known to induce yawning, whereas inhibition of these neurons 
by μ-opioids and GABA has been shown to reduce the frequency of yawning. It is 
important to note that although the effects of ACTH and α-MSH are also mediated by 
the hypothalamus, the induction of yawning by these peptides does not involve oxy-
tocinergic neurons. Similarly, the induction of yawning by serotonin is also known to 
occur independently of oxytocinergic neurons within the PVN; however, the brain 
region(s) responsible for serotonergic yawning are currently unknown. Despite the 
great advances that have made towards our understanding of the neuropharmaco-
logic regulation of yawning, further studies are needed to fully elucidate how these 
neurotransmitter systems interact with each other, as well as the specific receptor sub-
types and brain regions involved in the induction and inhibition of yawning. Such an 
understanding would not only advance the use of yawning as a tool for the pharma-
cologic characterization of receptor subtype-selective agonists, partial-agonists and 
antagonists, but also further our understanding of how a variety of environmental 
and pharmacologic manipulations (i.e. dietary conditions or chronic drug treatments) 
affect the receptor systems involved in the mediation of yawning [71, 102–104]. In 
addition, a more complete understanding of the neuropharmacologic regulation of 
yawning could also provide insight into the specific roles of different neurotransmit-
ter systems and/or receptor subtypes in the occurrence of yawning under a variety of 
physiologic conditions and disease states in which changes in the frequency of yawn-
ing are known to occur.
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Yawn, Yawn, Yawn, Yawn; Yawn, Yawn, Yawn!
The Social, Evolutionary and Neuroscientific 
Facets of Contagious Yawning
Steven M. Platek
Georgia Gwinnett College, Lawrenceville, Ga., USA
Abstract
Contagious yawning is a common phenomenon affecting upwards of 60% of healthy humans. It has 
also been observed, at a lesser rate, in great apes and other primates. Here I summarize the suggestion 
that contagious yawning is a primitive expression of social cognition, namely empathy. Susceptibility 
to contagious yawning is correlated with the speed in recognizing one’s own face, theory of mind pro-
cessing, and is also associated with activation in regions of the brain that have been associated with 
social cognitive processes. This suggests that contagious yawning may be an evolutionarily old pro-
cess that begot a higher level of social cognition in certain species. Copyright © 2010 S. Karger AG, Basel
Did you just yawn? The title of this chapter was designed in such a way as to evoke a 
common human behavioral response, i.e. to yawn contagiously. If you did yawn, you 
are among 60% of other humans that also respond contagiously to hearing, seeing, 
observing and even reading about yawning [1–3].
While contagious yawning is a common experience among people, yawning actu-
ally remains one of the great understudied phenomena of science. You might mistak-
enly believe that we yawn to reset the balance of blood oxygenation; however, this is not 
actually the case. It turns out that yawning may serve a more adaptive function: cooling 
the brain [4–6]. The function of yawning is not, however, the focus of this chapter. Here 
I will discuss the current evidence that contagious yawning is a byproduct of evolution-
arily designed programs related to empathy, social cognition and/or self-awareness.
Relationship between Self-Awareness and Other Awareness
In 1970, Gallup [7] discovered that chimpanzees possess the ability to recognize 
themselves in a mirror [see also: 8–15]. He suggested that the now infamous mirror 
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test was a marker for the presence of a sense of self-awareness. Furthermore, com-
bining his findings with evidence that was emerging from cognitive primatology, 
he hypothesized that the ability to generalize about mental states – mental state 
attribution – presupposed a sense of self-awareness. He theorized that the pres-
ence of self-awareness paved the way for a cognitive substrate for mental state 
attribution, or theory of mind. The possession of a theory of mind lends to it the 
ability to empathize, sympathize, relate emotionally to another individual, anthro-
pomorphize, and generally experience the world through another person’s per-
spective. Interestingly, many of us do not have to ‘think’ about theory of mind, i.e. 
for most healthy humans the ability to think about another person’s mental state is 
automatic.
In this respect, when we observe another person experiencing something, we 
have an inherent experience that is similar to that person. However, in most cases 
we do not automatically emulate that person’s experience. Let me provide an exam-
ple. If I were to walk across the stage in the front of one of my classrooms and trip 
over an electric wire that was laying in my way. The audience would be in a posi-
tion to empathize with my position and experience. They might, admittedly, find 
humor in my ostensibly embarrassing behavior. And that would be an appropriate 
mental state attribution. They would be utilizing their experience with non-fatal 
falls which is highly correlated with a feeling or cognitive experience of embar-
rassment. However, if after a few seconds of laughing they discovered that upon 
tripping over the cable I had landed face down on the stage and there was a pool of 
red liquid forming quickly around my head, (I hope) their chuckles would turn to 
worry. They would be able to see that my fall was much more serious than they had 
originally conceptualized. They would not have to ‘think’ actively about this change 
in cognition, rather because our brains are hard-wired for sociality there is little 
actual thinking necessary for this process to take place. In the previous example, 
onlookers would have to be able to rapidly change inference about my mental state 
to make an adaptive response (albeit in my favor) to call for emergency help. They 
would not need to cognate about the decision: ‘He seems to have tripped. That was 
funny in my past, and so it must be funny now. Oh wait, he’s fallen on his face and 
is bleeding. I need a new cognition for that …’ If our empathic understanding of 
others’ mental states were to flow in this fashion, we would all be pretty socially 
awkward!
All that being said, in neither of these cases would the audience’s empathic men-
tal state attribution result in an actual replication of my experience in an observer. 
The audience would not spontaneously feel embarrassed and then upon falling on 
my face get sudden feeling of panic and pain and fear! Their feelings are attribu-
tions, good guesses, hypotheses about how I might be feeling or what my experi-
ence is like. In certain cases, the attribution produces a contagion. This typically 
occurs in the context of a personal emotional experience such as someone crying. 
If your sister, mother, child or even close friend came to your house and started to 
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cry and express extreme sadness you might be compelled, somewhat uncontrol-
lably, to begin crying yourself. Your empathic understanding of her mental state 
has manifested itself in your own outward expression. Similar examples exist in 
the realm of happiness; in fact, laughter is quite contagious. Coughing may also 
be contagious. Even these attributions turned experiences are somewhat control-
lable. When you child comes running into your arms crying one can, if they try 
hard enough, usually quell the crying response. In the case of contagious yawning, 
however, once the onset of a yawn begins it is virtually impossible to quell the 
execution of the yawn.
The evidence for the relationship between self-processing and mental state attri-
bution comes from comparative primatology, developmental psychology, cognitive 
psychology and cognitive neuroscience. I have briefly summarized the major find-
ings here. First, since the discovery that chimpanzees could recognize themselves in 
a mirror, there have been numerous studies aimed at testing whether chimpanzees 
(and other great apes) have the capacity for a theory of mind [8, 14, 16]. Similarly, 
correlate tasks have been made on other species including but not limited to corvids, 
elephants, cetaceans, and lesser primates. In fact, it seems like only those species that 
reliably demonstrate a sense of self-awareness also show a corresponding capacity for 
other-awareness.
Developmental psychology represents another example of this. Children tend to 
develop a sense of self at about 15 months of age [8]. During this time, they begin 
to use personal pronouns and referential pointing. It is also during this time that 
children show the ability to recognize themselves in a mirror. Amsterdam [17] first 
tested this by converting the mark test, used in non-human primates, into the rouge 
test. It is important to note that shortly after the emergence of self-awareness, or 
more specifically mirror self-recognition, children begin to develop theory of mind. 
That is, shortly after 15–24 months of age – when children show mirror self-recog-
nition – they begin to develop a set of cognitions based on desire, belief and social 
relationships.
When it comes to adult cognition, a similar relationship exists. Keenan et al. [18–
23] were the first to test for reaction time differences in self-face recognition. He and 
his team showed that people were significantly faster at differentiating self-faces from 
other faces when using their left-hand. This he interpreted as an indication for a right 
hemisphere bias for self-processing. As a follow-up to Keenan’s studies, Platek et al. 
[24, 25] replicated the left-hand/right hemisphere bias for self-processing and also 
showed that reaction times to self-face correlated with performance on higher level 
theory of mind tasks. In an fMRI study, Platek et al. [26] showed that the same regions 
of the right frontal lobe were recruited when participants were asked to recognize 
their own face and when they were asked to solve a theory of mind task. Several other 
studies have now also supported the link between self-processing and theory of mind 
by using a plethora of methodological techniques, including reaction times and func-
tional neuroimaging.
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Contagious Yawning in the Self-Other Relationship
Because contagious yawning produces an unconsciously controlled automatic release 
of a contagious yawn in an observer – several researchers, e.g. Platek et al. [2, 3] have 
hypothesized that contagious yawning might be an evolutionary predecessor to a 
more sophisticated sense of empathy/mental state attribution. In order to test this, 
Platek et al. [2] investigated whether there was a relationship between speed in identi-
fying one’s own face, performance on a set of theory of mind stories, and susceptibil-
ity to contagious yawning. They showed that people who were better at solving higher 
order theory of mind (faux pas) tasks were more susceptible to contagious yawning. 
They interpreted these findings as showing a link between the automatic empathic 
processing associated with contagious yawning and other theory of mind processes. 
Taken together with the finding that theory of mind and self-processing share neural 
architecture, this indicates that self-processing, theory of mind and contagious yawn-
ing might share similar substrates as well as similar processing.
Evidence from Neuroimaging
There are now a handful of studies incorporating functional neuroimaging to investi-
gate the neural substrates associated with contagious yawning. The first of these was 
by Platek et al. [3]. They showed activation in posterior midline substrates – the pre-
cuneus and posterior cingulate. Schurmann et al. [27] conducted a similar study and 
demonstrated activation in the superior temporal sulcus and more general activation 
across a mirror neuron system. Two studies [28, 29] found activation in frontal lobe 
circuitry. While Platek et al. [3] argued that activation of the posterior cingulate/
precuneous was associated with autobiographical memories and self-processing, this 
finding might appear to be difficult to rectify in the presence of such disparate find-
ings from other laboratories. However, if we inspect each of the findings from the 
various fMRI studies of contagious yawning, a commonality exists: each study shows 
activation in cortical association areas that have been indirectly linked to theory of 
mind and/or self-processing. Thus, if one takes these early and inconclusive find-
ings from functional neuroimaging in conjunction with the cognitive and behav-
ioral expressions of contagious yawning within and between species, the argument 
for contagious yawning being a product of primitive/vestigial empathic drives stands 
firm.
Conclusions
The expression of contagious yawing appears to be relatively robust in man and par-
tially present in lesser primates. Contagious yawning appears to exist in species that 
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also show a capacity for self-processing and theory of mind, albeit rudimentary in 
some cases. Recent neuroimaging evidence suggests that there could be multiple 
brain loci involved in the contagious yawning response; however, it’s important to 
note that each fMRI study has identified activation in brain substrates that have been 
implicated in social cognition, self-processing and/or theory of mind in other stud-
ies. Thus, it is our contention that contagious yawning is a vestigial fixed action pat-
tern that may be a glimpse into the neurobiological substrates that gave rise to more 
sophisticated social cognitive processes such as theory of mind.
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Abstract
Contagious yawning (i.e. yawning triggered by perceiving others’ yawning) is a well-documented 
phenomenon, but the mechanism underlying it is still unclear. In this chapter, I review the current 
evidence about: (1) developmental studies with typically and atypically developing populations, 
and (2) comparative studies in non-human animals. Developmental studies have revealed that con-
tagious yawning is disturbed in individuals with autism spectrum disorders, suggesting that conta-
gious yawning may share a developmental basis with the capacity for theory of mind. Comparative 
studies have suggested that contagious yawning can be observed in non-primate species, such as 
domestic dogs. As dogs are known to have exceptional skills in communicating with humans, it has 
also been suggested that contagious yawning may be related to the capacity for social communica-
tion. These results from developmental and comparative studies are consistent with the claim that 
the mechanism underlying contagious yawning relates to the capacity for empathy.
Copyright © 2010 S. Karger AG, Basel
Contagious yawning (i.e. yawning triggered by perceiving others’ yawning) is a 
well-documented phenomenon. Previous studies have consistently reported that, 
in a naturalistic or controlled experimental context, 45–60% of human adults yawn 
when they observe, hear or imagine others’ yawning [1]. This is not due to com-
mon environmental factors between two yawners, such as temperature, lighting or 
the lack of oxygen, because pre-recorded yawning video clips and sounds can also 
induce contagious yawning [2–4]. Recently, this phenomenon has attracted a great 
deal of attention in the fields of developmental and comparative cognitive sciences. 
Apart from the intrinsic interest in this well-known but puzzling phenomenon, its 
attraction has been due to the fact that it is apparently empathetic: the observation 
of the emotional or physiological status of other individuals affects the emotional or 
physiological status of observer in a corresponding manner. Some researchers claim 
that the presence of contagious yawning in non-human animals is an index for their 
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capacity for empathy [5, 6] and absence of contagious yawning in a developmen-
tal disorder or a psychiatric condition suggests a disturbance in their capacity for 
empathy [7, 8].
In this chapter, I review the current evidence from: (1) developmental studies 
with typically and atypically developing populations, and (2) comparative studies in 
non-human animals, discuss implications for the mechanism underlying contagious 
yawning, and raise several issues for future studies.
Typical and Atypical Development of Contagious Yawning
Apart from the initial case study by Piaget [9] – who, from observing his own daugh-
ter, reported that yawning in response to seeing a yawn started in the second year of 
life – Anderson and Meno [2] are the first and the only researchers to report a devel-
opmental trajectory of contagious yawning from an elaborate cross-sectional study. 
In their study, typically developing children aged 2–11 years old were exposed to a 
video presentation of yawning adults and a story including a yawning protagonist. 
The results revealed that some of the children aged 5 years or older showed con-
tagious yawning in response to the video stimuli, and some of the children aged 6 
years or older showed yawning in response to the yawning story. These results failed 
to replicate this early observation by Piaget [9], but the negative results reported for 
preschoolers should be treated with caution. For example, Anderson and Meno [2] 
discussed the possibility that familiarity with yawning adults may be relevant to the 
differences between these two studies.
In addition to the investigation of typical development, other scientists, including 
our group, have investigated the development of contagious yawning in children with 
autism spectrum disorders (ASD), who show atypical development in social interac-
tion and communication [10]. Firstly, our research group has presented videotaped 
yawning as well as control mouth-opening actions to children with ASD as well as 
typically developing children between the ages of 7 and 15 years old [8]. Typically 
developing children showed more yawning in response to yawning movies than to 
control movies. By contrast, children with ASD showed equally frequent yawning in 
response to both yawning and control movies (fig. 1). These results replicated those 
of Anderson and Meno [2] in that typically developing children at the age of 7 years 
or older show contagious yawning. More importantly, this was the first study to dem-
onstrate the absence of contagious yawning in children with ASD. Secondly, Giganti 
and Esposito Ziello [11] further explored the impact of the level of intellectual devel-
opment upon the tendency to yawn contagion in children with ASD, by comparing 
children with ASD with higher and lower intellectual ability between the ages of 11 
and 15 years old. They also used the auditory stimuli of yawning sounds, in addition 
to the visual stimuli of a yawning face, and also had the frequency of spontaneous 
yawning recorded by the parents. The results replicated the finding that both visual 
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and auditory yawning stimuli elicited more yawning in typically developing children 
than in children with ASD. They did not find any effect of intellectual ability or group 
differences in the frequency of spontaneous yawning. These two studies suggest that 
children with ASD have an impairment in the mechanism relevant to the capacity for 
contagious yawning.
Thirdly, a recent study by the author’s group [12] used a similar task used in Senju 
et al. [8] with an additional instruction to fixate on the eyes of the yawning face. The 
aim of this study was to test the hypothesis that an absence of contagious yawning 
in ASD is related to atypical social orienting, particularly the reduced spontaneous 
fixation on the eyes [13], because it has been reported that yawning eyes are as potent 
stimuli in eliciting yawning as the whole face, but a yawning mouth alone is not [14]. 
The results revealed that children with ASD yawned equally frequently in response 
to yawning stimuli as typically developing children once the additional instruction 
to fixate on the eyes was added. This is consistent with the hypothesis that reduced 
spontaneous fixations on the eyes may contribute to the absence of contagious yawn-
ing in ASD.
This research is consistent with the claim that the mechanism underlying conta-
gious yawning relates to the capacity for theory of mind [4], the impairment of which 
is widely and consistently reported in individuals with ASD [15, 16]. However, the 
preliminary results of Senju et al. [12] may suggest that the absence of contagious 
yawning in ASD is mediated by the atypical pattern of spontaneous orienting to the 
eyes [13], not by the impairment in theory of mind per se. It is also possible that atyp-
ical social orienting is the common developmental basis of both atypical contagious 
yawning and the difficulty in theory of mind [17]. Further studies will be required 
to test the early development of contagious yawning in ASD, and its relation to the 























Fig. 1. Average frequency of yawns in participants during or after yawn and control conditions in 
Senju et al. [8] (a) and in Senju et al. [12] (b). TD = Typically developing children. ** p < 0.01; * p < 0.05. 
Reproduced with permission.
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Contagious Yawning in Non-Human Animals
To the best of my knowledge, Anderson et al. [5] were the first to report quantita-
tive data on contagious yawning in non-human animals. They presented yawning 
and control movies to 3 adult and 3 young chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes), and found 
a significant increase in the frequency of yawning in response to yawning movies 
in 2 adult chimpanzees. This result was replicated by a larger follow-up study [18]. 
In addition, Paukner and Anderson [19] reported that yawning movies elicit more 
yawning than control movies in stumptail macaques (Macaca arctoides). These stud-
ies suggest that the susceptibility to contagious yawning is not specific to humans, but 
could be shared with other non-human primate species.
A further question arises as to whether contagious yawning emerged during pri-
mate evolution, or is shared with an even wider range of animal species. To tackle 
this question, our research group conducted an experimental study to test whether 
domestic dogs (Canis familiaris) also show contagious yawning [6]. This study was 
motivated by several anecdotes from colleagues and other dog owners indicating 
their yawns elicit yawns from their dogs. Similar anecdotes can also be found in 
literature [20, 21]. In our study, 29 dogs observed a live presentation of acted yawns 
by an experimenter, as well as the same human experimenter’s non-yawning mouth 
movement. The experimenter called the dogs and/or presented a small piece of bait 
in front of the experimenter’s face to make sure that the dogs made clear eye contact 
with the experimenter just before the experimenter presented a yawning or control 
mouth movement. Testing was conducted in places familiar to each dog, between 11 
am and 4 pm and after they had finished walking and had 1 of their 2 daily meals, to 
make sure that dogs attended the experiments in the least stressful way. In total, 21 
out of 29 dogs yawned in response to the experimenter’s yawns (fig. 2), but no dogs 
yawned in response to the control mouth movement produced by the same experi-
menter. These results clearly suggest that human yawns elicit a yawning response in 
dogs. Following our study, Harr et al. [22] presented video clips of humans and dogs 
a b c
Fig. 2. A yawn response during the presentation of a human yawn. The experimenter’s face can be 
seen at the top of each image, which was recorded in the mirror placed behind the dog. The dog 
observed the experimenter yawning (a), started yawning as the experimenter finished yawning (b) 
and then completed yawning (c). Reproduced with permission from Joly-Mascheroni et al. [6].
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yawning, as well as non-yawning mouth opening actions, to 15 dogs. Only 1 dog 
exhibited significantly more yawns in response to yawning video clips than to con-
trol video clips. It is not clear why Harr et al. [22] failed to replicate Joly-Mascheroni 
et al. [6], but it is likely that the way stimuli were presented contributed to the appar-
ent discrepancy: it is possible that either the live presentation of stimuli, the social 
interaction between the yawning person and the dog, and/or establishment of eye 
contact before stimulus presentation is important for eliciting contagious yawning 
in dogs.
These results clearly demonstrated that human yawns elicit yawning in dogs, sup-
porting the claim that the capacity for contagious yawning can be shared beyond the 
primate species. However, it is not necessarily warranted that the mechanism underly-
ing contagious yawning is also shared among these species. For example, Paukner and 
Anderson [19] raised the possibility that apparently contagious yawning in stumptail 
macaques may be based on the heightened tension or stress induced by the observa-
tion of yawning, as yawning is a threatening signal in this species. Similarly, one could 
claim that part of the yawns observed in Joly-Mascheroni et al. [6] was a stress-related 
response induced by the yawning of a stranger, as some have argued that yawning in 
dogs is a response to acute stress [23]. However, more recent empirical studies [24, 25] 
have failed to confirm the relationship between stress and yawning, making this claim 
less convincing. Moreover, the presence of contagious yawning even when the poten-
tial ‘tension yawns’ were excluded from analyses [22] do not support this claim.
The current findings do not strictly support the relationship between theory of 
mind and contagious yawning, because there is no clear evidence supporting the 
presence of fully functional theory of mind in non-human animals, even in chimpan-
zees [26, 27]. However, this does not deny the possibility that a precursor of theory of 
mind may relate to the capacity for contagious yawning in these species. For example, 
dogs are sensitive to human attention and communication cues [28, 29], and may 
even infer the knowledge status of humans [30].
Conclusions and Future Directions
In this chapter, I have reviewed developmental and comparative studies of contagious 
yawning. Even though the scarcity of existing studies prevents us from drawing any 
firm conclusions, the current findings tend to suggest that contagious yawning shares 
its mechanism with the capacity for theory of mind. In particular, a series of studies 
on children with autism highlighted that spontaneous orientation to socially relevant 
stimuli such as eyes may mediate contagious yawning in humans and possibly in non-
human animals. These suggestions from preliminary findings merit further investiga-
tion of the relationship between the development of social cognition and contagious 
yawning. In this final section, I will summarize some possible directions for future 
research.
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Firstly, more studies are required to fully describe the developmental pathway of 
contagious yawning, as well as to assess the reasons behind the apparent contradic-
tion between two of the existing developmental studies [2, 9] about the presence or 
absence of contagious yawning in children younger than 7 years. In addition, further 
studies are needed to test whether the absence of spontaneous contagious yawning is 
limited to children with autism, or can be observed in other developmental disorders 
that may or may not manifest impairments in social cognition.
Secondly, it is critical to test the prevalence of contagious yawning in non-human 
animals. As our recent study demonstrated the presence of contagious yawning in 
domestic dogs, it is possible that other non-primate species could also have the capac-
ity for contagious yawning. Since our dog paper [6] was featured in the media, I have 
received numbers of anecdotes of yawn contagion from enthusiastic amateur natural-
ists and pet owners, including 4 independent reports about cats (Felis catus), a report 
about horses (Equus ferus caballus), an African grey parrot (Psittacus erithacus) and 
blackbirds (Turdus merula), as well as a report about a failed attempt with foxes (exact 
species not known). Of course it is likely that these anecdotes are based on the over-
interpretation of incidental episodes, but I still think it is worth investigating. At the 
same time, it is also important to study to what extent contagious yawning in non-
human animals shares the mechanism with human yawn contagion.
Growing number of new reports have begun to shed light on the mechanism 
underlying contagious yawning and its relations to other cognitive mechanisms. 
Further studies in the neural, developmental and evolutionary origin of contagious 
yawning will help us to better understand the mechanism underlying yawning, as 
well as the mechanism underlying social interaction and communication.
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Methodological Problems in the Study of 
Contagious Yawning
Matthew W. Campbell  Frans B.M. de Waal
Living Links Center, Yerkes National Primate Research Center, Emory University, Atlanta, Ga., USA
Abstract
The recent interest in contagious yawning has raised several challenges as the varied methods of 
testing have left some unresolved issues. We do not know how differences in key variables affect the 
observed rates of yawning, and we highlight these as being in need of direct testing. Different 
researchers analyze their results differently, and we make some recommendations for more rigorous, 
thorough and informative analyses. Ultimately, problems arise when authors compare studies that 
used different methods and different analyses without acknowledging how these differences may 
have affected the results. In these cases, authors make inappropriate comparisons, which lead to 
conclusions that add confusion to the literature. Our goal in raising awareness of these issues is to 
generate new experiments and improve the discussion of existing research. With its link to empathy, 
a more standardized study of contagious yawning may be a useful tool for a variety of disciplines.
Copyright © 2010 S. Karger AG, Basel
Recently there has been renewed interest in the study of contagious yawning. More 
research on contagious yawning has been published in the span of 2000–2009 than 
in the previous 2 decades (and even longer) combined. The cause of this renewed 
interest is the theoretical link between contagious yawning and empathy [1, 2], which 
has been supported empirically [3, 4]. Since the early experiments on contagious 
yawning [5–8], the study of this phenomenon has employed developmental [9], 
comparative [10–14], neurological [15–18] and mental health [19–21] approaches 
in a pursuit that is beginning to formulate a varied body of research. However, 
the now numerous studies employed different methods of experimentation and 
analysis with different strengths and weaknesses, which complicates efforts to com-
pare results across studies. Focusing on experimental manipulations of contagious 
yawning, which have been far more numerous than naturalistic observations [4], 
our goal of this chapter is to discuss some of these problems, propose some solu-
tions, and highlight some unanswered questions to facilitate future experiments and 
discourse.
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Problems in Experimental Design
When trying to compare results across studies, the first challenge is the different ways 
people test contagious yawning. The most fundamental aspects of design, what is pre-
sented and how, vary so much that no two studies by different sets of authors have 
employed the same methods (table 1).
Three variables in particular differ more frequently than others:
(1) The duration of the yawn shown ranges from 3 to 9 s (table 1), with some 
studies not reporting this detail. This magnitude of difference is small, and there is 
ambiguity in the length of the actual yawn within the stated length of a clip (i.e. how 
much neutral-expression lead-time and lag-time there was). As all researchers were 
attempting to show more or less ‘typical’ yawns, relatively small differences in dura-
tion may not influence the results greatly. Nonetheless, no one has expressly studied 
whether the duration of a stimulus yawn influences rates of contagion.
(2) Much more challenging is that the number of yawns displayed to the subjects 
ranges from 1 to 140. Of the 18 studies that presented yawns, there are 13 differ-
ent total number of yawns shown. This is an enormous magnitude of variation, with 
the added wrinkle that in some experiments all of the clips were shown in 1 session, 
whereas in others they were shown in multiple sessions. We do not know if the num-
ber of yawns viewed by the subjects influences the rate of contagion. Does watching 
more yawns induce more individuals to yawn? Does watching more yawns induce 
more yawns from the same individuals? The obvious co-variable that may also con-
tribute to yawning rates is the amount of time that the subjects are observed. The lon-
ger subjects are observed, the more likely one will observe yawning. These variables, 
time and the number of yawns presented, can be manipulated independently, and 
this awaits testing. In the meantime, we need to be cautious when comparing relative 
rates of contagious yawning between studies with even moderately different dura-
tions of exposure. Many studies make these comparisons without acknowledging that 
the methods differ in potentially important ways.
(3) Another critical aspect of design is the control. There is no consensus about 
what makes for the ideal control. Studies have used smiles, coughs, laughs, mouths 
opening and closing (also called gaping), still faces and species-specific expressions 
(for 3 comparative studies). The merits of different controls may be argued. Some may 
support gaping as it mimics much of the motor pattern of a yawn, yet is a meaning-
less expression (note: Nahab et al. [17] had a reason to use this expression specific to 
using fMRI). Conversely, it can be argued that gaping does not include, and therefore 
control for, motor activity in the eye region the way smiles, laughs and species-spe-
cific expressions do, which Provine [7] demonstrated was important for the percep-
tion of yawns. Since there has been no comparison of yawn rates in response to these 
different expressions, we have no data on whether any are better or worse controls 
than the others. However, significant differences in yawning rates when comparing 
yawns and controls have been detected using all of these expressions except coughs 
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Anderson [9] 87 children (3–11 years old) smile unreported 17 unreported
Anderson [10] 6 adult chimpanzees open mouth 
movements
unreported 40 35-cm monitor
Arnott [18] 10 adult humans breath, scrambled 
yawn (auditory)
mean ± SD: 
6 ± 1.16 s
40 NA, auditory 
only
Baenninger [8] 40 adult humans none unreported for 







Campbell [14] 24 adult chimpanzees play face, hoot, 
tooth clack
9 s 90 48-cm monitor
Giganti [21] children: 7 high-functioning 
ASD, 10 low-functioning 
ASD, 10 TD
smile 5 s 20 unreported
Harr [13] 15 juvenile and adult dogs gape 3–5s 10 unreported
Joly-Mascheroni 
[12]




Moore [5] 36 adult humans none live 
presentation
5 unreported
Nahab [17] 18 adult humans gape, cough, no 
movement
4 s 20 unreported
Paukner [11] 22 stumptail macaques 




4.5 s 140 43-cm monitor
Platek [3] 65 adult humans laughing 7 s 8 12.1 × 10 cm 
window 
on a monitor
Platek [15] 10 adult humans laughing 7 s 15 fMRI goggles
Provine [6] 66 adult humans smile 5 s 30 53-cm monitor
Provine [7] 360 adult humans smile 5 s 30 43-cm monitor
Schurmann 
[16]
30 adult humans mouth and tongue 
movement





Senju [19] children: 24 ASD, 25 TD gape 7 s 6 30.5-cm monitor
Senju [20] children: 31 ASD, 31 TD gape 7 s 6 30.5-cm monitor
The 4 studies with numerous NA entries are the 4 fMRI studies that could not observe actual yawns from the subjects due to 











Yawn vs. control 
comparison, 
Population-level
Yawn vs. control 
comparison, 
Individual-level
5 min experimenter in room Yes Not tested Not tested
3 min videotaped Nonhuman 
subjects
t-test, NS binomial, 2 of 6 subjects 
significant
NA NA Yes NA NA
none experimenter in room Yes Not tested Not tested
5 min videotaped Nonhuman 
subjects
t-test, p = 0.003 binomial, 6 of 23 subjects 
significant
none videotaped No Wilcoxon, p = 0.01 Not tested
3 min experimenter in room Nonhuman 
subjects
t-test, NS binomial, 1 of 15 
subjects significant




McNemar, p < 0.001 Not tested
none experimenter in room 
and recorded by subject
Yes Not tested Not tested
NA NA Yes NA NA




Wilcoxon, p = 0.02 Not tested (but some 




No Not tested (a significant 
Wilcoxon can be inferred from 
the results)
Not tested
NA NA No NA NA
none recorded by subject No Chi-square, p < 0.01 Not tested
none recorded by subject No Chi-square, p < 0.02 Not tested
NA NA Yes NA NA
1 min videotaped No Wilcoxon, p = 0.038 
(TD condition only)
Not tested
1 min videotaped No Wilcoxon, NS Not tested
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and still faces, which have only been used once in an fMRI study [17]. Therefore, the 
specific control expression selected may not be important, as multiple expressions 
seem to turn up baseline levels of yawning. It would be interesting to know if yawning 
rates in response to any of these expressions differ from watching a neutral face, or 
even a blank screen. When selecting a control, it stands to reason that one should not 
use an extremely arousing expression, such as fear, but we reiterate that there has been 
no research comparing yawning rates to different controls.
There are many more methodological details that differ between studies, as can be 
seen in table 1, and the same comment applies: these details have not been studied for 
their effect on contagious yawning. We chose to highlight 3 aspects of methodology 
that we feel have the biggest potential to impact rates of contagion. The duration of 
the yawn clip may not be important, ultimately, and many different control expres-
sions may do an equally good job of eliciting a baseline rate of yawning. However, 
the number of the yawn clips shown, with the co-variable of the amount of time the 
subjects are observed, has the potential to drastically impact the results and therefore 
interpretation. Research in this area is gravely needed, both for future experiments, 
and to more accurately compare existing studies that vary greatly in this domain.
Problems in Analysis
What qualifies as yawn contagion? This simple question has no clear answer in the 
literature. Whereas all authors agree on what yawn contagion is: a yawn stimulated by 
another yawn, there is no agreement on how to measure it. The most common ana-
lytical methods assess population-level differences between yawn and control condi-
tions using either parametric (e.g. Student’s t test) or non-parametric (e.g. Wilcoxon 
signed-rank test, χ2, McNemar’s test) statistics. Buried within the parametric or non-
parametric distinction is a subtle difference in what these tests measure. The t test 
and Wilcoxon examine whether there were more yawns in the yawn condition than 
the control; χ2 and the McNemar variant examine whether more subjects yawned in 
the yawn than the control condition, regardless of the magnitude of response. The χ2 
and McNemar may be of more limited use as they require a lot of 0’s in the control 
condition. Whether one type of test is preferable to the other is not clear, but experi-
menters and readers need to be aware of the differences.
While relatively rare, a few studies did not do a statistical test between their yawn 
and control responses, which is a significant oversight. Population-level tests tell us 
whether one group as a whole is different from another, but they do not inform us 
about any one individual. Less commonly used, a few studies (curiously, all studies of 
non-human animals) have also employed individual-level statistics in the form of bino-
mials. Binomials compare one individual’s rate of response between two conditions. 
This test can identify individuals who show a strong difference in yawning regard-
less of the population-level statistics. In short, they can identify high-performers. The 
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limitation to binomials is that they are not sensitive to small differences that may be 
meaningful and consistent within a population, hence the need for population-level 
statistics. These two levels of analysis should be seen as complementary: population-
level tests tell us whether one group as a group differs from another, whereas individ-
ual-level tests identify particularly strong performers within a population. One is not 
better than the other; rather, they test different questions. All experimental manipu-
lations of contagious yawning should compare the response to the yawn stimulus to 
the control stimulus. This is mandatory. Our suggestion is that a thorough analysis 
should contain statistics at both population and individual levels.
One particular result that is frequently reported but difficult to interpret is the per-
cent of subjects showing contagious yawning. The difficulty arises because first one 
must define operationally what qualifies a subject as showing contagious yawning. 
An operational definition of contagious yawning has not been made explicit in any 
study reporting this result. There are at least 3 different ways one could operationally 
define whether a subject shows contagious yawning: (1) if subject A yawns at all dur-
ing the yawn condition, regardless of how many times or if the subjects yawns at all, 
or even more frequently, during the control; (2) if subject A yawns more in the yawn 
condition than the control; (3) if subject A yawns significantly more during the yawn 
than the control on a binomial test. Method 1 is the most liberal (and most commonly 
used), and method 3 is the most conservative. Using our own data on chimpanzees 
as an example [14], these three different methods yield percentages of contagiously 
yawning subjects of 65, 56.5 and 26%, respectively. Thus, when authors compare per-
centages calculated with different methods [calculation method not reported in: 10, 
12, 13, 21] they end up drawing conclusions from heterogeneous comparisons.
Secondly, how many individuals are observed to yawn during the yawn condition 
will depend to some extent upon the duration of the experiment. The longer a subject 
is observed, the more likely one will see a yawn. This is not a problem when compar-
ing results within a study since the yawn and control conditions will be the same, 
but when comparing results between studies, there are serious problems if one study 
watched subjects for 5 min, and another for 20 min. Comparing yawns per minute, 
as opposed to the absolute number of yawning individuals, is one way to control for 
this.
The last problem we raise with this comparison is that a population that naturally 
yawns at high rates will look like possessing more contagion when compared to a 
population that naturally yawns very little, regardless of how these populations per-
form between yawn and control conditions. One can imagine a population that yawns 
a lot spontaneously, with no significant difference between the yawn and the control 
condition, and another population that yawns very little, but does show a significant 
difference. Would it be accurate to conclude that the first population shows more 
contagious yawning than the second? It is the difference between the yawn and con-
trol conditions that indicates susceptibility to contagion. A better comparison would 
be to look at the magnitudes of the difference in response between yawn and control 
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conditions. Therefore, we would look at which populations show strongly significant 
differences, moderately significant differences, or no differences at all. This allows 
each population to control for itself and its own natural rates of yawning, as well as 
controlling for different methodologies, as discussed above.
Conclusions
Our analysis yields the following broad recommendations:
• new controlled experiments on variables of methodology, specifi cally how the 
number of yawns shown, the time duration of the experiment, and diff erent 
control expressions aff ect rates of yawning;
• demonstrating yawn contagion experimentally requires a statistically signifi cant 
diff erence between the response to a yawn stimulus and a control;
• calculations of percent of subjects showing yawn contagion are not informative;
• when making comparisons between diff erent studies, authors must acknowledge 
how diff erent methods and analyses may infl uence the results.
The last 10 years has seen a resurgence in interest in contagious yawning. We are 
very excited about the varied directions research has taken, and we hope these trends 
continue. Studying key variables of presenting yawns will be beneficial for two rea-
sons: (1) it will facilitate comparisons across studies, including clarifying which vari-
ables in past studies may be important; (2) it will bring us closer to a standardized 
methodology, which may be useful as a diagnostic test for some mental health condi-
tions [3, 19–21]. Answering these basic questions and limiting confusion in the lit-
erature will facilitate using contagious yawning as a serious tool to better understand 
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Exploring Yawning with Neuroimaging
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Abstract
The neural mechanisms responsible for spontaneous yawning as well as contagious yawning are not 
well characterized. Neuroimaging is an essential tool for helping to identify the seminal neural struc-
tures and their inter-related functions to carry out this complex stereotyped motor program. Studies 
to date have explored the structural neural correlates of yawning through a series of lesion-based 
case reports and identified participatory structures at various levels of the central nervous system. 
Functional neuroimaging methods like fMRI have also shed led on the genesis of contagious yawn-
ing, though cohesive models explaining the neural mechanisms of contagious motor programs such 
as yawning remain limited. Copyright © 2010 S. Karger AG, Basel
The genesis and function of the yawn has baffled humans since ancient times. 
Yawning requires no conscious motor planning and manifests in a stereotypic man-
ner regardless of the animal involved, human or otherwise. This primitive motor pro-
gram requires the concerted activity of facial, oral, laryngeal, pharyngeal, thoracic 
and abdominal musculature. Despite the ubiquity of spontaneous yawning across 
species, only primates [1] and possibly dogs [2, 3] yawn to a contagion, or in response 
to viewing, hearing or simply thinking about a yawn [4].
Physiology of Yawning
Despite numerous theories regarding the mechanism or function of yawning, little 
is known about the underlying physiological mechanisms of this primitive behav-
ior. Attempts to isolate the neural correlates of yawning have yielded a wide range 
of results. Involvement of the brainstem cranial nuclei is clear, since these neural 
structures mediate the outflow to the muscles required to carry out a yawn. Seizures 
involving the brainstem have been associated with abnormal behaviors including 
head bobbing, sniffing and yawning [5]. The upstream mechanisms that trigger 
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spontaneous yawning or the brain regions involved in the processing of contagious 
yawning remain poorly understood.
Various studies have, however, shed light on the neural structures involved in 
yawning. A report by Jurko and Andy [6] observed yawning during hyperventila-
tion that occurred in certain patients who underwent thalamotomy. All of the lesions 
that elicited yawning (during the routine recording of electroencephalograms) were 
localized to the medial portion of the centro-median nucleus of the thalamus. In 
rats, electrical and chemical stimulation of the paraventricular nucleus (PVN) of the 
hypothalamus also stimulated yawning [7, 8]. Microinjection of histamine into the 
medial parvocellular subdivision of the PVN also elicited yawns and an arousal shift 
was observed using electrocorticography, as evidenced by lower voltage and faster 
rhythms. Microinjection of HTMT (histamine trifluoromethyl toluidide) dimaleate, 
a histamine H1 receptor agonist, into the PVN also caused the yawning/arousal 
response, whereas pretreatment with pyrilamine, an H1 receptor antagonist, inhibited 
the histamine-induced yawning behavior [9].
Neuroimaging of Yawning
The advent of high-resolution structural and functional neuroimaging modalities 
such as MRI and PET provide new and more sensitive methods to explore the neural 
underpinnings of yawning. Lesion-based inferences utilizing structural imaging have 
identified additional components of the larger yawn neural network. Walusinski et 
al. [10] reported that in some cases of hemiplegia following a stroke in the internal 
capsule, yawning was associated with the involuntary raising of the subject’s para-
lyzed arm. Two additional cases of brainstem strokes involving the upper pons and 
the ponto-mesencephalic junction also presented with transient excessive pathologi-
cal yawning [11].
Despite the large number of brain regions implicated in spontaneous yawning, little 
has been ascertained about how these regions interact as a cohesive network to gen-
erate a yawn. Newer neuroimaging methods such as blood-oxygen-level-dependent 
functional MRI (BOLD-fMRI) provide this ability to characterize the neural network. 
fMRI may also utilize behavioral paradigms to probe the mechanisms underlying 
contagious yawning. Schurmann et al. [12] utilized BOLD-fMRI to explore the neural 
correlates of the yawn contagion, and hypothesized that yawning would not signifi-
cantly activate mirror neuron networks since yawns are produced automatically with-
out the need for imitation. The investigators conducted a block-design experiment 
whereby participants viewed videos of unknown actors performing yawns or con-
trol movements involving the tongue for approximately 25 s, interspersed by periods 
of rest. Their findings showed differences between yawn and control stimuli in the 
right posterior superior temporal sulcus (STS) and bilaterally in the anterior STS. In 
addition, they identified no yawn-specific activations in Broca’s area that supported 
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their hypothesis, suggesting the mirror neuron system (MNS) was not involved in 
the genesis of yawning to a contagion. Finally, they noted that their subjects’ yawn 
susceptibility negatively covaried with amygdalar BOLD activity and suggested this 
was related to ‘the effectiveness of yawn contagion and the face-processing-related 
emotional analysis during social interaction’.
To expand on prior work demonstrating that susceptibility to contagious yawn-
ing was negatively correlated with schizotypal personality traits, Platek et al. [13] 
conducted an fMRI study to investigate whether theory of mind or empathy net-
works were activated while subjects viewed yawn videos [14]. This study involved 
10 subjects undergoing fMRI while viewing 7-second videos consisting of 1 of 3 
conditions: neutral, laughing and yawning. The findings provided evidence for the 
hypothesis that contagious yawning may be a primitive form of empathic modeling 
based on the activation of the posterior cingulate and precuneus. Additional activa-
tions in the bilateral thalami and parahippocampal gyri were attributed to visual 
and sensory processing of the stimuli. It should be noted that a more recent fMRI 
study exploring the neural correlates of hearing a yawn did demonstrate involve-
ment of the MNS [15].
Based on these preliminary findings, our own group hoped to unify and expand 
on the previous findings regarding the yawn neural network by exploring the brain 
responses induced when subjects viewed yawns and similar non-contagious facial 
actions [16]. We used single video clips of 4 seconds’ duration showing an unfamiliar 
actor performing 1 of 4 facial expressions: yawning, gaping, coughing and a ‘‘blank’’ 
expressionless face with limited blinking. We used a single stimulus set to avoid con-
founds related to viewing novel faces or facial expressions. The blank face and cough 
stimuli served to control for facial perception and visual motion, whereas the gape 
action involved the actor opening the mouth wide then closing with similar tim-
ing to a yawn, but while maintaining the eyes wide open and having a more robotic 
appearance. Thus gaping mimicked all aspects of facial movement, complexity and 
timing associated with yawning, without conveying the behavioral or emotional com-
ponents of yawning. To obtain a more objective measure of the various stimuli, we 
measured the relative motion characteristics over time (MoCharT) using an inhouse 
[Matsuhashi M, unpublished] Matlab script (Mathworks) that compared frame-by-
frame pixel changes as an approximation of overall motion (fig. 1).
The shorter stimulus duration and slow event-related design we implemented 
allowed for the display of a complete yawn cycle, while minimizing potential con-
founders such as response habituation or potentiation. Eighteen healthy right-handed 
subjects participated, while remaining naïve to the experimental goals. At the com-
pletion of the MRI session, subjects were informed about the goals of the experiment 
and completed a binary questionnaire describing their susceptibility to contagious 
yawning, both in general and during the experiment.
Our fMRI results provided both expected and novel results. In addition to 
standard activations in visual (all stimuli) and visual motion areas (cough, gape, 
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yawn stimuli), we found common activations in right inferior frontal cortex and 
right STS during the cough and gape stimuli. The gape condition showed a num-
ber of additional activations, including the bilateral ventral premotor areas, the 
 parahippocampal gyrus near the ventral posterior cingulate (BA 23) and pre-
supplementary motor area. For our contrast of interest (yawn-gape), we found 
a significant difference only in the region of the ventromedial prefrontal cortex 
(vmPFC; fig. 2).
The findings of activations in inferior frontal cortex, STS, ventral premotor and 
the posterior cingulate validated prior study results while demonstrating their asso-
ciation with our non-contagious control stimuli. Despite the activation of human 
mirror neuron areas, such as the inferior frontal cortex and STS, we found no signif-
icant MNS activations in our yawn-gape contrast since these regions were involved 
in both conditions and unlikely to be the primary regions mediating contagious 
motor programs such as yawning. The novel finding of vmPFC activation associ-






















Fig. 1. Relative visual motion characteristics over time (MoCharT) of our 4 stimulus classes.
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region. The vmPFC has been associated with emotional processing of internal and 
external stimuli and representation of emotional responses [17]. The identifica-
tion of a cortical correlate of contagious yawning may seem unlikely, consider-
ing its primitive origins and its association with previously reported lower brain 
regions such as the hypothalamus and brainstem. A cortical ‘releasing’ mechanism, 
however, helps to explain why yawning is ubiquitous while contagious yawning is 
primarily restricted to humans and non-human primates. Furthermore, the role 
of the vmPFC in contagious yawning may explain the findings of Anderson and 
Meno [18] showing that contagious yawning did not develop in children below the 
age of 5 years. We hypothesize that the processing of contagious motor programs 
only begin after the child has reached some developmental or biological milestone 
(e.g. axonal myelination, synaptic plasticity or empathic processing), and that this 
process may be heralded by the disappearance of other primitive reflexes in the 
toddler.
Summary
The neural structures involved in the generation of the yawn appear to span multiple 
levels of the neural axis, including the brainstem, subcortical regions and prefrontal 
cortex. The roles and interplay of these regions in the motor production of the yawn, 
as well as the processing of contagious yawning, remain poorly understood. Further 
work is needed to integrate our knowledge of contagious motor programs such as 
yawning into a model explaining the functional roles of each brain region and its 
contribution to the larger neural network.
Fig. 2. Results of yawn vs. gape con-
trast showing significant (p = 0.05, 
corrected) activation in the ventro-
medial prefrontal cortex (local cluster 
maximum center of mass in Talairach 
coordinates at x = 1.5, y = 25.5, 
z = –9.5; Zmax = 3.95).
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Abstract
Background: Yawning is phylogenetically ancient and associated with a stereotyped behavioral pat-
tern. Objective: To describe the pattern of associated movements observed in hemiplegic limbs dur-
ing yawning and its relationship to gender, laterality of hemiplegia and muscle tone. Material and 
Methods: An observational study was designed for 75 patients with newly detected anterior circula-
tory stroke due to ischemia or hemorrhage in the internal capsule region. The subjects were free from 
any arthropathy, autoimmune disease, muscular disorders and injury/deformity. Results: There were 
48 males and 27 females, whose median ages were 48 and 47 years, respectively. The median yawning 
onset times after stroke in males and females were 36 and 38 h, respectively. Associated movements in 
hemiplegic limbs during yawning were minimal and observed in 59 hemiplegics (78.6%); significantly 
more were seen in males (83%) vs. females (70%), left-sided (94%) vs. right-sided hemiplegics (64%), 
those with hypotonia (87%) vs. hypertonia (61%), and in the upper limbs (91%) vs. lower limbs (83%) 
and proximal (72%) vs. distal joints (29%), irrespective of limb. Conclusion: The appearance of associ-
ated movements in hemiplegic limbs indicates the return of ancestral function observed in quadru-
peds. However, further studies are needed to ascertain the reasons for such variations and determine 
how to utilize these movements in rehabilitation programs. Copyright © 2010 S. Karger AG, Basel
Yawning is a phylogenetically old stereotyped phenomena. A yawn is a paroxysmal 
cycle characterized by a standard cascade of movements over 5- to 10-second periods, 
and the pattern is often repetitive. Associated movements in hemiplegic limbs during 
yawning have rarely been discussed in lecture classes and seldom looked for during 
clinical rounds. Historically, in the year 1794, Erasmus Darwin [1] was the first to 
describe movements of a paralyzed arm in hemiplegic limbs which were completely 
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disobedient to the will. John Abercrombie [2] described the same, with the move-
ments followed by a reduction in paralysis.
The clinical phenomenon of involuntary movements of paralyzed upper limbs in 
hemiplegics during yawning was coined as ‘parakinesia brachialis oscitans’ [3]. The 
reports describing associated movements in hemiplegic limbs during yawning are 
scarce, and many described upper rather than lower limb movements. Therefore, the 
present study was undertaken to find out the associated movements in hemiplegic 
limbs during yawning and their relationship with hemiplegia, muscle tone and gender.
Material and Methods
An observational study was designed to find out the associated movements in hemiplegic limbs 
after institutional ethical clearance and informed consent. A total of 75 cases of newly diagnosed 
acute-onset anterior territory stroke due to ischemia or hemorrhage (as evidenced by brain CT) 
with lesions in the internal capsule were considered. These cases were free from any arthropathy, 
autoimmune disorders, muscular diseases, or injury/deformity in the limbs. Two of the family 
members (caregivers) who were looking after the patients were taught and trained to observe the 
movements of the hemiplegic limbs during yawning by video clips and personal coaching. Then, 
caregivers were asked to demonstrate the movements they observed in the patient using their 
limbs while remaining lying. The degree of movement was gauged on a 3-point scale as described 
by Mulley [4]: no, minimal or considerable movement. Only those who were able to understand 
the requirements and reproduce the movements were considered for the study.
The clinical details and laboratory investigations were recorded. Neurological status was assessed 
using the NIH Stroke Scale [5]. These cases were followed up in the hospital during first 7 days. Data 
were analyzed by simple descriptive statistics and McNemar’s test for correlated proportions [6].
Results
There were 48 males and 27 females; their median ages were 48 (27–81) and 47 (36–70) 
years, respectively. All of them were right-handed. Among the cases, 39 presented with 
right-sided hemiplegia, 36 with left-sided hemiplegia, 52 with hypotonia and 23 with 
hypertonia. The time taken to develop the first yawning episode in hemiplegics varied 
from 12 to 86 h in males and 11 to 70 h in females, with medians of 36 and 38 h, respec-
tively. Associated movements in the hemiplegic limbs were noticed in 78.6% of the 
cases. These were present more often in males (83%) than in females (70%), and the dif-
ference was significant statistically (p < 0.05). Among males and females (respectively), 
associated movements of both upper and lower limbs on the hemiplegic side during 
yawning were observed in 32 and 12 cases, the upper limbs alone in 7 and 3 cases, and 
the lower limbs alone in 1 and 4 cases. However, the occurrence of movements of hemi-
plegic limbs during yawning was independent of the upper and lower limbs.
Associated movements were noticed in 45 hypotonic (87%) and 14 hypertonic 
(61%) hemiplegic patients, and the difference was significant statistically (p < 0.01). 
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Also, associated movements observed in 34 left-sided (94%) and 25 right-sided (64%) 
hemiplegics, although this was not significant. The pattern of movements observed 
in hemiplegic limbs in relation to gender and laterality of hemiplegia is depicted in 
table 1. Patterns of associated movements observed among patients with one or other 
movement (n = 59) were: abduction, flexion and extension in the shoulder among 
42, 36 and 10%, respectively; flexion and extension of the elbow in 15 and 1.6%, 
respectively; flexion and extension of the wrist in 3.3% each; closing and stretching 
of the fingers in 3.3% each. Similarly associated movements observed in the hip of 
hemiplegic side were flexion, external rotation, abduction, extension and internal 
rotation (42, 7, 3.3, 1.6 and 1.6% respectively). Flexion of the knee was seen in 15.3% 
and plantar flexion of the ankle in 6.7%. In our group, movement in the proximal 
joints alone was seen in 33 cases, distal joints alone in 7 cases, and both in 10 cases. 
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Proximal joints include the shoulder and hip; joints distal to these were considered 
distal joints. There was no significant difference with regard to movement at the 
shoulder and hip joints. The movements were far less distal, and the difference was 
significant statistically (p < 0.001). The details of the statistical analysis are provided 
in table 2.
Discussion
Yawning has become a subject of interest to physiologists, pharmacologists, neu-
rologists, psychologists and biologists, and their contributions have been recently 
reviewed [7]. As a result, many observations, theories and explanations have accu-
mulated. Only at the start of 21st century, have the neurohormonal mechanisms for 
yawning been established. Although a final answer has not yet been agreed upon, 
yawning is considered to be a marker of activity of D3 dopamine receptors.
In the present study, associated movements in hemiplegic limbs were observed in 
80% of cases, which is similar to the values reported by Mulley [4]. The patterns of 
movement noticed in the study were minimal, and there were no violent movements. 
The patterns of associated movements in hemiplegic limbs are seen at different joints 
and vary across different series [4, 7–10]. These variations may be related to the indi-
vidual responses to stimuli or the reversal of functioning capacity of adjacent neu-
rological structures. Interestingly, such movements are more common in proximal 
than distal joints. This may be due to increased muscle bulk in the proximal joints. It 
has been suggested that comparing the associated limb movements during yawning 
before and after the onset of hemiplegia in the same individual will throw more light 
on these variations in movement patterns.
Table 2. Statistical association of the factors among hemiplegic patients with movements associ-
ated to yawning
2-tailed p value OR 95% CI
Males (40) vs. females (19) 0.0086* 2.11 1.22–3.63
Isolated upper (10) vs. lower limbs (5) 0.3017 2.00 0.68–5.85
Left- (34) vs. right-sided hemiplegia (25) 0.2975 1.36 0.81–2.28
Hypotonia (45) vs. hypertonia (14) 0.00006* 3.21 1.76–5.86
Isolated proximal (33) vs. distal joints (7) 0.00004* 4.71 2.09–10.66
Figures in parentheses refer to the number of cases. * p ≤ 0.01.
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An ischemic attack affecting the territory of lenticulostriate arteries and dam-
aging the internal capsule leads to complete hemiplegia due to the lesion of the 
pyramidal tract with sparing of the extrapyramidal pathways. Automatic synchro-
nization of the ventilatory cycle with gait is observed in quadrupeds, but not in 
humans due to bipedalism. After the onset of stroke, cortical control is interrupted 
and the adjacent neurological structures retrieve the ancestral function. Hence, dur-
ing movement of the diaphragm while yawning, the paralyzed arm receives motor 
stimulation from the lateral reticular nucleus of medulla, which is involved in ven-
tilation and locomotion in animals. Topper et al. [11] suggested the possibility of 
an emotional motor system to explain these movements in the hemiplegic limbs 
during yawning.
Though associated movements have been noticed in the hemiplegic limbs, doctors 
and physiotherapists taking care of such patients should realize that associated move-
ment has no prognostic value [4]. Mulley [4] did not find any association between 
associated movements and gender or laterality of hemiplegia. In this study, movements 
were noticed more in males, proximal joints and those with left-sided hemiplegia and 
hypotonia. Further studies are warranted to find out the reasons for variation in the 
movements and optimal ways of utilizing these results in the rehabilitation programs.
Strength and Limitations
The strengths of our study were rigid inclusion and exclusion criteria as well as care-
ful monitoring of movements. Interestingly, passive movements of hemiplegic limbs 
during sneezing, coughing and laughing were not monitored.
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Abstract
Yawning is a physiological behavior and, as with all such behaviors, its deregulation is indicative of 
an underlying disorder. This chapter breaks this topic down into the types of yawning (incomplete, 
absent or excessive) and the direction of causality (triggering or relieving a disorder).
Copyright © 2010 S. Karger AG, Basel
Yawning is a physiological behavior, an emotional stereotypy that indicates the 
homeostatic process of the mechanisms regulating rhythms – such as sleeping-wak-
ing, hunger-satiety or mating-relaxation – generated by the diencephalon. As with 
all physiological behaviors, its deregulation reveals disorders. However, a property 
unique to yawning, which is nevertheless physiological, is its ability to trigger certain 
disorders and, conversely, to cure others!
Can one talk about the ‘disease of yawning’? Here is what H. Meige and E. Feindel 
wrote in 1902 in their famous book Tics and Their Treatment [1, p. 346]:
Yawning and sneezing, which, like swallowing, are reflexive phenomena whose mechanism 
is voluntarily modified only with great difficulty, can hardly be perturbed except with respect 
to their frequency. Saenger (Observations on the idiopathic spasm of the tongue, Monatsschrift 
für Psychiatrie und Neurologie, January 1900, p. 77) reported on the case of a 29-year old woman 
who was not hysterical and who presented with episodes of yawning with rigidity in the arms, 
followed by rapid contractions of the tongue for around a minute. She recovered after several 
months. The case concerned an ‘idiopathic spasm’, probably some sort of tic. However, these 
functional anomalies of yawning or sneezing most often occur in hysterical subjects. It should 
also be remembered that yawning may be the aura of an epileptic seizure. Uncontrollable 
yawning is also seen in meningitic incidents, and in cases of tumors of the brain or 
cerebellum.
The analysis of clinical observations in light of the neurophysiological knowledge 
accumulated over a century, allows us to affirm the existence of pathological yawning, 
and to distinguish between its various forms: the dissatisfaction of incomplete yawn-
ing, the disappearance of yawning and the excess of repeated yawning.
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Anhedonia
Frustration due to the incomplete or inharmonious development of a yawn is a fre-
quent complaint. Yawning stretches the respiratory and facial muscles, and is some-
times associated with a generalized muscular stretching of the trunk and limbs. The 
yawner perceives differences in muscle tonus, a veritable and conscious extraction of 
the progress of the phenomenon, of its stimulus and its contextual valence, through 
interoceptive pathways (projections by the lateral spinothalamic tract onto the insu-
lar cortex) leading to a hedonistic perception. The dissatisfaction felt seems to be 
linked to an unconscious inhibition of the ‘letting go’ that underlies a complete yawn. 
Therapeutic interventions for anxiety states or for insomnia, such as relaxation or 
sophrology, do in fact use the control of yawning as a means of relaxation or as an 
anti-stress aid, a veritable proprioceptive rehabilitation of the body scheme [2, 3].
Disappearance of Yawning
Yawning is a banal action, often barely noticed or felt. It seems that its disappearance is 
not perceived. Complaints of missing the feeling of well-being associated with yawning, 
due to the absence of yawning, remain the exception. In daily life, there appear to be 
no particular consequences to not yawning. The reality of this fact can be questioned, 
since some yawns could occur without being felt or noticed. Certain extrapyramidal 
syndromes are accompanied by a disappearance of yawning, such as in the case of treat-
ment with neuroleptics [4] or Parkinson’s disease [5]. This disappearance indicates the 
activity state of the dopaminergic neurons of the paraventricular nucleus of the hypo-
thalamus, which are necessary for yawning. Experimental pharmacology has shown 
the specificity of the D3 dopamine receptors in triggering this behavior [6]. While the 
neuroleptics currently in use have no specific target of action, one may assume that the 
presence or absence of yawning in Parkinson’s disease reflects the state of the neuronal 
population: functional or undergoing degenerative involution. The treatment of epi-
sodes of motor blocks in Parkinson’s patients by apomorphine hydrochloride, a rapid-
action dopaminergic stimulant, triggers yawning, as does treatment with L-DOPA, 
but in a less systematic fashion [7–9]. Dewey et al. [10] noted this effect in 8% of the 
patients they treated, and its absence in the case of a placebo injection. Yawning was 
clearly described by the patients not as a form discomfort, but as a signal of unblocking, 
which indicated the beginning of the effect of the relieving treatment [11–14].
Excessive Yawning
The most common cause of frequent and repeated yawning is sleep debt, particularly 
in children and young adults. Campaigns for the prevention of falling asleep while 
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driving emphasize this warning sign of the risk of falling asleep involuntarily. Research 
on accident prevention is leading to the development of programs for the automatic 
detection of yawning and blinking by the driver, in order to trigger an alarm that 
forces the driver to stop [15]. Drowsiness can be assessed by establishing an Epworth 
score, in order to uncover a syndrome of sleep apnea or another cause of hypersom-
nia. In children, drowsiness is often manifested by excessive agitation, punctuated by 
yawning, with an attention-fixing deficit. Before invoking the diagnosis of a possibly 
hyperactive child, it is advisable to eliminate any sleep apnea syndrome caused by an 
obstructive hypertrophy of the tonsils or adenoids. Evans [16] describes, in the same 
spirit, two cases of inhalation of foreign bodies into the bronchi, which manifested as 
suffocation alternating with yawning in succession.
Dyspepsia or the sensation of a full stomach and slow digestion, and an irritable 
colon are often associated with salvos of yawns. Considering the importance of the 
autonomic nervous system, and the parasympathetic system in particular, in the reg-
ulation of digestive functions, it is not surprising that yawning appears to be associ-
ated with problems that are essentially functional. The term ‘gut brain’ or digestive 
neurology has been used in this context, in order to avoid restricting the pathophysi-
ology of this system to motor deficits, and to also take into account the sensitivity of 
the digestive system (visceroception, a component of interoception) [17, 18]. The dis-
covery of hypocretin, a neuromediator that triggers sensations of hunger and arousal, 
could also provide an explanation [19]. It is possible that leptin, the messenger of 
satiety, and ghrelin, another messenger signaling hunger, play a role that has not yet 
been elucidated [20]. These functional digestive disorders should be seen in light of a 
vasovagal episode. The circumstances under which it is triggered are multiple: violent 
emotion, intense pain, the sight of blood, staying in a confined overheated space, etc. 
The most common form of the malaise, a loss of consciousness – which occurs in 
subjects of all ages, regardless of their state of health – is preceded by a rich parade of 
premonitory disorders that attest to a hyperstimulation of the parasympathetic sys-
tem: pallor, nausea, salvos of yawning, visual disturbances, etc. The appearance of 
yawning is a sign that should attract the attention of a health-care worker during 
invasive exploration, and allow him/her to anticipate a loss of consciousness and sub-
sequent fall. Dorsal decubitus, or an injection of atropine, eliminates the malaise and 
the yawning [21]. Motion sickness or kinetosis is a related functional disorder that 
is often accompanied by repetitive yawning before the onset of vomiting [22]. The 
beginning of hypoglycemia in a diabetic receiving insulin therapy is accompanied by 
a feeling of hunger, profuse sweating and repeated yawning, similar to the feeling of 
hunger in non-diabetics.
With a progression that is often insidious, an increase in the frequency of yawn-
ing becomes embarrassing both because of the brief pause in activity that it causes, 
and because of the negative social connotations perceived by both the yawner and 
the company they are in. Often occurring in salvos of 10–20 successive yawns, the 
daily number often exceeds 100. Thus, the famous patient presented at the Leçons 
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du Mardi de la Salpêtrière on October 23, 1888 by Prof. J.-M. Charcot [23] yawned 
8 times a minute, or 480 times an hour! The most frequent cause, in our times, is of 
iatrogenic origin. Numerous medications used in neurology and in psychiatry lead 
to an increase in the frequency of yawning. We will review them here in decreasing 
order of frequency.
Antidepressants, in particular serotonergic antidepressants, are the ones most 
often found to be involved [24, 25]. The effect involves the entire pharmacological 
class, and all molecules studied have been implicated (fluoxetine, paroxetine, escit-
alopram, duloxetine, venlafaxine, etc.) [26–28]. This symptom is very often wrongly 
interpreted both by patients and their treatment providers. Attributed to asthenia, 
the persistence of a depressive state or a lack of effectiveness of the treatment, this 
frequent repetitive yawning can wrongly lead to an increase in the recommended 
dosage, which in turn accentuates the problem, whereas stopping the treatment 
would allow the symptoms to disappear within a few days. There is never any asso-
ciated somnolence. This effect is sometimes accompanied by erection of the clitoris 
and involuntary orgasms [29]. Serotonergic antidepressants are nevertheless con-
sidered to be better tolerated than tricyclic antidepressants or monoamine oxidase 
inhibitors. It is not easy to interpret the somewhat inconsistent mechanism con-
trolling this side effect. In fact, in addition to their activity as serotonergic ago-
nists (potentially involving 5-HT4 receptors), these molecules also have adrenergic, 
muscarinic cholinergic and histaminergic effects [30, 31]. Unfortunately, as this is 
only rarely reported to pharmacovigilance agencies, there are no statistics to assess 
the frequency of this iatrogenic effect, nor any studies showing that it is revealed 
by association with another psychotropic drug [32]. Curiously, while tricyclic anti-
depressants have atropinic side effects, thus being inhibitors of yawning, and are 
reputed to lead to impotence, there have been reports regarding excessively fre-
quent salvos of yawning that accompany involuntary orgasms with clomipramine 
[33, 34].
Concerning dopamine agonists, we have already discussed apomorphine hydro-
chloride injected during episodes of motor block in Parkinson’s patients in order 
to restore motor function. It is not possible to invoke a real iatrogenic effect here. 
Apomorphine hydrochloride, at lower doses administered orally, is used to treat 
male impotence. Data sheets accompanying the product indicate yawning as a rarely 
reported side effect seen during the initial clinical studies. Following commercializa-
tion, no follow-up data are accessible. Data for other dopaminergic agonists (bro-
mocriptine, lisuride, pergolide, ropinirole, pramipexole, selegiline and piribedil) are 
no doubt lacking as a result of faulty pharmacovigilance, since animal models show 
evidence of the same iatrogenic risks [35, 36].
Detoxification after prolonged use in heavy users of coffee or of opiates is accom-
panied by a withdrawal syndrome that includes the occurrence of repetitive yawning 
over several days [37–43]. The clinical profile of a neonate with a mother who con-
sumes opiates, legal (methadone, morphine) or not, until the end of her pregnancy, 
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can be striking, with respiratory irregularities and pauses interspersed with salvos of 
yawning [44, 45].
Migraine is one of the most common disorders in humans, affecting 10–20% of the 
population at least once per year. It appears to be secondary to a combination of envi-
ronmental and genetic factors. Clinical and pharmacological findings, as well as recent 
developments in genetics, confirm the hypothesis that a dysfunction in dopaminer-
gic transmission plays a role in the pathophysiology of a migraine attack. Prodromes 
(changes in mood, yawning, somnolence, food aversion, etc.) may be related to dop-
aminergic overstimulation. The dopaminergic system also plays a role in the headache 
phase, on the one hand by participating in nociceptive pathways, and on the other by 
intervening in the regulation of cerebral arterial circulation. Apomorphine induces 
more yawning in migraine sufferers than in non-migraine sufferers [8, 46–48]. The 
shimmering blind-spot is a classic sign of a visual aura. However, a large number of 
sufferers have noted that repeated yawning in salvos also acts as an aura before an 
attack [49–51]. More rarely, the attack ends with repeated yawning, accompanied by 
drowsiness and a postdrome profile [52, 53].
Yawning can be studied from several angles during the course of a stroke. During 
the occurrence of an attack (ischemic or hemorrhagic) deficits in vigilance occur, 
accompanied by salvos of yawning, whether or not the victim is conscious [54–56]. 
This could be due to intracranial hypertension resulting from the stroke. In the case 
of a deep coma (Glasgow score = 3), the occurrence of repetitive yawning is a sign 
of herniation, a grave prognostic sign. Apart from this extremely serious evolution, 
yawning during the course of a stroke indicates damage to cortical and subcortical cir-
cuitry, and to a mechanism of secondary vigilance stimulation controlled by the retic-
ular formation of the brainstem, a mechanism probably common to the yawning that 
occurs during a partial seizure in temporal lobe epilepsy. During an ischemic attack 
affecting the territory of the lenticulostriate arteries, damage to the internal capsule 
and/or the lentiform nucleus leads to complete hemiplegia due to the lesioning of the 
pyramidal tracts, while the extrapyramidal pathways are spared. In this case, during 
yawning, the paralyzed arm can be seen to move, bringing the hand up to the mouth. 
The arm drops immediately following the end of the yawn. We have named this syn-
drome, which is not a synkinesis, ‘parakinesia brachialis oscitans’. With regard to its 
phylogeny, it has been shown that in quadrupeds like the dog and the horse, there is a 
synchronization of the ventilatory rhythm with that of gait: one ventilatory cycle per 
gait cycle, with concomitant acceleration while running. In humans, bipedalism has 
led to the loss of this automatic synchronization, retaining only the swing of the arms 
while walking, but no strict synchrony with ventilation. After a stroke has interrupted 
cortical control, the subjacent neurological structures retrieve their ancestral func-
tions, which are normally inhibited by the overlying cerebral structures as a result of 
evolution. During the movement of the diaphragm while yawning, the paralyzed arm 
receives motor stimulation from the lateral reticular nucleus of the medulla, which 
couples ventilation and locomotion in animals, an extrapyramidal signal that is not 
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inhibited by the ischemic lesion. In two stroke profiles, the persistence of yawning 
and emotional facial expressions signals the dissociation between automatic and vol-
untary pathways [57]. In the case of ‘locked-in’ syndrome caused by an occlusion in 
the basilar artery territory, there is quadriplegia, in association with bilateral facial 
paralysis. However, physiological yawning continues to occur [58–60]. Similarly, in 
bilateral anterior opercular syndrome or Foix-Chavany-Marie syndrome, the muscles 
of the face, tongue and laryngopharynx are paralyzed during all voluntary acts, includ-
ing voluntary smiles or grimaces, as well as during language articulation, whereas 
the expression of emotions, eye blinking, laughing, coughing, swallowing and yawn-
ing remain possible. No voluntary imitation of these movements can be carried out. 
The cause is ischemic, or rarely post-traumatic bilateral damage to the frontoparietal 
opercular areas [61, 62].
Intracranial hypertension, whether related to a stroke, tumor [63–65] or head 
trauma [66], can be revealed by headaches and by disturbed vigilance associated with 
salvos of yawns and with convulsions. Certain coma scores used in the USA take 
into account the presence of yawning in these situations [67, 68]. Vegetative states of 
postischemic or other origins also display ‘automatic-voluntary dissociation’ with the 
persistence of frequent yawning [69].
J.-M. Charcot presented a patient in 1888, referred to previously, and reported by 
Gilles de la Tourette [70] in 1890 as suffering from hysteria. Nevertheless, this young 
woman of 23 years was amenorrheic, epileptic, suffered from a bitemporal loss of 
the visual field and yawned 480 times an hour. In reality, she was probably develop-
ing a prolactinoma of the pituitary gland. I have also personally observed a 39-year-
old acromegalic male with prognathism and moderately protruding brows, suffering 
from persistent asthenia with salvos of almost 200 yawns per day [unpublished data]. 
Similarly, Wong [65] reported a case of a mucocele of the sphenoid sinus compressing 
the pituitary stalk, which was revealed by the occurrence of yawning repeated every 
15 s. There are a number of clinical arguments to show that an unexplained excess 
of yawning could be the result of a hypothalamic-pituitary disorder, the mechanism 
of action of which could be the oversecretion or inappropriate release of oxytocin or 
other neuromediators due to compression [71, 72].
There has been little interest in the behavioral disturbances that precede or succeed 
an epileptic seizure by a few minutes to several hours. Nonetheless, these anomalies 
could provide orienting data that would help to localize the anatomical origin of focal 
seizures. Before as well as after a temporal, or sometimes a frontal, epileptic seizure, 
different automatisms such as rubbing the nose with the fingers, yawning or sighing 
can be observed. J.H. Jackson [73] wrote in around 1876:
These symptoms do not occur during but after the paroxysm of the seizure; these are movements 
that are too well coordinated to result from an epileptic discharge; there exists, I think, a double 
condition: (1) negatively, a loss of control; (2) positively, an augmentation of the activity of the 
inferior functional center. In any case, the association or the sequence of gestures is very 
significant.
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In accordance with behavioral data, there is a phylogenetic origin to these ste-
reotypical behaviors. They are noticeable during the fetal stage, and continue into 
the postnatal period and throughout life. Scratching the face, rubbing the nose, 
yawning and sighing have been described as automatic behaviors that occur before 
or after absence seizures or focal seizures. They can also be seen in healthy sub-
jects as they awake from sleep. They can be distinguished as being physiological 
(upon waking) or pathological (for example, in temporal lobe epilepsy) depend-
ing on whether their velocity is harmonious or not, and whether their repetition 
is brief or prolonged. These behavioral automatisms are related to the activation 
of the brainstem or the spinal cord, the seat of their motor and integrative cen-
ters. The cortex, where the seizure is localized, is not involved. Thus, we see the 
reappearance of ancestral behavioral automatisms that are necessary for survival 
(such as walking, swimming, mating and other rhythmic activities, to which yawn-
ing also belongs), by a liberating ictal cortical disconnection [74–78]. Goldie and 
Green [79] presented three observations taken from old reports of Gowers [80], 
Penfield and Jasper [81] and Symonds [82], of children suffering from ‘petit mal’ 
seizures, the beginnings of which are signaled by repeated yawning. In addition to 
the association between temporal lobe epilepsy and yawning, Penfield and Jasper 
[81] described a rare type of epilepsy, diencephalic epilepsy, the existence of which 
has been questioned by some epileptologists. It brings together the brutal stimula-
tion of sympathetic and parasympathetic activity: a feeling of disconnection from 
the environment without loss of consciousness, a ‘vasomotor storm’ with flush, 
profuse sweating, rapid rise and fall of the body temperature, pulse and arterial 
pressure, lacrimation, salivation, pupillary inequality and irregularities of the ven-
tilator rhythm. Salvos of yawning and irrepressible hiccupping accompany this 
spectacular and very unpleasant profile. The cases described reveal the presence 
of thalamic tumors [83–87]. D’Mello et al. [88] also reported salvos of yawns as an 
iatrogenic effect of vibratory massage or of the withdrawal of neuroleptics, persist-
ing several months after convulsions are provoked. He proposed a lesioning of the 
hypothalamus by way of explanation.
Occurring at the threshold between absence seizures and epilepsy of a psycho-
genic origin, prolonged hyperventilation (voluntary or unconsciously induced) can 
alter the level of consciousness, mimicking an epileptic fit, with the appearance of 
automatic movements such as smiling, swallowing or yawning [89, 90]. Positive or 
negative emotions are accompanied physiologically by modifications in cardiorespi-
ratory activity, mediated by the autonomic nervous system. Thus, an increase in the 
frequency of ventilation is one of the signs of a panic attack. The hyperventilation 
syndrome comprises a neurotic profile on its own, leading to respiratory alkalosis, 
accompanied in more than 30% of cases by repeated widely spaced yawns that could 
be seen as a homeostatic counterstimulation of the parasympathetic system [91–95]. 
The use of relaxation techniques and yoga designed to trigger relaxing yawns allows 
these problems to be treated [96].
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In 2006, in a study published exclusively on the internet, SR Gallezzo of Holyoke 
Community College (Mass., USA) [97] demonstrated the existence of a link between 
the frequency of yawning reported by depressive patients and the severity of the 
depression, using a small sample of 31 patients. Depression was evaluated with the 
help of the Goldberg scale, and yawning on the basis of a questionnaire proposed by 
Greco and Baenninger [98]. Statistical analysis of the results demonstrated a signifi-
cant link: the more the patient yawned, the severer the depressive state. This was the 
first time that such a study was performed. To the surprise of the author, there was a 
negative correlation between age and yawning. It should be noted that the number of 
yawns produced diminishes physiologically with age, and that the predictive value of 
the relation between yawning and depression is probably lost after 65 years. It should 
also be remembered that antidepressants, in particularly serotonergic antidepres-
sants, promote repeated yawning.
It is at present quite rare to encounter a schizophrenic who does not take neurolep-
tics, which, by their mode of action, inhibit yawning. In the past, the reappearance of 
yawning in a schizophrenic was interpreted as a resumption of contact with the envi-
ronment and socialization [99]. Salvos of yawns, such as those seen in at least three 
of the five cases reported by Gilles de la Tourette in 1890, could have a psychogenic 
cause, as a form of non-verbal language. These have been described as an urgent and 
irrepressible feeling, following a sensation of epigastric heaviness with ascendant ret-
rosternal constriction, relieved by undergoing a ventilatory period of yawning that 
yields a brief feeling of pleasure such as those described by patients affected by ner-
vous tics [100, 101].
Sandy [102] reported a series of 5 patients in the initial stages of Steele-Richardson-
Olszewski syndrome, or progressive supranuclear palsy, with balance deficits, oculo-
motor problems and salvos of repeated yawning that were reduced, paradoxically, by 
the administration of dopaminergic agonists. Louwerse [103] reported, in a series of 
200 patients with the bulbar form of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis or Charcot’s dis-
ease, the existence of excessive yawning in salvos in around 10% of them, which is 
also the case in the study carried out by Williams [104]. Wicks [105] saw this problem 
in 47% of patients (n = 539). Present during the initial phase of the disease and con-
current with the appearance of swallowing deficits, the yawning disappears with the 
aggravation of paralysis. A brainstem attack in multiple sclerosis can yield the same 
profile [106].
Between 1917 and 1925, an epidemic of encephalitis described as lethargic by C. 
von Economo (1876–1931) [107] struck the whole of Europe. After an initial men-
ingitic phase, a lethargic phase lasting several weeks set in. These acute symptoms, 
often fatal, were followed in those who survived by a ‘chaos of abnormal movements’ 
(Pierre Marie), with the mixing of depressive or delirious manifestations, oculogy-
ric crises, Parkinsonian syndromes, etc. In 1921, Sicard and Paraff [108] reported 
observations in which the initial lethargic phase was followed by spasmodic attacks 
of hiccupping, laughing or crying, and salvos of repetitive yawning several times a 
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day. The homogeneity of the process of morbidity and the relative consistency of 
the lesion sites were in contrast to the polymorphism of the clinical manifestations. 
Contemporary discoveries confirm the soundness of the hypotheses put forward 
by C. von Economo. Autoimmune injury to the basal ganglia of the hypothalamus 
leads to a rarefaction of orexin/hypocretin-containing neurons, among others, and 
decreases, either transiently or permanently, the secretion of certain neuromediators 
responsible for arousal.
Yawning Triggers a Disorder
The act of yawning is not merely a simple opening of the mouth but a complex coor-
dinated movement, bringing together a flexion followed by an extension of the neck, 
a wide dilatation of the laryngopharynx with maximal descent, and an opening of the 
eustachian tubes [109]. Each of these elements can lead to pain or to dysfunctions.
Yawning is the most frequent cause of mandibular subluxation, ahead of laughing, 
vomiting and dental care. The subluxation is anterior; in other words, the mandibular 
condyle juts out in front of the temporal condyle and into the temporal fossa, from 
which it cannot be extricated due to the tonicity of the masticator muscles. The sub-
luxation is most often bilateral. It is generally possible to reduce it promptly without 
anesthesia [110, 111]. Relapses occur frequently. Although this type of luxation may 
occur during normal physiological yawning [112–115], several publications have 
described mandibular luxation as a complication of uncontrollable yawning while 
on serotonergic antidepressants [116, 117] or during the induction of anesthesia 
[118–120].
In addition, yawning can trigger painful cramps in the geniohyoid muscle [121].
When a patient presents with otalgia (showing no noticeable lesion of the ear) or 
for atypical facial pain, the presence of pain aggravated by yawning is a good indica-
tion of a disorder of the temporomandibular joints, such as arthritis, ankylosis, man-
dibular dysfunctions or myalgias of the masticator muscles [122–125].
Yawning can be the release mechanism or the trigger for an attack of glossopharyn-
geal neuralgia [126, 127]. As in the case of swallowing, it can initiate choreoathetotic 
movements of the lips and the laryngopharynx, following a brainstem stroke [128]. 
In 2001, D.E. Jacome described two patients with paroxysmal headaches, in whom 
the only triggering factor was yawning [129, 130]. In 2004, he described two other 
cases in which yawning led to extracephalic pain that appeared neuralgic [131]. In 
the first case, neck pain radiated towards a shoulder, and in the second, intense pain 
invaded the anterior portion of the neck, where a thyroid tumor of the clear-cell 
carcinoma type was developing. In both cases, a spontaneous wide opening of the 
mouth did not trigger pain; this was only triggered by yawning. Another clinical type 
of neuralgia that can be triggered by yawning is short-lasting neuralgiform unilateral 
pain affecting the orbital-periorbital area and associated with autonomic phenomena 
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consisting mainly of conjunctival injection, tearing, and rhinorrhea (Charlin-Sluder 
syndrome) [132].
The Marin Amat syndrome (or inverted Marcus Gunn syndrome) consists of a 
synkinetic closing of the eyelids of one eye while opening the mouth, notably during 
yawning [133].
Fractures of a long styloid apophysis are rare. Throat or neck pain, reduced neck 
mobility, hoarseness and a lateral mass in the neck are all signs that point to this con-
dition. They occur secondary to yawning or a direct shock, such as those encountered 
during a traffic accident [134, 135]. These should prompt a search for an Eagle’s syn-
drome – in which lateral neck pain, triggered by yawning or mastication, is associated 
with the pressure exerted by the styloid process within the tonsillar fossa [136, 137]. 
X-rays of the neck reveal the calcification of the stylohyoid ligaments (a discovery 
that sometimes occurs by chance), which becomes symptomatic whether or not there 
is a fracture [138, 139].
Idiopathic carotidynia is a controversial diagnosis, based on clinical argu-
ments. The international classification of headache disorders established by the 
International Headache Society proposes the presence of at least one of the follow-
ing criteria in order to retain this diagnosis: localized hypersensitivity, swelling and 
an increase in pulsations. The pain is typically unbearable, pulsatile, permanent 
and localized at the carotid bifurcation, but it may radiate towards the mandible, 
cheek, eye or ear. The symptoms are often exacerbated by swallowing, chewing, 
yawning and contralateral movements of the neck. The cardinal clinical sign is an 
exaggerated sensitivity of the carotid bulb to palpation, which often reveals promi-
nent swelling with an accentuation of visible and palpable pulsations. Other serious 
causes (dissection of the carotid) should be excluded. Its evolution appears to be 
benign in most cases [140, 141].
Yawning Relieves a Disorder
The eustachian tubes play a role in the aeration of the middle ear, or pressure equal-
ization [142]. Physiologically, the eustachian tubes open during swallowing due to 
the contraction of the peristaphyline muscles. Defective opening occurs as a result of 
tube dysfunctions. These could be a consequence of inflammatory phenomena affect-
ing the ear and throat, or functional phenomena, such as during variations in pres-
sure during air travel. The powerful contraction of the peristaphyline muscles during 
yawning explains its airing effect on the tympanic cavity, which serves to restore hear-
ing in case of serous otitis or during rapid descent while in flight [143, 144].
Dysbaric facial paralysis is a rare event, but one which usually has a favorable out-
come. It is linked to a change in pressure in the medium in which the victim evolves, 
and is responsible for ischemic neuropraxia of the facial nerve, e.g. during diving or 
flying. If hyperbaric oxygen therapy is not available immediately, either the Toynbee 
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maneuver, provoked yawning or swallowing can accelerate recovery and limit the risk 
of sequelae [145].
The extrinsic or intrinsic musculature of the larynx is particularly sensitive to 
emotional stress. Its hypercontraction is a common denominator in all forms of func-
tional or psychogenic dysphonia and aphonia. Yawning-whistling is a technique that 
has come into increasing use over the last few years, in particular as a therapy for 
vocal fatigue. The technique is particularly effective in combating the excessive eleva-
tion of the larynx and constriction of the glottis that characterize vocal fatigue. This 
condition corresponds to an excessive muscular effort by the respiratory, vocal and 
resonance systems, which tends to raise the larynx. This technique aims to open the 
glottis and to reposition the larynx at its lowest point in order to reduce muscular 
effort to a minimum, which is what yawning accomplishes physiologically.
Pieter Brueghel the Elder painted, in around 1560, a work posthumously named 
The Yawner, currently on display at the Royal Museums of Fine Arts in Brussels. 
Marsden [146] contests this interpretation and believes that it depicts a blepharos-
pasm or oromandibular dystonia, the contraction of which can be relieved by yawn-
ing, as noted by a good number of patients.
Concluding Remarks
At the end of this vast panorama, the consultation of a patient complaining of exces-
sive yawning can be schematized. The first step consists of looking for an iatrogenic 
effect, the most frequent cause. Then, a search for abnormal drowsiness or sleep debt 
should allow any syndrome of sleep apnea to be uncovered. Functional causes leading 
to an anxiety disorder, possibly associated with a hyperventilation syndrome, should 
be treated by relaxation and yoga. This should be correlated with the occurrence of 
dyspepsia. Clinical examination is needed to detect pituitary/hypophyseal endocrine 
anomalies, intracranial hypertensive syndromes, partial temporal seizure, stroke or 
Charcot’s disease. Finally, repeated yawning could form part of a tic disease.
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